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ABSTRACT
The competitive strategy used by a new firm may be the most important strategy it ever
employs (Covin & Slevin, 1989; Ferrier, 2001). A well-chosen and executed firm strategy is
essential for a firm to realize its potential competitive advantage (Porter, 1981). A firm‘s
strategic intent and resulting competitive actions are especially important when firms are new
and vulnerable as they strive to learn which strategic actions help them adapt to their rivals
actions and to their environment (Stinchcombe, 1965). Further, the competitive actions that new
firms choose to take with rival firms affects the overall competitive dynamics of their industry
(Smith, Ferrier, and Ndofor, 2001).
One way to explore how the competitive actions of new firms affect their future is to
capture and examine their individual competitive moves and countermoves over time (Smith,
Grimm, Gannon, & Chen, 1991). Red Queen competition is a particular form of competitive
dynamics that is well-suited to explore these issues of new rival firms (Barnett, 2008). Barnett
and Sorenson (2002) suggested that competition and learning reinforce one another as
organizations develop, and this is what van Valen (1973) referred to as the ‗Red Queen.‘ This
definition of the Red Queen led to the development of the concept of Red Queen competition and
the Red Queen effect. The competitive strategies these new firms use to obtain resources as they
adapt, in particular how these firms compete and or cooperate, are key competitive strategies that
remain understudied to-date (Amit, Glosten, and Muller, 1990).
I explore Red Queen competition, and the ensuing Red Queen Effect, in a complex
environmental setting that represents a high technology ecosystem (Arned, 1996, 2010; Iansiti &
Levien, 2004a, 2004b; Moore, 1993; Pierce, 2009). New firms in such an ecosystem represent a
particularly salient combination of type of firm, firm lifecycle period, and firm environment to
ii

examine strategic actions since these firms comprise a significant portion of the high-growth and
future of our global economy (Stangler, 2010). Further, due to their need to rapidly adapt in a
complex ecosystem, these firms rely heavily on short-lived information resources for competitive
advantage (Barney, 1991; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Omerzel, 2008). To place this research in
context, I consider the moderating effects of key environmental ecosystem resource conditions
(Dess & Beard, 1984; Miller & Friesen, 1983; Sharfman & Dean, 1991).
Empirical studies to-date have yielded mixed results and left unanswered questions about
the basic components and the effects of Red Queen competition. To address these issues I
explore this literature in chapter one of the dissertation, and in chapter two I develop a theoretical
model of Red Queen competition that draws on the available empirical and theoretical literature
to-date. Due to the mixed finding from the empirical results, I develop a precise agent-based
simulation model of Red Queen competition in chapter three to facilitate data collection. Using
this data I test a series of hypotheses designed to explore the fundamentals of Red Queen
competition, specifically how escalating competitive activity for resources among new firms
impacts their survival and performance. In addition, the moderating effect of environmental
changes on Red Queen competition is also tested to explore the affect of context on Red Queen
competition. Chapter four explains the findings from these hypotheses, future research
directions, implications and limitations from the research, and my concluding thoughts.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
A fundamental question in strategic management is, ―Why do some firms outperform
their rivals?‖ This is a particularly critical issue for new firms in technology industries (Shan,
Walker & Kogut, 1994; Zahra, 1996). Researchers to-date have presented several answers to the
general question of why firms vary in their competitive performance. One perspective is based
on an industry structure perspective that draws on competitive forces and barriers to entry and
mobility to place firms in favorable and unfavorable positions (Caves & Porter, 1977; Porter,
1980). A second perspective is suggested by Barney (1986) who uses a resource-based view to
depict ways that rival firms can be constrained when competitors acquire or create unique,
valuable, and rare resources that are difficult for the rivals to imitate. A third perspective comes
from evolutionary theory, which outlines how performance differences among rival firms are due
to a competitive race to gain an ultimate competitive advantage. This theory draws on the
advantages provided by superior speed and innovation by one firm to keep ahead of its rivals
(Nelson & Winter, 1982). The focus of my dissertation is based on a particular form of this third
perspective, one of the least-explored and understood regarding new firms, the Red Queen
Effect.
Red Queen competition, by definition (Barnett, 1997, 2008), is when one firm‘s actions
directly affect that firm‘s viability and also the viability of rival firms. Further, the actions taken
by the firm are escalated, in relationship to the rival firm, in terms of the rate of execution of the
actions. Barnett (1997) defined the components of this variance as the direct and indirect effects
of competitive actions on the focal firm (the primary firm under study) and rival firms (the
‗other‘ firms). The actions of the focal firm affect the performance of the focal firm, and these
actions also have an effect on the performance of rival firms. Red Queen competitive theory

focuses on these variances between rivals, and it is particularly well-suited for studying new
firms (Barnett, 1997) as they emerge and define their competitive strategy.
Competitiveness varies from organization to organization as shown by the wide range of
performance reported by companies worldwide in the stock market. The question regarding why
some firms outperform others can be further narrowed to, ―Why are some new firms more
competitive than their rivals?‖ New firms face a number of challenging issues surrounding the
liability of their newness (Stinchcombe, 1965). Many of these issues stem from resource scarcity
(Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993), the impact of environmental conditions (Hannan, 1998;
Henderson, 1999), founding team effects (Eisenhardt & Schoohnoven, 1990), the initial stocks of
financial and human capital (Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon, & Woo, 1994), the orientation of the
founding entrepreneur (Covin & Slevin, 1989), and the ethical climate of the new firm
(Neubaum, Mitchell, & Schminke, 2004). However, the findings of several studies indicate that
the results are mixed when it comes to theories about why firms struggle in their early years. In
particular, studies that have examined theories related to the liability of newness have found
cases of a genuine inverse relationship between age and death rates (Aldrich et al., 1989; Bruderl
& Schussler, 1990; Carroll & Huo, 1988; Singh, House, & Tucker, 1986; and Staber, 1989).
Using the research lens of Red Queen competition should provide insight into one important
source of this variance.
The focus of this dissertation is on new firms, and why some are more competitive than
others. One way to examine this question is to study how new firms deal with each of their
liabilities. One approach that is emerging in our domain of research is to examine the actions of
new firms one at a time in light of the strategies used by the firms. These are strategies that these
2

firms believe are the most suited to their industry, given the firm‘s goals and resources. The
strategy the firms choose is reflected in the actions that the firm uses to compete in its industry,
either to initiate a move or to react to a rival firm‘s move (Prahalad & Bettis, 1986). However,
researchers have paid limited attention to the discrete competitive actions of new firms with
regard to rival firms and the subsequent effect this has on the performance of these firms over
time. One reason for this is that competitive conditions are typically studied at an aggregate
level as they relate to markets, industries, or populations (Hannan & Freeman, 1989; Schere &
Ross, 1990; Tirole, 1988) under cross-sectional analysis. While this aggregate information is of
great interest on the one hand, on the other hand it may lack the fine-grained insight often needed
to address the mixed findings noted to-date.
Research that focuses on the series of actions or moves made by a first actor, and on
reactions or countermoves made by a responder in an industry, is competitive dynamics research
(Smith et al., 1991). The actions of individual firms in a market domain reflect that firm‘s
strategy as it finds positions to adapt to the competitive landscape and secure resources. This
coincides with the robust findings of research in the ecological evolution of firms (Kauffman,
1993). Red Queen competition, essentially a subset of competitive dynamics with a genesis in
evolutionary biology, is particularly well-suited to examine the discrete competitive actions
among new firms. Red Queen research is unique from general competitive dynamics research in
several ways. The first way is that it is limited to competitive activities that escalate among
firms. Without the escalation in the level of activities among firms, the competition is not Red
Queen by definition. Another way is that the firms must show evidence of adapting to either
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their competition or their environment as part of their activity. A third way is that the rivalry
among the firms must impact the firm, and its rival, and the environment.
Research in this area is still emerging. Gaps in the research are already forming due to a
variety of approaches used to-date and analysis results that are not reliable as a result of data
collection and interpretation. One critical gap is the lack of an established model to examine Red
Queen competition and the Red Queen Effect. In order to address these gaps and to address
important issues within the literature, the purpose of this dissertation is to develop a model of
Red Queen competition for new rival firms. Using the model, I examine how, over time, the
basic tenants of Red Queen competition affect the survival and performance of rival firms. In
addition, I examine how the competitive environment affects the survival and performance of
firms engaged in Red Queen competition.
The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows. First, I provide a broad and general
view of competitive dynamics. Second, I discuss the specific application of competitive
dynamics, Red Queen competition. From this discussion, in the third section, I identify the
necessary condition for Red Queen competition to exist. Using these conditions, I describe in
the fourth section the main relationships of interest in my study of Red Queen competition.
Finally, I review the relevant work studying Red Queen competition and the Red Queen Effect.
In general, during this literature review, I will highlight the significant relationships,
variables, and expected effects that are applicable to my current inquiry. In Chapter two I
explain my model of Red Queen competition and develop propositions and hypotheses to
correspond to the model. I provide the details for the simulation model and method that I use to
collect data and test these hypotheses. Chapter three details the results of the simulation data
4

used to test the hypotheses. Chapter four concludes with a general discussion of the findings
from the simulation, their practical and theoretical implications, and a discussion of potential
future research.
Literature Review
Typically the primary focus of strategic management theory is at the firm level and how
firm interaction with each other affects their competitive advantage. Therefore, my study is at
the firm level, and I examine how firms‘ actions among rival affects their survival and
performance. I also specifically focus on the actions of new firms in an environment that mimics
technology industries.
A well chosen and executed firm strategy is essential for a firm to adapt to the
competitive dynamics of its industry and realize its full competitive advantage (Porter, 1980,
1985). This is particularly true for new firms that are new and vulnerable (Stinchcombe, 1965).
Part of the challenge for new firms is they have fewer resources and less experience to draw
upon as they attempt to adapt to complex environments. Each action a new firm takes is usually
more costly, in a relative way, than a similar action by an existing rival firm.
One pattern of rivalrous firm action that is prominent in many industries is an escalation
of actions (Barnett, 1996). This escalation of actions is thought to either help a firm adapt to
rivals and to the environment as it learns from the actions, or in cases of maladaptation, it leads
the firm to enter a competency trap and often results in suboptimal performance by the firm. This
is one of the primary challenges faced by new firms – deciding what actions to take, when to
take them, and which firms to take action with. In addition to these competitive action decisions,
new firms deal with other critical factors. These factors include the evolving nature of their
competitors and the dynamics of the environment. Studies in the past that considered only a
5

cross-sectional, or static view of the competitive situation, may have missed important nuances
that in turn led to mixed findings in research results. Therefore, to address the dynamics of firmto-firm rivalry, I consider the use of the competitive dynamics research method. Examining the
competitive actions of both new firms and existing rival firms over a period of time should
provide me with the critical insight that perhaps has been missed in past cross-sectional and
macro firm level studies. See Figure 1 (Smith, Ferrier, Ndofor, 2001) for a depiction of the
components of competitive dynamics.
Changes in Firm

Firm Resources

Resources
Firm Action
Changes in Industry /
Industry /
Environment Structure
Environment Structure
Time
Figure 1 - A Model of Competitive Dynamics
My research focus is on the firm-to-firm rivalry of new firms. An example of this would
be two new companies that both intend to manufacture and sell electronic book readers, or ebook readers. For discussion purposes I‘ll call these companies E-Webster and E-Pedia. If EWebster announces their product first, and E-Pedia is a rationally intended company, it will
adjust its competitive strategy accordingly. If E-Webster announced a black and white screen ebook reader, E-Pedia might choose to announce the same product at a lower price. Or to bundle
some free e-books with a similar product to E-Webster‘s. Or, E-Pedia might further escalate
their competitive position and announce a color screen e-book reader. Or perhaps one with built
6

in wireless communications, presuming E-Webster‘s did not have wireless. E-Webster might in
turn soon announce a larger sized color screen e-reader with a free subscription to the Wall Street
Journal. This is an example of two new firms that compete directly for the same type of
customer in the same market space and they match and exceed the competitive moves by
escalating their product offerings in response to the other firm‘s moves. This is Red Queen
competition, a specific form of competitive dynamics that examines the effect that competitive
rivalry has on the competing firms as they fight for survival and coevolve1 in an environment.
The term Red Queen competition, which may lead to the Red Queen Effect, is derived from the
discussion between the characters of the Red Queen and Alice in Lewis Carroll‘s Through the
Looking Glass2 (1865). Van Valen (1973), a biologist, used this analogy to describe the
nonstop, escalating activity and development that biological entities pursue as they try to
maintain and improve their fitness in a dynamic system. Since then, researchers have used the
concept to explain individual and firm actions in a variety of settings from biology to nuclear
escalation (Axelrod, 1997; Baumol, 2004).
The purpose of this literature review is to set the stage for a discussion of the Red Queen
Effect and specifically how to develop a model of the Effect. I use a model and simulations run
with the model to allow a controlled and precise way to examine some of the fundamental
assumptions that comprise the Red Queen Effect. Throughout the following review, I highlight

1

In my study, the term coevolve is limited to the concept of the mutual development of the firms
who are in a rivalrous competition. It is not intended to convey the fuller meaning of the
development of a species or a firm to the point that the firm gives birth to a new firm.
2
Alice was troubled by her lack of progress achieving her goals, and the Red Queen advised
Alice, ―Here, you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place. If you want
to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that!‖ (Carroll, 1960: 345).
7

important relationships that serve as a rationale for why and how I developed my simulation
model.
Theoretical Underpinnings of the Red Queen Effect
Competitive Dynamics and Red Queen Competition
Competitiveness varies from organization to organization as shown by the wide range of
performance reported by companies worldwide in the stock market. Using the research lens of
Red Queen competition should provide insight into one important source of this variance. Red
Queen competition, by definition (Barnet, 1997, 2008), is when one firm‘s actions directly affect
that firm‘s viability and also the viability of rival firms. Further, the actions taken by the firm are
escalated, in relationship to the rival firm, in terms of the rate of execution of the actions.
Barnett (1997) defined the components of this variance as the direct and indirect effects of
competitive actions on the focal firm (the primary firm under study) and rival firms (the ‗other‘
firms). This is illustrated in Figure 2 below (Barnett, 1997). The actions of the focal firm affect
the performance of the focal firm, and these actions also have an effect on the performance of
rival firms. Red Queen competitive theory focuses on these variances between rivals, and it is
particularly well-suited for studying new firms (Barnett, 1997) as they emerge and define their
competitive strategy.
The theory is based on the presumption that organizations are intentionally rational
adaptive systems (March, 1981). That is, firms have some plan or rationale that can be found in
their actions that at a minimum leads to maintaining the status quo or survival of the firm. The
competitive actions that firms initiate on their own, or that they respond to regarding their rival
firms, are part of the search for learning and improvement of the focal firm with the end result
survival and ultimately improving the firm‘s competitive position in the environment. Learning
8

occurs as a result of observing the results of actions, and adaptation takes places by the firm. Not
all learning is intentional, just as not all adaptations are successful since there is a cost to
adaptation (Kauffman, 1993). Therefore, Red Queen competition can lead to both positive and
negative Red Queen Effects (Barnett, 2008).
The standard strategic management model of competitive dynamics (Smith et al., 1992)
links two parties, the actor and responder, and the subsequent actions of both of these parties, to
organizational performance. At the heart of the model are the actions taken by each party. By
definition, these actions have a direct effect on the actor and also affect the responder, either
directly or indirectly as shown in Figure 2. As applied to my research agenda, unless otherwise
noted, the actor/initiator is the new firm, and the responder is a rival firm.
Actions of

Viability of Focal

Focal Firm

Firm

Actions of Rival

Viability of Rival

Firm

Firm

Figure 2 - Firms and Effects of Red Queen Competition

Empirical research on competitive dynamics started about thirty years ago with
MacMillan, McCaffery and Van Wijk‘s (1985) study of competitive response times to imitate a
competitor‘s product in the banking industry. Bettis and Weeks (1987) then examined reactions
in the stock market to product moves and countermoves between film manufacturers in the
instant photography industry. Soon after this, the characteristics of competitive actions that
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triggered rapid responses of high technology firms were identified by Smith, Grimm, Chen, and
Gannon (1989). In addition to these industries of banking, photography, and high technology,
the industries of airlines, retailing, software, and telecommunications have also been examined.
Data for these studies spans field interviews, case studies, surveys, and archival sources.
Competitive dynamics does not focus on any one particular variable. Rather, the focus is on the
action between firms directly in the industry of interest. In this way, competitive dynamics
research is a natural outgrowth of Schumpeter‘s theory of creative destruction (Smith et al.,
1992). Schumpeter (1934) put forth the notion of creative destruction 3 to outline the dynamic
market processes by which entrepreneurial firms act and react to exploit market opportunities.
The action of an entrepreneur in pursuit of new opportunities draws a reaction from incumbents
in a market domain. Should the entrepreneur‘s move prove advantageous, the delay in a
responder‘s countermove is what creates a momentary competitive advantage and higher-thannormal profits ensue to the entrepreneur until the incumbent‘s reaction negates the advantage
(Nelson and Winter, 1982: Porter, 1980). Competitive dynamics research is focused on
identifying strategic actions that create these momentary competitive advantages. It follows then
that the use of competitive dynamics is appropriate for researching the strategic interactions used
by new firms as they seek to generate a competitive advantage relative to their rivals (Chen,
1988).
Competitive dynamics research is concerned with the interactions between firms in an
industry (Smith, Ferrier, & Ndofor, 2001) as they compete for strategic resources. Specifically,

3

Creative destruction is defined as the inevitable and eventual market decline of leading firms
through the process of competitive action and reaction (Schumpeter, 1934).
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it is concerned with the actions and reactions among the firms as they vie for a superior
competitive position in the industry. The hoped for consequences of firm action are changes in
the firm‘s resources and / or changes in industry structure that improve the fit of the firm and
possibly create barriers for rival firms. Red Queen competition can be considered a special case
of competitive dynamics.
Relevant Red Queen Literature
Barnett and Hansen (1996) first applied the concept of the Red Queen to the analysis of
organizational failure. Barnett and Sorenson (2002) suggested that the Red Queen effect can be
found at the intersection of organizational learning and organizational ecology: competition
among organizations gives rise to internal organizational learning processes and learning
increases the strength of organizational competition. The authors suggest that competition and
learning reinforce one another as organizations develop, and this is what van Valen (1973)
referred to as the ‗Red Queen.‘ This definition of the Red Queen led to the development of the
concept of Red Queen competition and the Red Queen effect.
These effects are typically studied at the firm level. Although the effects are studied after
a period of aggregation, it is the accumulation of actions over time and the accumulated effect
that is at the heart of this research. The theoretical parallels with evolutionary biology are the
comparisons to how species evolve over time, and the actions they take to adapt to other species
and their environment. Van Valen (1973) coined the term Red Queen when he was observing
how rival species would compete for resources. Baumol (2004, p. 238) applied the concept to
economics and noted that in his contention,
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―… the Red-Queen scenario describes one of the most powerful economic
mechanisms in economic development and in history.‖
The work of Baumol (2004) and van Valen (1973) gave rise to researchers referring to the
Red Queen Effect as ‗the arms race‘ or ‗escalation of competition‘ which underscores one of the
essential elements of the Red Queen Effect – escalation of competitive activity between two or
more firms. Barnett and Hansen (1996), Barnett and Pontikes (2005), and Barnett and Sorenson
(2002) were some of the first to apply the concept of the Red Queen to management research.
Barnett (2008) continues to be a pioneer in this line of research. His recent empirical results,
taken from studies of banking and computer manufacturing, suggest that the Red Queen Effect
has both a positive and a negative effect on competitive rivalry, firm survival, and firm
performance.
As noted above, empirical research in the Red Queen Effect is not new. Most of the early
work was concentrated in the efforts of just a few researchers. However, Red Queen Effect
research has been gaining momentum during the last five years with publications in top tier
journals. As an example, Derfus, Maggitti, Grimm, and Smith (2008) used the Red Queen Effect
to study competitive actions and firm performance across eleven different industries. They used
content analysis to analyze these industries over a multi-year period to generate their data. In
contrast, Barnett typically used econometric data take n from specific firms. It is difficult to
compare results among studies due to the lack of consistency in how variables were defined, how
relationships between rival firms were characterized, and how results were measured. For
instance, a careful read of the 2008 paper by Derfus et al., suggests that an imprecise Red Queen
competition model may have been used, and that a true Red Queen Effect was not established. I
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believe this was a significant contributor to the mixed results found by the authors. In short,
although they labeled their research Red Queen Effect, it does not appear to conform to the same
rigor that Barnett applied in his work. This will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
I present a summary of relevant Red Queen Competition articles in Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary of Relevant Red Queen Competition Articles.

Industry

Focus of Research

Multiindustry
of firms

Red Queen effect of
competitive moves
among rival firms

Co mputer
industry

Why do successful
organizations move
in a new d irect ion
and fail?

Large
firms in
the harddisk drive
industry

Why are some
organizations more
competitive than
others?

Retail
Banking

Red Queen effect
on founding and
growth of
organizations over
time

Main Effects
of i nterest
Focal firm and
rival firm

Outcome of
interest
Focal firm
performance

Type of Action
Examined
Count of actions
Rival action speed

Moderators
Examined
Industry conditions
Relative market
position

Data Collection
Method
Content Analysis
of public records
and reports and
firm performance
data
Secondary data
fro m the co mputer
industry.

Findi ngs

Researchers

Red Queen co mpetition
exists as a main effect.
Mix results on
moderators

Derfus, Maggitti,
Grimm, and Smith,
2008

Co mpetitive
experience in
one market
increases
failure rates
when firms
move into new
markets.
Co mpetitive
success in one
market leads
to expansion
attempts in
other markets
Do large
organizations
become weak
competitors
over time
compared to
smaller firms?
Organizational
founding and
growth rates
among retail
banks.

Likelihood
of expansion
into new
markets.
Likelihood
of firm
failure after
expansion in
new market.

Firm entry and exit
dates.
Density of firms in
an industry.
Econometric
performance.

None

Success in one area of
the market encourages
exploration in another
area wh ich often leads
to failu re

Barnett, Pontikes,
2008

Market
failure rates.
Impact of
firm size on
firm failure.

Used organizational
ecology model to
estimate
competition among
organizations.

Firm‘s prior
experience in
competition.
Overlap in markets.

Content Analysis
of public records
and reports and
firm performance
data

Small firms are more
susceptible to the Red
Queen effect. Red
Queen effect exposure
aids in firm long term
survival.

Barnett and
McKendrick, 2004

What effect
does Red
Queen
competition
have on
founding
and growth
rates?

Founding rates.
Growth rates.
Entry and exit in
the market.

Prior co mpetitive
experience.

Secondary data on
retail banks

Experience distribution
strongly affects rates of
organizational founding
and growth.

Barnett and
Sorenson, 2002

The Red Queen and New Firms
The concepts of firm action, and subsequent interactions with other firms, as depicted in
Figure 1 of competitive dynamics, meshes well with Red Queen competition as depicted in
Figure 2. Further, the action framework captured by Red Queen competition allows us to focus
on the execution part of the general theory of entrepreneurship (Shane, 2003). The model of the
entrepreneurship process suggests that the strategic actions of the new entrepreneurial firm are
revealed during the execution stage of the process. In the execution stage the firm assembles
resources, works out the organizational design of the firm, and begins to work out the strategic
posture of the firm. It is here that the firm decides how to compete with rival firms in the
marketplace (Porter, 1980). If the new firm chooses an escalating strategy of action it is
engaging in Red Queen competition.
The literature on interfirm competition emphasizes two conceptions of competition. The
first concentrates on the structure of markets and the other focuses on the conduct of individual
firms (Hannan & Freeman, 1989; Porter, 1980; Scherer & Ross, 1990). The separation of the
individual component and the environmental component of structure is consistent with the
general theory of entrepreneurship and competitive dynamics. In both views competition is an
action that is largely anonymous as firms compete for resources from a common pool.
Therefore, competition with existing unknown firms is one factor that new firms face. The other
related factor is direct rivalry with known firms. This difference was noted by Baum and Korn
(1996) in their research on competitive dynamics and interfirm rivalry. As these authors noted,
the essence of rivalry is a striving by firms in a market domain for potentially incompatible
positions (Caves, 1984; Scherer & Ross, 1990). Also, ―Firms feel the effects of each other‘s
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moves and are prone to respond to them‖ (Porter, 1980: 88). This depiction mimics the
description of Red Queen competition – where two or more firms compete directly with each
other as they coevolve in a shared market domain. And finally, per Hannan and Freeman (1989:
140), this form of direct competition is what occurs when firms, directly identifiable to each
other, vie for the same resources in an environment characterized by limited resources.
Entrepreneurs create firms and enter the market domain to exploit an opportunity they
discovered. The new firm is instantly a rival if it enters a market domain with existing firms that
offer related products and sales taken by the new firm affect the potential sales of the rival firm.
The firm may have improved enough on a product to exploit a market opportunity that takes it
head-to-head with a known rival. However, if the firm has a breakthrough that leads to
exploration, it may enter the market with no direct rivals but still be competing for resources
from a common pool of firms. In summary, the Red Queen competition framework appears to
be well-suited to study ways in which new firms variance in actions leads to variance in their
performance over time.
The Strength and Weakness of Current Research – an Example
In one of the most comprehensive recent studies to-date on the Red Queen Effect, data are
compiled from content analysis, Derfus, Maggitti, Grimm, and Smith (2008) examined 11
different industries over a six year period. I will discuss this article in more detail since it is
recent and it one of the most comprehensive articles to-date. It represents both the strength and
weaknesses of current Red Queen competition research. The authors found full support for a
number of their hypotheses. These hypotheses dealt with how the rival actions of firms affected
their performance. The research concentrated on the number of rival actions and the speed of the
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rival actions. Their research also investigated a variety of environmental or context moderators,
including firm level concentration (density), market demand, and market position of firms.
Typically no support or at the most very weak support was found for these moderators. The
Figure 3 illustrates theorized model from the Derfus et al., (2008) results:

Number of Focal Firm Actions
Performance

Focal Firm

Rival actions and Rival
Speed of actions

Figure 3 - Derfus et al., (2008) Model of Red Queen Competition
Both focal and rival firm activity was measured by counting the number of actions attributed
to these firms using the process of content analysis4 for pricing, capacity, geographic changes,
marketing, and product introductions. Firm total actions, a key final measure used in the
analysis, were determined by summing all the counts of all the actions. While this is an efficient
way to collect data regarding the actions, it raises questions about the loss of information in the
final analysis. The aggregation of the types of actions by both focal and rival firms potentially
does away with Barnett‘s concept of competitive intensity. Also, no fine grained perspective is
maintained on the type of action analyzed, the impact of the actions.

4

Content analysis involves the examination of relevant published information about the firms‘
activities over a period of time, typically more text than numbers. The content is systematically
coded by defined variable type using a code book. The results are tabulated and analyzed as
secondary data.
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In addition to my concern that all of the different types of actions are lumped together into
one generic aggregate action, only one side of the escalation question seems to be addressed – if
the focal firm increases actions, the rival firm increase. What about the reverse, when the rival
firm is the initiator? It is not clear that this side of the relationship is accounted for. Red Queen
competition stipulates that there is a two way interaction and this part of the relationship is not
addressed.
Further, all of the industry types are lumped together does away with the concept of specific
competitive context in Barnett‘s model of Red Queen competition. Although industry type is
controlled for in the regression analysis, this again is counter to one of the fundamental holdings
of Red Queen competition that firm types remain separated in the analysis of activity.
Finally, firm actions are collected and summarized on a yearly basis. This makes much of
the analysis time-based instead of activity-based. This may introduce an unwanted
normalization based on time versus highlighting concentrations of actions.
In summary, the research is interesting and according to the authors takes a step forward
toward addressing Red Queen Effect, but it does not seem to address the Red Queen Effect
directly. I suggest that Barnett might say that this is more of a competitive dynamics paper than
a true Red Queen paper. This is a significant point. I suggest that the requirements for Red
Queen competition were not explicitly met in this research. Rather, the requirements for
competitive dynamics were met instead. This leads me to the first major gap in Red Queen
competition research, the need to explicitly state the essential conditions for Red Queen
competition and the Red Queen Effect.
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Essential Conditions for Red Queen Competition and Effect
Drawing from my literature review, I have outlined the essentials of Red Queen
Competition, the ones that are necessary before the Red Queen Effect can be considered. Many
of the published empirical studies that I examined do not meet these tests, although they liberally
refer to the Red Queen Effect. Note that these points are largely taken from Barnet‘s work (1997,
2008).
Essentials of Red Queen Competition and the Red Queen Effect. The following five points are
referred to repeatedly by Barnett in his research on Red Queen competition as requirements.
First, there must be continuous activity by focal firms and rival firms (focal firms is the term
given by Barnett to the firm under study). Second, the competitive activity must escalate among
the firms. Escalation typically is in form of an increase in total activity, the rate of the activity,
or the intensity of the activity. Third, one goal of the firm is to at least maintain their current
level of fitness, that is to survive. The firm can have other goals, but if the focal firm is strictly
focused on predator actions toward a rival firm regardless of the impact on the focal firm, this
would remove the focal firm as a Red Queen competitor. Fourth, the firms must compete in an
environment that is characterized by resource scarcity. Without resource scarcity there is little
reason for the firms to compete. And finally, similar forms of firms compete for similar
resources. This helps keep the level of analysis focused on firms that compete with each other.
And coupled with the fourth requirement it supports the overall model of Red Queen
competition. That is, the action of one firm affects the viability of that firm and rival firms.
These conditions are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2 Essential Conditions for Red Queen Competition
Condition
1
2

Element
Firm competitive
activity
Firm competitive
activity

3

Survival /
performance

4

Environmental
resources

5

Competition

Description
Must be continuous between
the focal and rival firms
Escalation of competitive
activity on the part of one or
more of the firms relative to
rival firms
Primary goal of firms – first
survive, then improve fitness
or performance
Resources in the environment
are limited, making
competition a requirement to
survive
Similar firms compete for the
same limited resources

Actors
Focal and rival firms
Focal and rival firms

Focal and rival firms

Focal and rival firms

Focal and rival firms

When these five requirements are met, the rivalry between firms is can be considered Red
Queen competition. These conditions are also evident in the work done by biological researchers
like van Valen (1973). However, these conditions are necessary but not sufficient to bring about
the Red Queen Effect. In additions to these conditions, for the Red Queen Effect to exist, the
following three conditions must also be met. First, the firms must have a strategy (a ‗logic of
competition‘) that they follow to guide their competitive actions. This logic can be random on
the part of the firm, or much more specific in its intent. Second, the firms must adapt as they
sample the competitive logic of rival firms. This adaptation can be driven by learning at the firm
level or simply by randomly changing their logic, but there needs to be a change that can be
viewed as an adaptation by the firm as it competes for resources. The adaptation typically
involves an escalation of activity by at least one of the firms, and often both firms. And finally,
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the actions of one type of firm impact not only the viability of that firm, but also the viability of
rival firms. This impact can be a direct or indirect effect, but it must be clear and measurable in
some way. The four conditions are summarized in Table 3 below.
Table 3 Conditions for the Red Queen Effect to Exist
Condition
1
2

Element
Red Queen
competition
Firm strategy

3

Firm adaptation

4

Firm viability

Description
Must be evident

Actors
Focal and rival firms

Competing firms must have a
logic of competition, or
strategy, that the firm employs
Firm makes a change in
response to rival firms or the
environment to survive
Action by one firm affects the
viability of that firm and rival
firms in the environment

Focal and rival firms

Focal and rival firms

Focal and rival firms

Environme nts for Red Queen Competition – An Ecosystem Approach
Entrepreneurial action and subsequent new venture formation is typically not a short term
process (Shane, 2003). To better understand the processes and phenomena, a long-term view of
the actors, the environment, and the processes involved is recommended. Following Aldrich
(2001) and Van de Ven and Engelmann (2004), an event-driven model is best suited to
understand how the Red Queen competitive process unfolds over time and influences the
performance of new firms. Event-driven explanations are built forward, from observed or
recorded events to outcomes. An appropriate way to do this is to examine the individual
activities of the firms, how they interact with each other over time, and the context in which
these actions occur. As noted previously, one context that has been used successfully in the
examination of technology firm performance is the innovation ecosystem. In the following
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section I set forth a definition of an innovation ecosystem and propose how this framework can
be used to study new firms engaged in Red Queen competition.
Scholars in entrepreneurial theory have called for the use of more holistic frameworks that
consider both the new firm and the firm‘s environmental context when conducting research on
these new firms (Shane, 2003). One framework that has emerged to address these issues is the
innovation ecosystem (Arned, 1996, 2010; Iansiti & Levien, 2004a, 2004b; Moore, 1993; Pierce,
2009). The innovation ecosystem is based on analogies drawn from evolutionary biology and it
provides descriptions of how strategic outcomes emerge as a result of firms‘ interactions in
industry environments. An innovation ecosystem framework is constructed to aid the study of
firm adaption in high technology industries. Following the biological concept of an ecosystem,
an innovation ecosystem suggests a multi-level view of firm adaptation and coevolution with
other firms and the environment, that is, individual firms and the market domain that represents
all of the firms. In conjunction with these levels, an ecosystem view is dynamic and takes a
longitudinal perspective. In addition, an innovation ecosystem includes the resource needs of the
firms and the stocks of these resources as part of the environmental conditions of the framework
(Moore, 1993).
The concept of applying a biological ecosystem to business in the form of a business
ecosystem owes its genesis to a merger of anthropological sciences and business theory. This is
a promising framework that incorporates prior work defining the general business ecosystem
(Moore, 1993, 1996), and then adapted it to focus on high technology industries that comprise an
innovation ecosystem. Moore put forth a broad reaching comparison of biological ecosystems
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and business strategy in a business ecosystem model. The business ecosystem model was based
on the following definition from Moore (1996: 26), in which he defined a business ecosystem to
be:
―An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and
individuals—the organisms of the business world. This economic community produces
goods and services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the ecosystem.
The member organizations also include suppliers, lead producers, competitors, and other
stakeholders. Over time, they co-evolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to align
themselves with the directions set by one or more central companies. Those companies
holding leadership roles may change over time, but the function of ecosystem leader is
valued by the community because it enables members to move toward shared visions to
align their investments and to find mutually supportive roles.‖
Subsequent to Moore‘s work, Rothschild (2001) laid out the relationship between economics
and biological ecosystems in detail. The concept of an innovation ecosystem has grown in
importance for business research and practice as researchers have further developed the
integration of business strategy, economics, and ecology as a holistic analysis framework for
technology industries (Adner, 2006; Adner & Kapoor, 2010; Iasnsiti & Levien, 2004). The
innovation ecosystem view considers the new technology firm, and the entrepreneurial
environment as a coevolving system. The application of this framework by high technology
firms and enterprises is noted in reports from Cisco (Cisco, 2008), IBM (IBM, 2008), and MIT
(MIT, 2009).
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New firms are like evolving species in an ecosystem. They typically are not able to fully
analyze the complex environments and calculate actions that lead to their optimal strategy and
eventually a position of competitive advantage. Firms that survive their environments do so by
learning to adapt their strategy over time-based upon what works or does not work for them (van
Valen, 1973). Therefore the initial choice of how to compete, and subsequent adaptations, are
keys to surviving and reaching positions of competitive advantage. This process of choice and
adaption is complex in technology industries, and the innovation ecosystem framework places
the coevolving firms in an environmental context.
The environmental factors that affect organizational performance in an innovation
ecosystem can be grouped into three categories (Sharman & Dean, 1991). The categories were
conceptualized through the research that spanned from March and Simon (1958) to Dess and
Beard (1984). These three categories are resource availability (the level of resources available to
firms in the environment), instability or dynamism (the rate of unpredictable environmental
change), and complexity (the level of complex knowledge that understanding the environme nt
requires). Sharman and Dean (1991) examined the research to-date and tested the predictive
validity of Dess and Beard‘s (1984) measurement of these constructs. Their results confirmed
the categories of the environmental measures, but they did revise the specific measurement
methods used by Dess and Beard for each of the categories to improve the predictability of
organizational performance. Further, they specifically identified the three categories as
dynamism, competitive threat, and complexity.
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Dynamism consists of three components that identify the instability of the environment.
The three measures are: 1) instability in the value of shipments, 2) instability in the number of
employees, and 3) technological instability.
The competitive threat measure was revised and consists of four components that
measure munificence, concentration, or change in market conditions. The four components are:
1) value of shipments, 2) the number of employees, 3) the number of firms that comprise the top
market share holders, and 4) the average market share change of the top firms in the industry.
The revised complexity measure consists of four components. The four components are:
1) geographic concentration of firms, 2) the geographic concentration of the number of
employees, 3) the percentage of scientists and engineers as a total of all employee in an industry,
and 4) the number of seven digit SIC codes (the number of product categories) in the industry.
Note that all of the revised measures used Z scores to insure that all scale values were on the
same metric.
Research Questions Of Interest In Red Queen Competition
The literature I‘ve described shows the value of the Red Queen Effect in managerial
research. However, this research, and competitive dynamics research more broadly, are limited
in several ways. One limitation is the blurring of terms used to define Red Queen competition
and the Red Queen Effect. Another limitation is the mixed results of early research findings.
My review leads me to believe that a study that first defines the fundamentals of Red Queen
competition, and sets this forth in a theoretical model, would be a valuable contribution to the
emerging Red Queen Effect and competitive dynamics literature. Thus, I will pursue the
following research questions using a design that defines the fundamentals, develops a theoretical
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model from these fundamentals, and results in a simulation that allows for data collection to test
the model to addresses some of the limitations I‘ve noted in prior research.
My investigation will be guided by the following areas of interest and three general
research questions. Barnett (1989, 1997, 2008) found that Red Queen competition served to both
strengthen and weaken existing firms. Firms that engage in Red Queen competition at an
appropriate level may be strengthened by the competition (Barnett, 2008). However, firms that
engage in competitive action may fall into a competency trap that leads to maladaptive learning
and as a result, the firms experience a decline in performance (March, 1991; Kauffman, 1995).
This leads me to ask:
Research Question 1: How does Red Queen competition help explain the variance in new
firm survival and performance?
Also, Kauffman (1993) asserted that Red Queen competition is most promising when
firm behavior is balanced at the intersection of competitive chaos and stability, an abstract
location he termed ‗the edge of chaos.‘ This leads to questions about the equality of Red Queen
competitive actions. Can there be too much Red Queen competition? And if there is a tipping
point, or threshold, is it due to the number of actions, the speed of actions, the type of actions, or
some combination of these characteristics? This line of inquiry can be asked by:
Research Question 2: What are the effects of the various types and timing characteristics
of firm actions that comprise Red Queen competition on new firm performance?
By definition, firms in the same market domain compete for the same resources with rival
firms. In ecological competition this is a zero sum game, and resource scarcity severely
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increases the competition (Moore, 1996). In a similar way, environmental conditions should
make a difference in how Red Queen competition affects new firm performance, and particularly
in industries with an innovation focus. This leads me to ask:
Research Question 3: How does the environmental context, specifically innovation
ecosystem factors of munificence and dynamism, moderate the effects of Red Queen
competition on new firm performance?
To address these research questions, I use an agent-based simulation of Red Queen
competition between new firms and rival firms. A properly designed model and simulation is an
effective way to develop and test theory (Davis, Eisenhardt, Bingham, 2007). Agent-based
models enhance our capacity to model competitive and cooperative behaviors at both the firm
and the environment level of analysis (Elliot & Keil, 2002). To my knowledge this is the first
study to explore Red Queen competition using an adaptive agent-based simulation.
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CHAPTER 2: RED QUEEN COMPETITION
SUGGESTED MODEL AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
Suggested Course For Model And Simulation Development
Prior research on Red Queen competition and the Red Queen Effect has shown promise and
has in turn encouraged additional research in this area. The bulk of the research was initiated by
Barnett, spanning the last twenty years. Barnett concentrated on the financial and computer
industries using an econometric approach. On the one hand, Barnett‘s definitions of what
constitutes Red Queen competition have evolved over time to represent our clearest picture yet
of this phenomenon. On the other hand, as the popularity of this research stream has increased,
so has the potential for blurring many of the key terms used in Red Queen competition and
accuracy of measurement criteria needed for precise research.
The development of a Red Queen competition model that accurately represents the essentials
of this form of competition can be used as a research tool for management studies to address
these concerns. To my knowledge, no such model has been developed for the business
management domain of research. The value of the model is multifold (Jacobides &Winter,
2010). First, modeling allows us to be honest when different terms are used in our literature.
This is one problem with the emerging stream of literature as I noted. Second, the process of
developing a model pushes our logic more than using only our intuition, and this in turn leads to
more precise definitions of measures and relationships. Also, once a theoretical model is
developed it is much easier to examine variations in the theory.
The first step in developing an accurate theoretical model requires that the essential
components and theoretical relationships of Red Queen competition be objectively defined.
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They must be defined with sufficient precision so that they can be clearly, and hopefully
unambiguously, implemented in the model. Second, a model allows the researcher to manipulate
just the variables that are in question to test the hypotheses under examination while keeping
strict controls on the remaining variables. This approach should provide more insight into
causality than a cross-sectional survey or a longitudinal study using secondary or pro xy data.
My experiences with this part of the research for my dissertation confirmed these points.
One of the identifying signatures of the Red Queen Effect is a pattern of reciprocity
between a focal firm (the firm under study) and a rival firm that typically escalates over time.
The escalation is denoted by an increase in the number of actions, or the rate the actions occur, or
the duration of the actions, and so forth. It is the dynamics of the actions and the resulting
adaptations by one or more of the firms that describes the competitive dynamics between the
firms. Therefore, the theoretical model must model these complex adaptive systems and do so at
the behavior level of both of the competing firms.
The implementation of a model requires explicit definitions for all of the model
components. This includes the variables, the relationship between the variables, the anticipated
outcomes as the variables interact, and precisely how all of these are measured. It is in this
specificity that we can gain ground on moving theory ahead. The first step is to establish a basic
model. Davis, Eisenhardt, and Bingham (2007) identified that the development of a theory
model and subsequent simulation is now regarded as an essential tool for theory development
and refinement in our domain. One reason is the completion of a basic model also provides a
foundation for the development of richer models. It follows that this would provide a means to
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guide empirically based research in a manner more consistent with the essentials of Red Queen
competition. To accomplish these goals, the proposed model needs to be based on the essentials
of Red Queen competition, and it should be capable of generating identifiable Red Queen effects.
The focus of the model is how activity, particularly escalation of activity, between rival firms
affects both firms‘ survival and performance. Per van Valen (1973) there are three fundamental
components that must be present before Red Queen competition exists. These three components
are: continuous activity between rivals, escalating activity between rivals, and a minimum goal
of maintaining the current level of fitness for the firms involved.
I presented the essentials for Red Queen competition in Chapter One. In this chapter I
expand upon these essential, drawing primarily from the work of Barnett who has generated a
significant portion of the published research on Red Queen Effect in the management domain.
He is one of the early and sustained researchers, publishing from 1997 to 2008. He noted that
competitiveness varies from organization to organization, and Red Queen competition explains
many of the reasons why it varies and how it varies. For instance, Red Queen competition
requires that the characteristics of an organization j involved in competition with a rival i affects
not only the viability of j but also i. The same is said for rival i relative to organization j. That
is, both firms‘ characteristics affect their own viability as well as other firms‘ viability. Further,
organizations are intendedly rational, adaptive systems and therefore they keep searching until
they find the resources needed to survive. After survival, they search for an improvement in
performance. This adaptation, which can lead to both negative and positive outcomes, occurs
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through organization learning, and simply through random behavior, or luck on the part of the
firms.
One environmental condition for Red Queen competition is that organization environments
must characterized by resource scarcity. Therefore, similar forms of organizations compete over
similar resources. In this way, rivalry matters, and more precisely, the competitiveness of the
rivalry matters. Superior organizational performance requires that an organization perform better
than its rivals according to the context‘s logic of competition, where logic of competition is
defined as ‗a system of principles in a given context that determines who can compete, how they
compete, on what criteria they succeed or fail, and what are the consequences of success or
failure.‘ Organizations learn a context‘s (environment‘s) logic of competition by competing.
Therefore, finding the best competitive logic for a context can be thought of as a sampling
problem where the problem is the environment, and one‘s rival. Therefore, organizational
adaptation should be modeled as a function of the competitive activity of an organization, not as
a function of elapsed time. This is one key differentiator in Red Queen research, that activity is
the principle unit of measurement, not time. For example, each time a firm is involved in a
competitive action is an event in Red Queen competition. If a firm is involved in five events in
one day, this is treated as five separate events. If a firm is involved in one event a week for five
separate weeks, this is treated as five separate events. On the other hand, some research is timebased, and either records the number of events in a day or in a week and aggregates them
together as a factor of the elapsed time. Red Queen competition is concerned with activity
escalation and therefore must be activity-based.
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From this discussion, I suggest that there are two main points to be considered when
modeling Red Queen competition. The first is that each firm must have a ‗logic of competition,‘
or what is more generally referred to as a firm‘s strategy. This logic should vary across contexts
(context based on technology, organizational structure, the industry, social and political factors,
etc.). Second, organizations sample their context‘s (environment‘s) logic of competition by
competing (considerable uncertainty surrounds the logic of competition in any given context –
sampling through competition allows the organization to learn and reduce uncertainty).
Therefore, my model will be based on two factors, a firm‘s logic of competition or its strategy,
and the environment that the firms compete in.
Firm Behavior. The model will feature variations in firm activity to allow me to examine the
way these activity variations affect firm survival and performance. Two firm types will be used.
For sake of clarity in the discussion and interpretation from this point on, the ‗focal‘ firm or the
‗new‘ firm will be referred to as the ‗Red Queen‘ firm. The ‗rival‘ firm will remain as the ‗rival‘
firm. Each firm type will have a clear logic of competition, or strategy, that the firm uses to
achieve the goal of sustaining or improving its performance.
As noted earlier, Red Queen competition is measured in terms of activity, not time.
Empirical studies to-date have predominately used rate of activity and type of activity. Effective
modeling is based on using the most basic and simple form of firm behavior (Derfus, et al., 2008;
March, 1991). After I engaged in detailed discussions with researchers5 in the field of

5

Dr. Ivan Garibay, a computational evolutionist, with the Center of Research and
Commercialization, University of Central Florida; Dr. William Rand of Maryland, Assistant
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computational modeling and studying Red Queen models from the biological sciences, I believe
that two forms of activity are required to effectively model Red Queen competition: the rate of
firm moves, and the distance searched in a single move. Rate of firm moves can be represented
by the ratio of Red Queen firm moves to rival firm moves during the same activity window.

A

ratio of 1 to 1, or simply 1, indicates that the Red Queen firm and the rival firm moved the same
amount. A ratio of 2 means the Red Queen firm moved at an escalated rate of twice that of the
rival firm. By the same process, distance searched, or what I term search-distance, can be
represented by the ratio of Red Queen distance ‗jumped‘ or ‗leaped‘ on the landscape to rival
firm distance ‗jumped‘ or ‗leaped‘ on the landscape during the same activity window. The key is
that when the ratio exceeds 1, then an escalation has occurred and Red Queen competition is in
effect.
The logic of competition needs to reflect the intended rationality of the firm. At a minimum
the firm needs to seek sufficient resources to survive. Beyond this mode of just surviving, the
firm seeks resources to achieve superior performance relative to other firms. Presuming for a
moment that the firms compete for resources on a common landscape, the firms need to move
around on the landscape to find the resources necessary for survival. One way that new firms
move is naively due to their newness to the industry. This type of moveme nt is seemingly
random, in which all directions are considered of equal risk and value and therefore any direction
is acceptable. Firms with more knowledgeable or experienced management, even if new, show

Professor of Marketing and Research Director, Center for Complexity in Business, University of
Maryland. Dr. Andrew Nevai, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, University of Central Florida;
Dr. Betsy von Holle, Assistant Professor of Biology, University of Central Florida.
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more consideration before they move. These firms choose a direction ahead of the firm taking
action and moving.
To keep the model focused, following the guidelines put forth by Davis, et al., (2007), I don‘t
explore direct firm-to-firm predation type of competition between Red Queen and rival firms that
lead to direct elimination, mergers, or acquisitions. These outcomes are feasible outcomes of
Red Queen competition, but they are beyond the scope of this research study.
When a firm takes action, it involves the expenditure of resources. Therefore firm actions
should not be costless in a model. An appropriate cost for both the type of action taken and the
amount of the action taken should be considered.
Environment. This study focuses on the behavior of new firms in a high technology
environment. These environments are typified as complex in nature (Kauffman, 1997). As
noted earlier, this study will use a landscape for the environment that firms compete on.
Environmental complexity, when modeled on landscapes, is modeled as a ‗rugged multi-peak‘
surface (Kauffman, 1997). The landscape represents the arena of competition that firms travel
across as they search for resources. Landscapes for agent-based models are represented as grids
with unique locations defined as squares on the grid. A rugged multi-peak landscape is created
with a variety of peaks that are all of different heights on the grid. The height of each unique
square on the grid will represent the resources available on that square. A three-dimensional
model of a rugged multi-peak might look like a Rocky Mountain landscape.
Resources are required for firm survival. Per Kauffman‘s fitness landscape definition,
resources that are represented on a landscape can be considered uniform resources in that they
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represent whatever a firm needs at any particular time. They are allocated to specific locations
on the landscape, and they are consumed when a firm arrives at that location.
Resource replenishment is another important component of landscape models. Resource
replenishment needs to model the environment that is under study, in this case high technology
industries. I suggest that there are two essential components of resource replenishment. The
first is the rate of replenishment after resources are depleted at a location. The second is the total
amount of resources replenished at a particular location. Replenishment should be accomplished
in the most straightforward manner possible while representing the context being studied. Given
the nature of high technology environments resources are consumed and replenished rapidly.
Applied to a business context the Red Queen Effect is often positioned as a condition in
which each of the rival firm‘s performance depends on the firm‘s matching or exceeding the
actions of rivals (Derfus, Maggitti, Grimm & Smith, 2008). In these models performance
increases gained by one firm tend to lead to a decrease in performance in other firms. The only
way rival firms in such competitive races can maintain their performance relative to others is by
taking action of their own. Each firm is forced by others in an industry to participate in
continuous and escalating actions and development that are such that all the firms end up racing
as fast as they can just to stand still relative to competitors.
In summary, for the Red Queen Effect to be realized, the following essentials must be
satisfied by the model. First, firms should have a logic that they follow to guide their
competitive actions. This logic can be random or specific. Second, firms adapt as they sample
the competitive logic of rival firms. This adaptation can be driven by learning, or simply by
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randomly changing their logic, but there needs to be a change that can be viewed as an
adaptation. Third, the actions of one type of firm impacts not only the viability of that firm, but
also the viability of rival firms. This concludes the summary of the basics of the theory model,
and how the model will support the essentials of Red Queen competition and Red Queen Effect.
Specific Relationships To Be Explored
Figure 4 identifies that the anticipated main effects are related to the actions of new firms and
their rival firms, both directly and as an interaction. Further, as shown in the figure, it is
anticipated that these effects are influenced, as a type of moderation, by the resource conditions
in the ecosystem.
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New Rival Firm Actions:


Speed/Rate of action



Distance searched

New Firm Actions:


Speed/Rate of action



Distance searched





New Firm Performance
Rival Firm Performance
Survival of the Firms

Environmental Conditions:


Dynamism (variance of
resource availability)



Munificence (mean or peak of
resource availability)

Figure 4 - Proposed Model of Red Queen Competition: New and Rival Firms
As noted in my specific research model of Red Queen competition of new firms
presented above, three areas of research will be pursued. The first area is the relative speed of
adaptation and learning of the new firms. This area addresses research questions about the limits
of Red Queen competition, in new firms, per Kauffman‘s ―edge of chaos‖ (Kauffman, 1995) and
March‘s speed of learning (March, 1991). The second area focuses on the type of adaptive
action made by the new firms, in terms of search distance for resources, relative to existing
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firm‘s location. This area addresses competency traps as suggested by March (1991) as
organizations make critical resource allocation decisions as they try to balance incremental and
significant learning steps. The third area considers the effects of the ecosystem on resources
needed for survival and possible performance advantages (Dess & Beard, 1984).
New firm action – fast/slow rate of adaptation. Most definitions of competitive advantage
(Porter, 1980, 1985) refer in some way to the value a firm carves out of the existing market, or
creates in a new market, and subsequently offers to customers in such a way that customers are
more attracted to this firm than to another firm offering similar products or services. Achieving
a competitive advantage for a firm is keenly dependent on the relative position of that firm to its
competition (Porter, 1988). In an innovation ecosystem, a significant portion of a firm‘s value
comes from the knowledge the firm gathers and puts to use (Moore, 1996, 2006) to gain an
advantage over its rivals. However, such advantage does not come immediately – it is an
iterative search and adaptation process (Kauffman, 1993), and for the entrepreneurial firm in a
technology industry it is more complex and subject to higher risks than established firms face
(McMullen & Shepherd, 2006).
It follows that this iterative adaptive process employed by new firms is highly dependent
on how the firm competes for information as it learns to adapt. Kauffman (1993, 1995) noted
that the degree of adaptation of a species is more a factor of the number of iterations of
adaptation that the species is exposed to than the passage of time. Therefore, it seems logical
that a key factor in new firm adaptation is the speed with which the firms take action. Note that
this is a measure of the rate of actions in a given period of time, not the response time after a
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rival firm has acted, which is a measure of responsiveness. In this sense, speed of actions is best
described by a measure of the rate of actions in which rate is determined by summing all actions
in a given period of time and dividing this sum by the time in the period to obtain rate of action
per time. Each firm‘s rate is compared to other new firms, thereby creating the differential for a
fast adapting firm versus a slow adapting firm (March 1991). March found that fast individual
learning tends to have a favorable first-order effect on individual knowledge but an adverse
second-order effect on organizational knowledge.
Kauffman (1993) also found that Red Queen competition has a negative side to it. The
effort firms exert through their actions to compete, learn, and adapt has a cost to it. When
actions escalate such that the cost outweighs the benefits, the firm approaches what Kauffman
termed ―the edge of chaos‖ and firm performance declines. Also, the second-order effect of
March‘s (1991) slow and fast learning could also negatively affect the performance of the
ecosystem, which in turn affects the new firms. It follows that once a firm reaches the edge of
chaos, or pursues too high a rate of adaptation, that new firms that were performing relatively
better than other firms would experience a decline such that:
Hypothesis 1a: A new firm engaged in a higher rate of competitive moves for resources in
their environment, relative to a rival firm’s rate of moves, will initially have a greater survival
rate than the rival firm. This greater survival rate will peak and then decline as the competitive
action rate undertaken by the new firm continues to escalate relative to the rival firm.
Hypothesis 1b: A new firm engaged in a faster rate of competitive moves for resources in
their environment, relative to a rival firm’s rate of moves, will initially have a higher
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performance than the rival firm. This higher performance will peak and then decline as the
competitive action rate undertaken by the new firm continues to escalate relative to the rival
firm.
New firm actions – local search and distant search adaptation. New firms are presumed to
be intentionally rational in their search patterns (Kauffman, 1993). Following the theory of
rational search (Simon, 1956), firms therefore should seek to balance their search efforts and
investment opportunities between exploration and exploitation. Exploration includes activities
described by terms such as novel, unique, wide-search, variation, high risk taking,
experimentation, discovery, and innovation. Exploitation includes terms such as refinement,
choice, efficiency, selection, imitation, and execution. Maintaining an appropriate balance
between exploration and exploitation is a primary factor in a firm‘s survival and prosperity.
However, it is unlikely that all new firms have the same limits of rationality, the same aspiration
levels, and the same drive to perform.
In complex technology industries like biotechnology, interactions between individuals
both within and between firms provide key resources in the form of knowledge and problem
solving through which innovations are created in organizations (Ahuja, 2000). Innovations are
built from knowledge creation, and knowledge creation is the product of learning processes. One
way learning is facilitated is by knowledge transfer between individuals as they interact, and in
the knowledge-based theory of the firm, organizations are recognized as social communities of
collected individuals specializing in efficient knowledge creation facilitated by knowledge
transfer (Kogut and Zander, 1996). Firms that intentionally or serendipitously facilitate the
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transfer of knowledge in terms of time and effort are more likely to insure that transfers take
place efficiently and that they are successful (Hansen, 1999). Increases in knowledge
complexity places additional burdens on the firm to facilitate the transfer, and the type and
frequency of interactions may impact firm innovation performance.
March (1991) and Robson (2005) recognized this and concluded that firms in complex
industries that engaged primarily in activities focused on exploration to the exclusion of
exploitation are likely to find that they are very inefficient and inconsistent in product and
service development – they don‘t adapt well to immediate needs of their environment. On the
other hand, firms that engage in exploitation to the exclusion of exploration may find themselves
in a competency trap – a suboptimal stable equilibrium, per March (March, 1991). Given these
findings, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that not all actions taken by new firms have
equal effect on the firms. And, that if we classify the actions under the categories of exploitation
or exploration, that we can examine the limits of Red Queen competition as it relates to these
classifications. Following March (1991) and related researchers, I suggest that:
Hypothesis 2a: A new firm engaged in a greater search-distance (with respect to the firm’s
current location) for resources relative to a rival firm with a smaller search-distance
(searches more locally) will initially have a greater survival rate than the rival firm. This
greater survival rate will peak and then decline as the search-distance undertaken by the new
firm continues to escalate relative to the rival firm search distance.
Hypothesis 2b: A new firm engaged in a greater search-distance (with respect to the firm’s
current location) for resources relative to a rival firm with a smaller search-distance
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(searches more locally) will initially have a higher performance than the rival firm. This
higher performance will peak and then decline as the search-distance undertaken by the new
firm continues to escalate relative to the rival firm search distance.
And further, if given populations that represent similar conditions to satisfy ―all things being
equal‖ to provide for controls to isolate the actions under examination, I expect the following to
hold:
Hypothesis 2c: A new firm engaged in a more heterogeneous search-distance activity (that is
using a balanced mixture of local and distant search-distances) for resources will have a
higher performance than the rival firm that searches just more locally or just more distantly
for resources than the new firm.
Ecosystem environmental effects on red queen competition and firm performance. Beyond
variance in firm actions, we need to also consider how the conditions of the ecosystem affect
these actions. These external conditions should be observed over time to capture significant
variance as a possible source of explaining variance in firm performance. However, to my
knowledge, there is very limited research that has examined new firm competitive dynamics over
time as they relate to the Red Queen Effect under varying innovation ecosystem conditions.
New technology firms in innovation industries tend to evolve rapidly as they adapt or
they are typically selected out through direct attrition or acquisition. As firms adapt they may
choose to change their interaction strategy, or the characteristics of that strategy, and therefore
the strategies should be studied over time to capture the dynamics. This follows the evolutionary
processes of variation, selection, and retention (VSR) (Campbell, 1969, 1994). Firms invest
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differently in the amount of variation, selection, or retention actions they conduct, which results
in varied patterns of adaptation and performance (Burgelman, 1994; Madsen & McKelvey,
1996). The ecosystem environment also plays a role in VSR. Evolutionary processes span
multiple levels of analysis (intrafirm, industry, and ecosystem) nested in a hierarchy (Aldrich,
1979). For instance, to sustain performance in a turbulent environment, firms may change their
experience-based knowledge by adopting new strategies (Hannan & Freeman, 1977),
competencies (McKelvey, 1982), or routines (Nelson & Winter, 1982) and diffusing, through
retention, these variations throughout the firm.
For new firms to remain viable they must learn and adapt to their environment. Severe
maladaptation can lead to a firm‘s elimination from the ecosystem. Superior adaptation leads to
competitive advantage in innovation ecosystems. Adaptation requires new firms to harness the
appropriate resources and successfully apply them to reach a unique position of value in the
ecosystem. Technology ecosystems by definition are complex and obtaining the right resources
and allocating them to insure that the firm learns what it needs to learn is complicated.
Considering the environmental condition of munificence, or resource availability
(Barnett, 1997, 2008; Barney, 1986, 1997; Peteraf & Bergen, 2003), when resources are scare in
the ecosystem, firms will need to compete even more aggressively for resources. Firms that
engage in Red Queen competition, that is higher levels of firm rivalry, should experience higher
levels of performance. Therefore, I suggest that:
Hypothesis 3: Environmental munificence (the average of resources available to firms in the
environment) will moderate the relationship between new firm competitive moves and rival
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firm moves such that under conditions of low munificence a new firm that engage in Red
Queen competition (escalated rate of move) will have higher performance than a rival firm
that does not.
In essence, while munificence address the resources in the ecosystem, dynamism and
complexity reflect the degree of uncertainty facing firms in the ecosystem (Ferrier, Smith, &
Grimm, 1999; Lumpkin & Dess, 2001; Schumpeter, 1934, 1950). Lumpkin and Dess (2001)
found that proactiveness was positively associated with firm performance under conditions of
high dynamism. Proactiveness is associated with opportunity-seeking behavior and exploration
(March, 1991). It follows that firms using distant search actions are more likely to be successful
in changing and uncertain environments where the costs and risks of novelty are more likely
rewarded than in stable and predictable markets. Therefore, I suggest that:
Hypotheses 4: Environmental dynamism (the variance of resources available to firms in
the environment) will moderate the relationship between firm’s search for resources such
that under conditions of high dynamism (high variability), new firms that engage in Red
Queen competition (escalated distance searched) will have better performance than new
rival firms that do not.
Summary - Integrating The Essentials Into The Simulation Model
To integrate the essentials noted in this chapter into my simulation to support the collection
of data to test my hypotheses requires the development of a model with individual firms with
different logics of competition, or strategies. The model must allow for an escalation or
difference in the activity level among the types of firms. The actions of one type of firm must
impact that type of firm‘s performance and also the performance of rival firms. And finally, the
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model must be based on an environment that includes controls for resource availability and
scarcity. The factors to be explored, as presented in the hypotheses stated above, are
summarized in table 4.
Table 4 Factors to be Examine d in the Model and Simulation
Factor
1
2
3

Description
Type of action
Rate of action
Resources

Components to be examine d
Moves, and distance search
Speed of moves, distance moved
Average resources, and standard deviation of resources
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS AND RESULTS
From the onset of this research I followed the guidelines suggested by the Davis et al., (2007)
article on using simulation as a tool for the development and testing of theory. As noted by these
authors (p. 480):
―Simulation is an increasingly significant methodological approach to theory
development in the literature focused on strategy and organizations.‖
Red Queen competition is considered a complex adaptive system (Kauffman, 1993). In cases
involving Red Queen competition, where complex relationships among constructs exists, and in
particular when empirical results have limitations, simulation can provide better insight into the
relationships (Zott, 2003). One standout example is the work of March (1991) on organizational
learning. March used a matrix to model the code of the organization, and stochastic simulation
to examine the affects of slow and fast learning, as well as exploration and exploitation on
organizational learning. The fact that no empirical data were used in this influential research is
perhaps lost on first-time, and possibly even second-time, readers of this article.
On the other hand, as noted by Davis et al. (2007), some simulation methods often yield
very little in terms of actual theory development or clarification. These methods are typified by
models that are overly simplified to the point that they are based on unrealistic assumptions like
zero search costs (Rivkin, 2000), or all of the logic of competition rules are equally effective and
in essence generate a sort of equifinality. At the other extreme some simulation methods are so
complex that they produce indeterminate results (Fichman, 1999).
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To avoid the pitfalls noted above, I followed the recommendations of Davis et al., (2007)
described as the ‗roadmap for developing theory using simulation methods.‘ The steps, in order
as they relate to my simulation research, are: 1) Begin with a research question, 2) Identify a
simple theory, 3) Choose a simulation approach, 4) Create a computational representation, 5)
Verify the computation representation, and 6) Run the simulation to collect data. I also
incorporated suggestions from Gilbert (2008), specifically from his section 4.4 (p. 64) on
planning an agent-based modeling project and 4.5 (p. 65) on reporting agent-based model
research.
Developing the specification for the Red Queen Effect model was completed with
painstaking detail. The full specification can be found in Appendix B. I can attest to the value
that this process brings to clarifying one‘s understanding of the theories one is trying to test.
Presenting the iterations of the model to my outside technical experts forced me to be very clear
about each and every detail I included in the model. Although my original plan was to have
someone write the code for the simulation, or build the simulation from my specification, I
instead wound up doing all of the software simulation code writing including these components
required to create ‗firm behavior‘ and the competitive environments. This brought some
unexpected benefits in terms of insight into Red Queen competition. There were many true ‗ahhah‘ moments when the simulations ran and things did not go as expected. Therefore, vetting the
results of the simulation runs also brought many refinements and the necessary fidelity to the end
results. The discussion that follows provides the details on the methods and results of my
research.
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Methods
Step 1 - Simulation Related Research Questions to be Examined. As noted, simulations are
most effective when they are used to address specific research questions based on a simple
theory. In Chapter One I posed the following research questions:
Research Question 1: How does Red Queen Competition help explain the variance in
new firm survival and performance?
Research Question 2: What are the effects of the various types and timing characteristics
of firm actions that comprise Red Queen Competition on new firm performance?
Research Question 3: How does the environmental context, specifically innovation
ecosystem factors of munificence and dynamism, moderate the effects of Red Queen
Competition on new firm performance?
These research questions are addressed in the model and simulation specification.
Step 2 – Identify a Simple Theoretical Basis for the Computational Model. The overall
theoretical model is Red Queen competition. The theoretical logic of the Red Queen Effect
comes from evolutionary biology (van Valen, 1973), and it is a specific case of competitive
dynamics. Competitive dynamics studies the interaction effects of firm actions when one firm
takes an action and a rival firm responds to this action. These effects are typically studied at the
firm level. Although the effects are studied after a period of aggregation, it is the accumulation
of actions over time and the accumulated effect that is at the heart of this research. The
theoretical parallel with evolutionary biology is the comparison regarding how species evolve
over time as they undertake actions to adapt to other species and to their environment. The Red
Queen Effect is a pattern of reciprocity between a focal firm and a rival firm that typically
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escalates over time. The escalation is denoted by an increase in the number of actions, the rate
the actions occur, the duration of the actions, and so forth. It is the dynamics of the actions and
the resulting adaptations that describe the competitive dynamics between the firms.
As noted in Chapter Two, the essentials for Red Queen competition consist of five items.
First, there is continuous competitive activity by Red Queen (focal) firms and rival firms.
Second, there is a relative escalation of activity between the Red Queen firms and rival firms.
Third, the firms have a minimum goal of maintaining their current level of fitness/performance
(with a secondary goal of improving their level). Fourth, the firms compete in organizational
environments that are characterized by resource scarcity. And finally, the firms use similar
forms of organizations as they compete for similar resources.
Evidence of the Red Queen Effect, as a product or outcome of Red Queen competition, is
indicated when three other factors are found. First, firms should have a logic that they follow to
guide their competitive actions. This logic can be random or specific. Second, firms adapt as
they sample the competitive logic of rival firms. This adaptation can be driven by learning, or
simply by randomly changing their logic, but there needs to be a change that can be viewed as an
adaptation. This adaptation is most commonly an escalation in the activities of a firm, relative to
its rivals. And third, the actions of one type of firm impact not only the viability of that firm, but
also the viability of rival firms. This impact can be a direct or indirect effect, but it must be
clear.
Kauffman (1989, 1993, & 1995) discussed and examined two important scenarios that relate
to competitive landscapes. One is the Red Queen Effect, and the other he referred to as ESS for
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evolutionary stable strategy (Maynard Smith, and Price, 1973). In a Red Queen Effect scenario
firms engage in a never-ending race of action and reaction between the focal and rival firm. In
contrast, firms that achieve ESS have climbed to a peak on their landscape, even if it is not the
highest one in the ecosystem, and the firm stays there. This could be considered ‗satisficing6‘
(Simon, 1956, p. 136). Kauffman (1995a: p. 221) identified the Red Queen Effect as chaotic
―within species climbing and plunging while the ESS is an ordered regime that is too rigid and is
unable to move from suboptimal local peaks.‖ Kauffman‘s insight is that there should be a
balanced point between what he termed, too much chaos and spinning out of control, and too
much stability, and getting trapped in a local optima. This balance appears conceptually to
follow what March (1991) described as the balance between exploitation and exploration, or
local search and distant search, for resources.
Kauffman makes the argument that optimal fitness in coevolving systems is found at the
phase transition between the chaos of Red Queen competition and the order of ESS and termed
this the ―edge of chaos‖ (Kauffman, 1995a: p. 258). Brown and Eisenhardt (1998), Anderson
(1999), and Lewin and Volberda (1999) agreed that an optimal performance point was at the
phase transition but cautioned that it was probably better to approach this edge and not go past it.
On the one hand, if a firm pushes over the edge they fall into the chaos trap and on the other
hand, if it doesn‘t push to adapt and compete dynamically it winds up in the bureaucratic trap

6

Simon pointed out that human beings lack the cognitive resources to maximize: we usually do
not know the relevant probabilities of outcomes, we can rarely evaluate all outcomes with
sufficient precision, and our memories are weak and unreliable. A more realistic approach to
rationality takes into account these limitations: This is called bounded rationality. The overall
result is satisficing.
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(Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998). The research questions that I propose to investigate are based on
these concepts of the Red Queen Effect.
Step 3 - Choosing a Simulation Approach. The choice of simulation approach for this
research needs to model complex adaptive systems based on the behavior of competing firms and
capture the evolutionary consequences of this behavior. A number of simulation choices have
been considered to examine complex adaptive systems. Recent examples of simulation research
have focused on five methods of simulation: system dynamics (Rudolph and Repenning, 2002;
Sastry, 1997), Kauffman‘s fitness landscape model (Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000; Rivkin, 2000),
genetic algorithm (Bruderer and Singh, 1996; Zott, 2002), cellular automata (Lomi & Larsen,
1996), and stochastic processes (Davis, Eisenhardt, & Bingham, 2007; March, 1991). Game
theoretic simulation has been used to study competitive scenarios that involve pricing, capture of
market share, and other zero sum contests. However, the approach is not well-suited for
complex adaptive systems, and therefore was not considered a good fit for this research proposal.
Of these choices noted above, Kauffman‘s NK fitness landscape (Kauffman, 1989) model
has emerged as one choice for examining complex adaptive systems (Ganco, & Agarwal, 2009;
Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000), in particular, systems in which learning or evolutionary events
and processes are concerned. Another choice is stochastic process models 7. The reason that the
stochastic process simulation approach has been used successfully is the approach allows for
complete flexibility in designing how the number of actions, speed of the actions, and adaptation

7

Stochastic process models refer to a broad class of simulations that are all characterized as
custom designed algorithms. They, therefore, are not a structured approach that is often found to
be deterministic or less random in nature.
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effectiveness based on these actions in an environment are influenced by the logical relationship
between actors in the environment (Carroll & Harrison, 1998; March, 1991; Zott, 2003).
The unit of interest in my research is the individual action taken, or not taken, by the
firms. In addition, the simulation needs to be actor centric – that is, each of the firms, as an actor
in the simulation, must be allowed to act independently of other actors. An agent-based
modeling environment is required to satisfy the design need of flexibility and actor centric
behavior. Agent-based modeling is particularly well-suited to studying research questions in
which processes and their consequences are both important (Gilbert, 2008). These models take
their names from the fact that an agent is created as a computer program based on the logic rules
derived from the Red Queen model parameter to be studied. With each tick of the computer
program‘s simulation clock, the agent travels a landscape generated by the simulation and the
progress can be observed. In the case of the Red Queen model, the agent‘s movement across the
landscape simulates an adaptive walk of the agent over time in that the agent adapts to changes
in the resources found on the landscape. Depending on the research question evaluated, the
landscape can be varied from nearly flat to rugged with many peaks and valleys. In Kaufmann‘s
scenarios, the agent‘s performance over time is determined by the fit of the agent to the
landscape (Wright, 1931) at any point in time the simulation is stopped or the agent‘s position is
measured against the landscape. Further, the approach can accommodates the research needs to
examine environmental dynamism.
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Using an agent-based8 modeling environment allows me to use the conceptual elements
of both the NK fitness landscape and the stochastic process approach. The concept of a fitness
landscape provides an ideal environmental context for modeling Red Queen competition as noted
by Kaufmann (1989, 1993). However, adopting the full protocol of the NK interdependencies9 is
not required, would introduce unnecessary complexity, and would hinder the flexibility of the
Red Queen competition model 10. The stochastic approach provides the flexibility needed to
insure that each of the essential components of Red Queen competition are designed into the
model. Specifically, I adopt the concept of Kauffman‘s landscape with variable resource
features as the environment for firm competition. However, I use the flexibility of the stochastic
approach to precisely define the behavior of the firms on the landscape. This approach does not
constrain the research question. Further, this approach has been used with good results when the
environment is key part of the research question (Davis et. al., 2007; March 1991), which is the
case with my research.
Another example that used this approach is the study of the impact of firm size on group
performance and stability in a stochastic environment was simulated by Levitan, Lobo, Schuler,

8

Agent-based modeling has been very popular in the natural sciences for decades, and in the
1990‘s its value began to be realized in the social sciences. Since then the number of studies that
have used agent-based modeling has grown very rapidly and examples now appear in top tier
journals (Gilbert & Abbott, 2005).
9
Kauffman developed the NK fitness landscape model as a simplified representation of how
species interact and evolve. Using a combination of N, and K, he described a means to capture
the genetic footprint of a species that in particular addressed how gene combinations created
interdependencies within the species.
10
I confirmed this with Dr. Martin Ganco during a workshop on simulation for entrepreneurial
research (PDW at Academy of Management, 2010), and Dr. Bill McKelvey during
correspondence with Bill on my dissertation and the use of Kauffman‘s model.
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and Kauffman (2002) using an NK fitness landscape model. They presented and applied a
modeling framework to study organizations of various sizes, ranging from individuals to large
multi-division corporations. Their results indicate that for short periods of time (short search
periods) larger firms had higher performance due to greater resource availability. However, over
time, smaller groups tended to outperform the larger firm. They concluded that the larger firm
had a greater variety of search solutions available to the firm but that this led to a lack of focus
over time on an optimal solution. The larger firm was more likely to get stuck in a local search
pattern and not realize its full potential (March, 1991).
Step 4 - Creating a Computational Representation. Computational representation
requires careful operationalization of the theoretical constructs of the chosen simulation
approach. Therefore, the next step in the process is to examine the constructs and to carefully
unpack how they are theoretically linked together to form the model.
From a high level perspective or big picture, the model must represent two distinct firms;
the focal firm, which I refer to as the Red Queen firm for ease of discussion, and the other firm,
termed the Rival firm, or rival. These firms compete for resources to survive in an environment,
represented by a landscape. The resources on the landscape must be variable, and they must be
limited or scarce. How the firms compete, their individual logic of competition, is what must be
variable as a form of adaptation by each firm. The competitive activities of the firm are what I
am interested in controlling. And for the competition among firms to be Red Queen competition,
the difference in how the firms compete must represent a n escalation of activity when the Red
Queen firm‘s activity is compared to the rival firm‘s activity.
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This step of the process was one of the most time consuming and also the most
rewarding. The end result was the creation of a simple form of artificial life born to represent
Red Queen competition. To create the model I first constructed a checklist of all of the essential
components of Red Queen competition. These details were covered in prior sections. I used this
checklist to develop a detailed specification for the model that could be given to a software
programmer to write the code to create the model. The specification took six months from start
to sign-off. In addition to my dissertation committee, I also used several subject matter area
experts 11 for my review team on the specification. The specification is presented in Appendix
B, and the complete functional code for the simulation, written in NetLogo 4.1.1, is available in
Appendix C.
Using a stochastic process model requires: 1) specification of the assumptions used in the
model, 2) carefully developed definitions and operationalization of the model components, and
3) detailed algorithm rules about the interaction of these components. These steps are referred to
as creating computational representation (Davis et al., 2007). I will discuss each of these
requirements in the following sections.
Assumptions Used in Computational Representation
Model Components. There are two primary components to be modeled. The first is the firms,
both the Red Queen and the Rival. The key element to model for both firms is the actions of the
firms as they compete for resources. The second component is the environment in which the

11

As noted earlier, Dr. Ivan Garibay, Dr. Andrew Nevai, Dr. Bill Rand, and Dr. Betsy von Holle.
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firms compete for resources. The key elements to model for the environment are resource
distribution and resource replenishment.
It has been established that Red Queen competition is a form of competitive dynamics – a
form when firms interact at a heightened level of activity. The unit of measure of competitive
dynamics and Red Queen competition is the unit of action, in particular the action of the firms
being examined (Smith et al., 2001). When studying competitive dynamics, these actions are
typically categorized according to firm actions that relate to: pricing, capacity, geographic,
marketing, and product innovations (Derfus, Maggitti, Grimm, and Smith, 2008). Further, these
actions can be categorized by count, speed, and direction of action. Red Queen theory, as
specified to-date, is indifferent to the type of action undertaken by a firm. Empirical studies todate have, for the most part, treated the various types of actions examined as uniform in
importance. Therefore, in keeping with the recommendation that the model be as
straightforward as possible, fundamental types of actions will be modeled for each firm. The
fundamental action a firm can make is movement on the landscape as it looks for resources. In
this regard, there are two basic moves a firm can make. The first is to move from one location to
another, stopping at each location as it moves, to search for and gather resources. The second is
to leap from one location to another, at times leaping over an adjacent location to a more distant
location. These actions are termed move and search-distance.
The second area to model is the environment. In keeping with the concept of a fitness
landscape, the landscape is configured as a grid. The grid is configured with squares in a twenty
by twenty size. Each of the 400 locations is allocated a certain amount of resources. Resources,
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per Kauffman (1989, 1993) represent whatever a firm needs at that particular moment to survive
and possibly improve in performance. In this way, resources are uniform in their value to any of
the firms that compete for the resources. The amount of resources on a location determines its
height, relative to other locations. Therefore, a peak on the landscape denotes higher levels of
potential fitness and valleys denote lower levels. In ecological terms, this relates to genetic
survival – a firm that walks the landscape and lands on higher peaks is more likely to survive due
to obtaining more resources, a proxy for higher fitness. In economic terms, this is called a payoff
in which the higher peaks denote a higher economic payoff. In strategy, this is performance, and
higher peaks reflect a higher performing firm.
An innovation ecosystem contains the complex information, technology, and capital that
new firms need in order to develop and produce technology-based goods and services. The
landscape in an innovation ecosystem is therefore more complex than a commodity or pure
service ecosystem. This type of landscape is defined as a rugged multi-peak landscape, as in a
rocky mountain landscape. This is in contrast to a single-peak landscape, as in a smoothly
contoured hill. The rugged multi-peak landscape used in the model has four peaks. Each of the
four peaks has a different peak of resources. The different peaks allow for modeling of firm
strategies that may or may not navigate the landscape well enough to survive, or possibly achieve
superior firm performance. A stylized rugged multi-peak landscape is depicted in Figure 5
below.
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Figure 5 - Stylized Rugged Multi-Peak Landscape
I will now outline the details regarding the actions a firm takes and the distribution of
resources on the landscapes.
Logic of Competition. Competition is scarcity driven, meaning one firm‘s gain is another firm‘s
loss, or a zero sum game. The dominant logic of a firm determines if it will engage in Red
Queen competition, and if so, how it will act. Each firm, therefore, has a certain ―logic of
competition‖ that it largely follows. Barnett has made significant contributions to Red Queen
research, and I will adopt his logic of competition guidelines (Barnett, 2008: 9):
―A system of principles in a given context that determines who can compete, how
they compete, on what criteria they succeed or fail, and the consequences of success or
failure.‖
Who Can Compete. Red Queen firms and Rival firms will represent the competitors. Red Queen
competition does not require that more than one firm of each type compete. To keep the
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interpretation of results as simple as possible, unless a hypothesis requires it, only one firm of
each type will be used in the simulation.
How They Compete. This part of the specification took the most time to develop and complete. I
based my initial ideas on Barnett‘s work in this area, related extant research from biology and
economics, and the results of thought experiments of my own12. I benefitted from the feedback
of my dissertation committee, and also the outside help of Ivan Garibay, Bill Rand and Betsy von
Holle. Ivan provided his insights from an evolutionary computational perspective. Bill has
extensive experience with agent-based models and had worked directly on simulations on the
Red Queen Effect in the biological realm. Betsy advised me on how an invasive or new species
reacts, and how it is treated, when it is introduced into an ecosystem.
As noted earlier, firms will use two types of actions to compete for resources. The first
type of action is a direct move on the landscape in to find resources. The second type of action
can be thought of as a leap to search (this will be referred to as search) for resources.
When a firm uses the move action, a firm will move from its current location on the
landscape to an adjacent location. Once the firm arrives at the location, the resources on the new
location will be earned by the firm. These earned resources will be added to the firm as wealth.
I could use the term accumulated resources, but instead use the ter m wealth to indicate the
conversion of resources into a conceptual performance proxy. The number of moves a firm
makes will be a function of the strategy the firm is assigned for the simulation. If a firm is

12

I have Dr. Rob Folger, and Dr. Cameron Ford, to thank for teaching me this process. I believe
it allowed me to blend academic resources and day-to-day reality into the results.
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assigned a move value greater than one, for instance two, the firm will move to the first location
and earn the resources at that location, and then move to the second location and also earn the
resources at that location.
These moves are not costless. One weakness of many models is to oversimplify this
component of the model. The cost for a firm to move one location will be determined at the time
the simulation runs. Two provisions are made for setting the cost to move. The first option is to
allow the user complete flexibility for setting the cost. The second option is a dynamic cost
allocation based on a percentage of the average resources available on a given landscape.
When a firm uses the search action, a firm will leap from its current location on the
landscape to a new location. Once the firm arrives at the location, the resources on the new
location will be earned by the firm. These earned resources will be added to the firm as wealth.
The number of locations a firm leaps over will be a function of the strategy the firm is assigned
for the simulation. If a firm is assigned a search value greater than one, for instance two, the
firm will leap to a location that is a distance of two squares on the grid away from its current
location. The firm will then earn the resources at that location. The firm will not earn the
resources from the location the firm leaped over and did not stop on. This is one principal
difference between moves and searches.
Another principal difference is how costs are charged to a searching firm. The firm will
be charged the cost of one move, regardless of the number of locations the firm leaps over. In
addition the firm will be charged a cost to look, or a look cost, for each location the firm looks at
as it searches for resources. For instance, if the firm is given a search value of two, the firm will
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be charged for the one move to leap a location two squares away. The firm will also be charged
two look charges, one charge for each location the firm looks at before it lands on its final
square. In simple terms, the equation for this is:
Cost to search = search-distance x cost to look per distance + one cost to move
Recall that the cost to move is equal to the average resources per space on the landscape, and the
cost to look is equal to one third the average resources per space. If the average resources per
space on the landscape is 3 units, then the cost to make one move is 3 units, and the cost to look
per space is 1 unit per space. If the search-distance equals 1, then the cost to search is:
Cost to search = 1 (search-distance) x 1 unit (cost to look) + 3 (cost to move) = 4 units
If the search-distance equals three, then the cost to search is:
Cost to search = 3 (search-distance) x 1 unit (cost to look) + 3 (cost to move) = 6 units
And finally, if the search-distance equals five, then the cost to search is:
Cost to search = 5 (search-distance) x 1 unit (cost to look) + 3 (cost to move) = 8 units
In addition to the type of action assigned a firm, a firm is also assigned a strategy to guide
the actions the firm makes. The primary strategy is Random Opportunistic Strategy. Random
Opportunistic Strategy reflects a balanced rational intent on the part of the firm to make
decisions when seeking resources. When assigned this strategy, a firm will be given a random
direction to move or search in. As shown below in Figure 6, a firm can move in one of eight
directions. Once the direction is randomly determined, the firm then evaluates the resource value
on its current location in comparison to the resources on the location a move or search would
place it on if it followed the randomly chosen direction. If the resources are greater, the firm will
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take advantage of the opportunity and move to this new location. If the resources are not greater,
the firm will stay in its current location. Therefore, this strategy is like a firm rolling an eightsided die, evaluating the direction and the action where the firm would land based on its assigned
action, and only taking the action if opportunity would land the firm on a location with greater
resources than its current location.
To illustrate this, a seven by seven portion of a landscape is shown in Figure 6 below.
This portion represents 49 locations on the landscape with resource values from 7 to 10. This
portion therefore has one peak. Location 37 has a resource value of 8 units. The circle on
location 37 represent a firm that is currently located on this location. When it is the firm‘s turn
to move, it draws a number from one to 8. The number represents the eight directions the firm
can move next. These directions would result in the firm moving to one of the following eight
locations: 1=29, 2=30, 3=31, 4=38, 5=45, 6=44, 7=43, or 8=36. Note that only direction 3, or
location 31, with a resource value of 9 has a resource value that is greater than the firm‘s current
resource value of 8. Therefore, on the firm‘s next turn to move, it will only move if it draws a 3
and can move to location 31. This strategy is referred to as the Random Opportunistic strategy in
that the direction is randomly chosen, but the firm only moves when it is opportunistic to do so.
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Figure 6 - Random Opportunistic Strategy Example: Only One Direction is Chosen
Although not specific part of the hypothesized relationships set forth, a second strategy
will be explored. This strategy is Random Direction Strategy. Random Direction reflects a very
simple intended rationality – that of executing the action available to the firm in pursuit of
resources without knowledge of the payoff of the action. New firms, without prior experience or
personnel in key areas, may make naïve decisions when given strategic choices. When assigned
this strategy, a firm will be given a random direction to move or search in. As s hown in Figure 7
below, a firm can move in one of eight directions. This strategy is like a firm rolling an eightsided die and going in the direction the die shows on its face.
To illustrate this, the same seven by seven portion of the landscape shown in Figure 6 is
shown in Figure 7 below. When it is the firm‘s turn to move, it draws a number from one to 8.
The number represents the eight directions the firm can move next. These directions would
result in the firm moving to one of the following eight locations: 1=29, 2=30, 3=31, 4=38, 5=45,
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6=44, 7=43, or 8=36. Once the direction is randomly drawn the firm moves in this location
immediately with no consideration for the resources at the next location. Therefore, no
opportunistic consideration is made. This strategy is referred to as the Random Direction
strategy in that the direction is randomly chosen and followed.
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Figure 7 - Random Direction Strategy Example: Any Direction Can be Chosen
These configurations will allow me to explore how the action and strategy portion of the
logic of competition affects Red Queen competition. For instance, the empirical research that I
reviewed did not attempt to discover the degree of intended rationality a firm used in conjunction
with the action the firm took as it competed with other firms. And yet, this is a key part of
understanding Red Queen competition. Also, both Kauffman (1989) and Barnett (2008) relate
concepts like the edge of chaos to Red Queen competition. And March (1991) suggested the
concept of local optimization that supports survival but not superior performance. By specifying
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both the type of action, and the type of strategy used to execute the action, I develop a means to
possibly gauge the impact of each of these concepts on Red Queen competition.
Criteria for Success or Failure. Red Queen competition is not a winner-takes-all single
encounter form of competition. Interactions are incremental, and the history of encounters plays
a key role in the success or failure of firms (Barnett and Pontikes, 2005). To explore how this
affects the competition. Firms in the simulation will be generating performance scores with each
cycle of the simulation.
Performance will be measured using two criteria. The first performance criterion is how long
a firm survives during the competition. Survival will be measured in terms of the number of
simulation cycles13 in which a firm competes in before it exhausts its resources to zero and is
considered bankrupt, and therefore dies. The simulation is designed to run until all firms have
died, or, until a preset duration of cycles is reached, usually 500 cycles. Five-hundred cycles was
determined after running a sufficient number of test runs to determine the number of cycles that
represents a reasonable near-infinity, or point of diminishing returns, beyond which the
simulation run will not reveal significant changes in outcome.
The second criterion is the total wealth accumulated by a firm during the simulation. A firm
accumulates wealth by traveling the landscape and competing with other firms to arrive first on a
location and thereby earning all the resources on that location. During the course of the

13

A simulation cycle refers to one ‗tick‘ of the simulation program‘s clock. A cycle includes all
of the activities all firms execute during their turn in the simulation. That is, if there are two
firms, both firms will execute all of their moves or searches on their designated turn before a
cycle is considered complete. The next cycle of the program will be a new turn of competition
for all of the firms.
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simulation, since there are costs associated with a firm‘s action, the firm‘s wealth typically
increases and decreases. The simulation tracks each type of firm‘s wealth at each cycle of the
simulation.
Consequences of Success or Failure. The processes that define the mechanisms of how the
Red Queen Effect comes about are both selective and adaptive (Barnett, 2008). Selective in the
ecological sense that the firm is ‗selected out‘ due to a firm‘s actions over time that lead to a case
of: 1) it has severely ‗out of fit‘ with the landscape that it perishes, or 2) it is subject to such
predatory behavior by other firms that it is acquired by other firms. On the other hand, the firm
can play this same role in reverse by impacting the landscape with disruptive innovations that
rapidly places other firms out of sync with the landscape, or it acquires these other firms. The
process is also adaptive in the sense that if a firm is not selected out, and is therefore a survivor,
its fit, or relative performance is an indicator of how it has adapted to the environment and other
firms. Therefore, measures of selection (firm survival) and adaptation (performance) are
established as consequences for cumulative success or failure of the agents in the simulation
model. Firms die when their wealth reaches zero: in essence they are bankrupt.
Three environmental elements will be considered for context effects in the simulation. Per
Dess and Beard (1984), and revised by Sharfman and Dean (1991), the three conditions are
complexity, munificence (sometimes called competitive threat), and dynamism. Complexity
represents the level of complex knowledge and difficult-to-acquire resources that understanding
and navigating the environment requires. Munificence refers to the level of resources available
to firms from the environment. Dynamism refers to the changes in the resource distribution in
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the environment. Sharfman and Dean, 1991) examined these three measures as investigated by
Dess and Beard (1984) and revised them to capture a multidimensional conceptualization where
the three measures can be thought of as interacting with each other to form a three factor
environmental space.
Complexity was constructed by Sharfman and Dean (1991) as a measure of concentration of
firms, knowledge workers in an industry, and the number of product categories in a given
industry. For instance, in their measure, a low concentration of firms, knowledge workers, and
products reflected low complexity. By definition, this model and the simulation based on the
model is in a complex high technology industry. This dimension is therefore inherent in the
model through the shape of the multi-peak landscape used for the simulation. This leaves the
remaining two factors to be modeled explicitly.
Munificence (Dess and Beard, 1984), was revised to resource availability, and then
subsequently expanded to competitive threats. Sharfman and Dean (1991) used a composite
measure of the regression slope of the value of shipments and the regression slope of the number
of employees in an industry to capture this measure. They added to this a concentration measure
of the firms in the industry based on a count of the firms. Finally, they included a measure of
average market share change. In summary, the effect on firms in an industry due to this
environmental condition is simply the availability of resources to any firm competing for those
resources. For modeling purposes, munificence will be based on adjusting the mean, or average,
of the resources allocated to the environment at the start of the simulation, and how those
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resources are replenished throughout the simulation. See Figure 8 for examples of how this will
be implement in the model.

Mean = -2

0

+2

Figure 8 - Resource Munificence: Using Different Means
Dynamism, in the revised measure, includes both market and technological instability.
Dynamism has been operationalized in empirical studies to include the number of shipments of
goods made by a company over a period of time, the number of employees in an industry over a
period of time, and the average number of patents in an industry over time. For instance, in high
technology industries this equates to the number of patents applied for. Therefore, the higher the
count of patent applications in an industry, the more unstable the environment in that industry is.
Following the guidelines for straightforward model development, I use the concept of resource
distribution variance for dynamism. Note that munificence is conceptualized as the mean of a
resource distribution curve. It follows that dynamism is the shape, or distribution of the
resources around the mean. See Figure 9 for an example of how this will be varied in the model.
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Means are all equal at 0 – standard deviations vary

Figure 9 - Resource Dynamism: Using Different Distributions/Standard Deviations
Model Algorithms and Imple mentation
Regardless of the programming approach, the conceptual algorithm rules remain the same for
a defined research agenda, and the details of these can be found in Appendix B. For discussion
purposes, these details are presented at a general level in this section.
The essence of the algorithm is that firms are assigned an action type, either to move or to
search. A firm is also assigned the number of actions per cycle to take. The starting position of
each firm on the landscape is randomly determined. No two firms occupy the same location at
the start of the simulation; however, they can occupy the same location as the simulation runs.
Unless note, the landscape is a rugged multi-peak landscape, and the simulation is run until all
firms die or the simulation reaches a stopping point at 500 cycles. For each configuration to be
tested, 10,000 simulation runs14, with each run allowed to go for up to 500 cycles, are made to

14

Ten-thousand runs per simulation case was chosen as the threshold to assure statistical
reliability of the results in order to estimate a null distribution. Initial runs with fewer than 100
runs per simulation type indicated that the results were not statistically consistent from one run to
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insure that the random factors employed in the simulation algorithms are sampled sufficiently to
achieve repeatable results. Data are collected on each step of the simulation, all 500 steps, for all
10,000 runs. To collect enough data to test one hypothesis required 250,000 simulation runs of
up to 500 steps per run. I collected approximately eight gigabytes of data to test the hypotheses.
What follows is a more detailed discussion of the implementation. To achieve Red Queen
competition the number of firm actions, the relative rate of the actions, the type of actions, and
the strategy to execute the actions need to be controlled, and varied. The number of total cycles
in the simulation controls the number of actions. Also, the landscape that the firms compete on
needs to be controlled for the shape of the landscape (resources available on each unique location
on the landscape), the mean of these resources, and the distribution of these resources on the
landscape. A stochastic process was chosen to do this. The most appropriate programming
environment is agent-based as noted earlier. Agent-based means the focus of the simulation
controls is on the agents, which in my case are the firms. The agents can be programmed with
specific behaviors, just a like a firm behaves, so I can mimic how a firm in Red Queen
competition behaves.
Once the decision to use an agent-based program was made, the next choice is the specific
programming language and development environment to use. There are several choices for the
programming language and environment. After reading the available literature on published

another due to the random nature of some of the decisions firms can make on the landscape.
Increasing the runs to 1,000 resolved the issues. A safety factor of 10 was used to insure that the
results consistently represented the null distribution. Ten-thousand is not an uncommon number
to use for the number of runs in a simulation of this nature.
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research using agent-based programs, I narrowed the selection to two candidates: RePast for
Java, or RePastJ, and NetLogo. After working with both programs, and considerable
consultation with programmers and researchers in the field, I selected NetLogo, version 4.1
(Wylinski, 1989), to implement the model.
My original goal was to have a trained programmer implement my specification. I therefore
engaged several programmers to review my specification for the six months that it took to
develop it. After testing the programming environments myself, I realized that my programming
background and prior experience was sufficient to implement my own code. Therefore, I
developed the entire program contained in Appendix B. Netlogo provides a nearly barren user
interface – you can gain some insight into the model I developed by reviewing the controls
displayed in Appendix A, a screen shot of the user interface panel from my model. To insure
that I followed best practices, and to gain outside objective reviews, I sent my code to more
experienced programmers to vet it, and I also made good use of the NetLogo programmer‘s
forum during the implementation and testing phase. I would suggest that in general, it is still
better for most researchers to hire someone or partner with someone to write the simulation code
for them. That being said, I do feel I gained even more insight into the simulation process, and
how the Red Queen competition works by developing my own simulatio n program. And, this
was a significant aid when it came time to interpret the results. Specifically, it helped me
identify how artifacts in the simulation, rather than the logic of competition, affected the results.
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NetLogo incorporates the use of a User Interface Panel. (See Appendix A for a screen-shot
of the user interface panel.) Once the program is loaded and started, the user specifies the
following information:
1. The type of landscape the firms will compete on (simple peak, rugged multi-peak, or
random). This was typically set at rugged multi-peak.
2. The number of firms in the environment (from one to 100). This was typically set at
two.
3. The ratio of Red Queen Firms (termed New Firms in the simulation panel) to Rival
Firms. This was typically set at 50/50.
4. The strategy for each firm – this was set for the Red Queen firm, and the Rival firm
(Random Direction, Random Opportunistic, or Pure Opportunistic. Note that other
strategies were developed for post-hoc analysis).
5. The number of moves to be made by each firm for each cycle of the simulation (from
0 up).
6. The number of spaces to be leaped over is called the search-distance, for each firm
(from 0 up to 20).
7. The starting wealth of each firm (from 0 up, typically set at 20).
8. If action cost was dynamic or fixed by the user. Dynamic cost allocation charged the
average available resources on the landscape for a move, and 33% of the average for
a look per space during a search. If the average resource per square on the landscape
was 3 units, then the cost to move was also 3 units, and the cost to look was one unit.
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If the cost allocation was fixed by the user, the user selected a discrete amount for
both action types. The same cost allocation was used for all firm types.
9. The mean or average resources to be allocated on the landscape. (typically set at 10).
10. The variance of the resources to be allocated on the landscape. (varied from 0 to 10,
and was determined as the standard deviation of the resources).
11. The replenishment rate of resources, set as the number of units to be replenished per
cycle. (typically set at 10, which replenished a location as soon as the next cycle of
the simulation started.)
12. Note – other factors were developed in the simulation model for post-hoc exploration
and will be reported in Chapter Four where appropriate.
Step 5 – Verification of the computational representation. All software programs required
testing to insure that they deliver what is expected of them15. NetLogo‘s user interface panel
allowed me to program in a visual link to the landscape where the firms executed their actions
and strategy. This is a near real-time visualization in that each move of the firm is visible to the
user. The layout of the landscape is visible. The landscape was programmed so that each square
was colored green – the more resources on a square, the darker the green, in essence signaling
the amount of money, or in an ecosystem sense, the amount of vegetation, on the square. When
the resources are depleted, the square turns black until it is replenished.

15

I spent five years as the director research and development of software at a software
development firm that was associated with AT&T Bell Labs. As a result I was exposed to the
science, and the art, of software performance verification. I incorporated this experience in the
verification of the simulation program. My approach parallels the one called for by Rand and
Rust (2010).
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I also designed in counters and line graphs to monitor the viability of the firms and their
wealth accumulation. The speed of the simulation is controlled from the user panel so the user
can run the events in what would be described as slow-motion, where the movement of a firm
from one location to another location takes several sections. This allowed me to visualize the
competition, watch resource accumulation, and verify that the strategy programmed into a firm
was being acted out.
Test modes were also invoked. For instance, one test mode used a flat landscape with the
resource value set to the same amount on every location. In this mode, running one firm at a
time for 10,000 runs, the results should be the same. Other verifications included swapping the
roles between the Red Queen Firm and the Rival Firm and running the simulation to confirm that
the behaviors resulted were as expected. The program was adjusted in each case until all of the
testing requirements were satisfied.
Step 6 - Run the simulation to collect data. NetLogo 4.1 supports the use of a batch program
to runs a series of simulations with varying parameters set by the user. This program is called
Behavior Space. I used this to run 10,000 runs per batch. The data collected were formatted as a
.csv file which was imported into Microsoft Excel, the 2007 edition. A 10,000 simulation run,
with 500 cycles per simulation, is the approximate limit of Excel (some 167,000 columns). I
wrote a series of macros to consolidate the data into summary tables, and then a second
consolidation to prepare the data for statistical analysis and graphing.
To collect data to test the hypotheses, various attributes of the simulation were changed.
These configurations are detailed in Table 5 shown below.
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Table 5 Model Configurations for Data Collection 16
Hypoth.

Landscape

Resource
mean

Resource
Variance

Number of
Firms
Red
Queen /
Rival
1 /1

Red Queen Strategy

Rival
Strategy

Moves

Searches

Outcome of
interest

H1a

Rugged
multi-peak

Hold
constant

Hold
constant

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Same as Red
Queen

RQ 1 to 5
Rival 1

RQ 1
Rival 1

Survival

H1b

Rugged
multi-peak

Hold
constant

Hold
constant

1 /1

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Same as Red
Queen

RQ 1 to 5
Rival 1

RQ 1
Rival 1

Wealth
accumulation

H2a

Rugged
multi-peak

Hold
constant

Hold
constant

1 /1

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Same as Red
Queen

RQ 1
Rival 1

RQ 1 to 5
Rival 1

Survival

H2b

Rugged
multi-peak

Hold
constant

Hold
constant

1 /1

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Same as Red
Queen

RQ 1
Rival 1

RQ 1 to 5
Rival 1

Wealth
accumulation

H2c

Rugged
multi-peak

Hold
constant

Hold
constant

10 / 10

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Same as Red
Queen

RQ 1
Rival 1

RQ balanced
Rival 1 or 5

Wealth
accumulation

H3

Rugged
multi-peak

Hold
constant

1 /1

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Same as Red
Queen

RQ 1 to 5
Rival 1

RQ 1
Rival 1

Wealth
accumulation

H4

Rugged
multi-peak

Vary
from low
to high
Hold
constant

Vary
1 /1
Random Opportunistic
Same as Red
RQ 1
RQ 1 to 5
Wealth
from low
Random Direction*
Queen
Rival 1
Rival 1
accumulation
to high
*Not in the hypothesized relationships as the logic of competition/strategy, but included for reference and discussion purposes in Chapter Four.
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Values or ranges of values are indicated, as in the case of resource mean and variance, and the number of moves or sear ch distance ranges.
For all cases, test runs of the model were performed to insure that artificial boundary conditions were not present. That is , test runs for moves
and searches were run up to 20 spaces to insure that the 1 to 5 range used in the simulation data collection was not artificially bounded, and
that a number outside of this range would change the results significantly.
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Analysis Methodology
Simulations were run and data collected per Table 5 above. The output results are charted as
firm survival or firm performance curves using data from the simulations. Typically, each chart consists
of five discrete but related competitive scenarios that were simulated. For example, in the case of H1a
escalated move-based activity is tested using five levels of escalation. Each level of escalation
represents a series of 10,000 simulation runs. In turn, the mean of the results of each of the five series is
plotted on a chart to represent the series. This mean is generated from the data from 10,000 runs, with
up to 500 cycles per run, to create the results for the plots, and to produce the results for statistical
analysis.
A strong point of simulation based research is its construct validity, which is accurate specification
and measurement of constructs (Cook & Campbell, 1979). As noted by Rosenthal and Rosenow (1991),
simulation requires precise specification of the essential components modeled and their measures and
therefore avoids the signal-to-noise measurement problems that affects construct validity in empirical
research. Data produced by simulations are therefore free of measurement errors associated with
empirical data and consequently convergent and discriminant validity are not an issue (Campbell &
Fiske, 1959). Therefore, following current practices in evaluating hypothesized predictions with
simulation data, the means of the key measures for Red Queen and Rival firms, firm performance and
firm survival, are compared, per March (1991), Ganco (2009), Rand and Rust (2010), and Rivkin (2000)
and depicted in the wealth accumulation performance charts and survival charts17. Confidence intervals

17

Additional analysis using methods such as regression or latent-growth curve, which are typically

used for empirical data analysis, are not required for the simulation data produced. As noted in a
forthcoming article, Rust, W., and Rust, R. (2010) Agent-based modeling in Marketing: Guidelines for
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were calculated at 99% for the means reported for each firm type to test if the results between the Red
Queen firm and the Rival firm were significantly different (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003; Witte
& Witte, 2004). These results are reported for each hypothesis in a separate table with other descriptive
statistics, and plotted in an accompanying figure. As noted in the footnote for Table 5, and repeated
here for emphasis, values or ranges of values are indicated, as in the case of resource mean and variance,
and the number of moves or search-distance ranges. For all cases, test runs of the model were
performed to insure that artificial boundary conditions were not present. For example, simulation runs
for move and search-distance activities were completed by varying the move or search-distance values
from one to 20 spaces to insure that the one to five spaces used in the simulation data collection were not
artificial boundaries. The results confirmed that the range of one to five was appropriate to test the
hypotheses. Similar verifications were made regarding non-hypothesized and hypothesize variables,
including the size of the landscape, initial resources given to firms, and the number of firms competing
at one time on the landscape.
Measures and Variable Definitions
The following were used in the simulation.
Dependent Variables
For H1a and H2a the dependent variable is firm survival. Firm survival is measured in terms of
the number of cycles that a firm competes in while its accumulated wealth is greater than zero. For each
cycle the firm survives, this value is incremented by one. A zero value of wealth, or a negative value, is

rigor, means comparison with confidence interval evaluation is the standard method of hypothesis
testing.
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analogous to bankruptcy and signals the death of the firm. The simulation continues to run until no
firms survive, or the limit of 500 cycles is reached.
For H1b, H2b, H3, and H4 the dependent variable is performance, measured as wealth
accumulation. With each cycle of the simulation a firm has the opportunity to undertake an action. The
results of the action affect the firm‘s accumulated wealth. Each action has results in a cost to the firm
and an earning of resources. The net of the cost to the firm less the resources earned by the firm is added
or subtracted to the firm‘s current wealth.
Main Explanatory Variables
Two types of actions are specified: move based and search-distance based. H1, H2, and H4
make predictions using the move based activity. H3 makes a prediction using search-distance activity.
When a firm moves on the landscape, it changes its location one space on the grid at a time, and it
travels on contiguous spaces. When a firm moves, it does so in increments of one space at a time, from
one to five spaces. On the other hand, a firm that uses search-distance may skip, or jump over a
location. A firm that is uses a search-distance of three will jump to a location, in a straight path, that is
three spaces away from its current location. That is, there will be two spaces between the current
location and the future location that the firm does not land on. These two actions are illustrated in
Figure 10 below. The move based activity is shown for a firm that is initially on location 43, and moves
to location 37, location 31, and finally to location 25. The search-distance activity is shown for a firm
that is initially on location 49 and with one jump arrives on location 25. Note that two locations, 41 and
33, were skipped over by this firm.
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1

7
8
7
15
7
22
7
29
7
36
7
43
7

2

7
9
8
16
8
23
8
30
8
37
8
44
7

3

7
10
8
17
9
24
9
31
9
38
8
45
7

4

7
11
8
18
9
25
10
32
9
39
8
46
7

5

7
12
8
19
9
26
9
33
9
40
8
47
7

6

7
13
8
20
8
27
8
34
8
41
8
48
7

7

7
14
7
21
7
28
7
35
7
42
7
49
7

Figure 10 - Illustration of Move Based and Search-Distance Based Activity
Two types of firms compete in each simulation, Red Queen 18 firm and Rival firms. I use these
labels to distinguish the two types of firms.
Environmental Context
Firms compete on a rugged multi-peak landscape. The landscape has a square base of 20 by 20
spaces, creating therefore 400 unique locations on the landscape. The variance in height of each space is
determined by the amount of resources located on a space. The value of resources ranges from 0 to 10
units. Resources represent all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, information,
knowledge, etc; controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that
improve its efficiency and effectiveness (Daft, 1983). Without delving into the arguments that bedevil
the Resource Based View (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984) in that resources are not the focus of my

18

Barnett (1989) originally used the terms focal firm and rival firms. The emphasize the point that this
research focuses on the Red Queen Effect I use the term Red Queen in place of focal firm.
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research, I define resources as whatever the competing firm needs at the time to survive. A resource is
therefore non-specific and carries only the measure of ‗unit‘ of resource. I created a landscape map that
was used by the simulation model. The same map was used to test H1a and b, and H2a and b.
Variations of in the resources means and distributions were created for testing H3 and H4. The
landscape is divided into four quadrants. On each quadrant the landscape has a peak of resources that is
formed approximately in the center of that quadrant of the landscape. The four individual peaks have a
height of 7, 8, 9, or 10 units of resource. The distribution of resources around each peak is a uniform
linear distribution, and each peak is similar. One way to describe the landscape is adjacent four
pyramids, each slightly taller than the neighbor, arranged in the corners of the landscape with adjacent
bases touching each other such that the valley between each pyramid is only on space wide.
Control variables
All firms are given 20 units of initial resources. This represents the start-up capital of the firm,
or seed money. These initial resources fund the first competitive activities of the firm as it seeks to earn
resources based on its own results. The number of firms for each simulation is two: one Red Queen firm
and one Rival firm. The simulations were limited to two firms to make the interpretation of the results
as straightforward as possible.
Resources values on each location of the landscape are set at the start of the simulation as
defined in the discussion on the rugged multi-peak landscape configuration. The replenishment of
resources occurs at the end of each simulation cycle, after all firms have moved. Resources are
immediately replenished to the full original value allocated to a location at the start of the simulation.
A firm is charged a cost each time it undertakes an activity. This cost is set at the start of the
simulation, and it does not change. The cost for a move activity is termed move-cost and it is set equal
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to the average resource units on the overall landscape for each number of moves made by a firm on a
single cycle of the simulation. The cost of a search-distance activity is termed search-distance-cost and
it is set equal to the combination of the amount of one move-cost and a variable amount of look-cost.
Regardless of the search-distance, the move-cost component is always equal to one move-cost. The
factor to account for the spaces examined during the search-distance activity is determined by
multiplying the look-cost times the search-distance value. The look-cost can be thought of as research
cost or resources expended in the examination of looking at the location prior to moving to the location,
or even skipping over the location.
Only one firm strategy, Random Opportunistic, is used for the testing of all hypotheses. An
alternative strategy, Random Direction, is employed during the post-hoc analysis. Both firm types
always use the same strategy for the entire simulation.
Results
For convenience, each hypothesis is presented prior to the discussion of the results for the
hypothesis. The testing details and a discussion of the results for each hypothesis are reported after the
hypothesis is presented. Variable means, standard deviations, and the results for each hypothesis test are
then reported. And finally, the plotted means of the key variables used in testing each hypothesis are
presented as a visual representation of the results.
The results from the hypotheses testing are mixed. In general, partial to full support is found for
hypotheses that test a move action. However, the hypotheses that test a search action are in general not
fully supported.
Hypothesis 1a: A new firm engaged in a higher rate of competitive moves for resources in their
environment, relative to a rival firm’s rate of moves, will initially have a greater survival rate than
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the rival firm. This greater survival rate will peak and then decline as the competitive action rate
undertaken by the new firm continues to escalate relative to the rival firm.
Hypothesis 1a predicted an initial positive relationship in new firm survival rate when the Red
Queen firm escalated its move activity relative to a Rival firm‘s survival rate. Additionally, as the
escalation of activity increased, this positive relationship in new firm survival rate was predicted to
decline.
I tested this hypothesis using a rugged multi-peak landscape which represents a high technology
ecosystem. The resources values on this landscape range from 0.5 to 10, with a mean resource value of
5.88 units. Resources were replenished at the end of each time step, or cycle, of the simulation. A total
of two firms were used, one Red Queen firm and one Rival firm.
For each run of the simulation, the action type was move. To achieve the escalation required in Red
Queen competition, successive simulation runs were made and the ratio between the Red Queen firm
moves per cycle and the Rival firm moves per cycle was increased from one-to-one, to five-to-one. That
is, in the first simulation runs, the Red Queen firm made one move per cycle and the Rival firm made
one move per cycle. In the second simulation runs, the Red Queen firm made two moves, and the Rival
firm remained at one move. This continued until in the final series the Red Queen firm made five
moves and the Rival firm remained at one move. Each series was run 10,000 times, for a total of five
series; therefore, a total of 50,000 simulations were run to collect data for each variant of this
hypothesis. The 99% confidence intervals for the Red Queen firm survival and the Rival firm survival
overlap, therefore Hypothesis 1a is not supported since the survival rate for the firm designated the Red
Queen firm is not significantly different relative to the Rival firm. The results of the simulation runs
descriptive statistics are shown in Table 6, and the plot of the means of survival in Figure 11.
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Table 6 H1a Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals – Survival of Firms
Hypothesis
and Ratio
of Red
Mean
SD
Queen to
Red
Mean
Red
SD
Rival
Queen
Rival
Queen
Rival
Moves
Survival Survival Survival Survival
H1a – 1
500.0
500.0
0.0
0.0
H1a - 2
500.0
500.0
0.0
0.0
H1a - 3
500.0
500.0
0.0
0.0
H1a - 4
500.0
500.0
0.0
0.0
H1a - 5
500.0
500.0
0.0
0.0
n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level

Lower
Conf.
Interval
of Red
Queen
Survival
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

Upper
Conf.
Interval
of Red
Queen
Survival
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
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Lower
Conf.
Interval
of Rival
Survival
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

Upper
Conf.
Interval
of Rival
Survival
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

Firm Survival - RMP - RO

Steps Until Death of Firm

600
500

Red Queen

400

Rival

300
200

100
1

2

3

4

5

Ratio of Red Queen Firm to Rival Firm Moves

Figure 11 - H1a Firm Survival: Random Opportunistic Strategy
Hypothesis 1b: A new firm engaged in a higher rate of competitive moves for resources in their
environment, relative to a rival firm’s rate of moves, will initially have a higher performance than
the rival firm. This higher performance will peak and then decline as the competitive action rate
undertaken by the new firm continues to escalate relative to the rival firm.
Hypothesis 1b predicted an initial positive relationship in new firm performance when the firm
escalated its move activity relative to a rival firm‘s survival rate. Additionally, as the escalation of
activity increased, this positive relationship in new firm performance was predicted to decline.
I tested this hypothesis using a rugged multi-peak landscape which represents a high technology
ecosystem. The data collection parameters were the same as those used for H1a. Hypothesis 1b is
partially supported based on the results of the simulation runs as shown in Figure 12. The accumulation
of wealth for the firm designated the Red Queen firm does increase, relative to the Rival firm, as the Red
Queen firm escalates its activity in response to the Rival firm. However, the accumulation of wealth
does not decline as the Red Queen firm continues to escalate the number of moves the firm makes per
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cycle of the simulation, relative to the Rival firm. The 99% confidence intervals for the Red Queen firm
performance (wealth accumulation) and the Rival firm performance (wealth accumulation) overlap only
on the first series of simulation where the firms both use a move of one space at a time. On subsequent
simulation series two through five, where the Red Queen firm escalates its move activity relative to the
Rival firm, the confidence intervals do not overlap. Therefore, this hypothesis is supported partially: the
early period of escalated activity leads to higher performance for the Red Queen firm, but the
performance does not decline as predicted as the escalation continues to increase. The results of the
simulation runs descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7, and the plot of the means of performance in
Figure 12.
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Table 7 H1b Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals - Firm Performance
Hypothesis
and Ratio
of Red
Queen to
Mean
Mean
SD
SD
Rival
Red Queen
Rival
Red Queen
Rival
Move
Performance Performance Performance Performance
860,548.7
860,545.0
87,024.5
86,924.4
H1b – 1
3,493,824.3*
861,420.3
355,626.3
86,551.9
H1b - 2
7,984,476.5*
853,333.4
683,290.2
88,362.9
H1b - 3
14,105,964.1*
866,196.4
1,206,242.7
76,960.0
H1b - 4
21,943,729.2*
863,617.3
2,212,137.8
77,091.7
H1b - 5
n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level
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Lower Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
860,046.7

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
861,050.8

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
860,043.5

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
861,046.5

3,491,772.7

3,495,875.9

860,920.9

861,919.6

7,980,534.6

7,988,418.4

852,823.6

853,843.2

14,099,005.2 14,112,922.9

865,752.4

866,640.4

21,930,967.3 21,956,491.2

863,172.5

864,062.0

Wealth Accumulation - Rugged Multi-Peak

Firm Performance

25,000,000

Red Queen

20,000,000

Rival
15,000,000

10,000,000
5,000,000
1

2

3

4

5

Ratio of Red Queen Firm to Rival Firm Moves

Figure 12 – H1b Wealth Accumulation: Random Opportunistic Strategy
Hypothesis 2a: New firms that engage in more distant search actions will exhibit higher failure
rates over time than rival firms that engage in more local search actions.
Hypothesis 2a predicted an initial positive relationship in new firm survival rate when the firm
escalated its search-distance activity relative to a rival firm‘s survival rate. Additionally, as the
escalation of activity increased, this positive relationship in new firm survival rate was predicted to
decline.
Similar to Hypothesis 1a and 1b, I tested this hypothesis using a rugged multi-peak landscape which
represents a high technology ecosystem. The resources values on this landscape range from 0.5 to 10,
with a mean resource value of 5.88 units. Resources were replenished at the end of each time step, or
cycle, of the simulation. A total of two firms were used, one Red Queen firm and one Rival firm.
For each run of the simulation, the action type was search-distance. To achieve the escalation
required in Red Queen competition, successive simulation runs were made and the ratio between the
Red Queen firm search-distance per cycle and the Rival firm search-distance per cycle was increased
from one-to-one, to five-to-one. That is, in the first simulation runs, since the search-distance was one
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for both firms, the Red Queen firm searched one location away from its current location per cycle as did
the Rival firm. In the second simulation runs, the Red Queen firm searched for resources two locations
away, a search-distance of two, and the Rival firm remained at a search-distance of one. This
continued, until in the final series the Red Queen firm was at a search-distance of five and the Rival
firm remained at one search-distance. Each series was run 10,000 times, for a total of five series,
therefore a 50,000 simulations were run to collect data for each variant of this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2a is not supported based on analysis of the simulation runs using the 99% confidence
intervals shown in Table 8, and plotted in Figure 13. During initial escalation the survival rate for the
firm designated the 99% confidence intervals for the Red Queen firm overlaps the Rival firm and
therefore is not significantly different than the Rival firm survival. However, as the Red Queen firm
escalates its activity in response to the Rival firm to three times the search-distance of the Rival firm,
the Red Queen firm survival declines significantly below the Rival firm, as determined using the 99%
confidence intervals.
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Table 8 H2a Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals – Firm Survival
Hypothesis
Lower
Upper
and Ratio
Conf.
Conf.
Lower
of Red
Mean
SD
Interval Interval Conf.
Queen to
Red
Mean
Red
SD
of Red
of Red
Interval
Rival
Queen
Rival
Queen
Rival
Queen
Queen
of Rival
Search
Survival Survival Survival Survival Survival Survival Survival
H2a – 1
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

Upper
Conf.
Interval
of Rival
Survival
500.0

H2a - 2

493.8*

500.0

55.1

-

494.1

493.5

500.0

500.0

H2a - 3

488.9*

500.0

73.4

-

489.3

488.5

500.0

500.0

H2a - 4

325.5*

500.0

233.2

-

326.9

324.2

500.0

500.0

H2a - 5

9.1*

500.0

25.4

-

9.3

9.0

500.0

500.0

n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level
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Survival - Rugged Multi-Peak, Random Opportunistic Strategy
Steps Until Death of Firm

600
500
400
Red Queen

300

Rival

200

100
1

2

3

4

5

Ratio of Red Queen Firm to Rival Firm Search Distance

Figure 13 - H2a Firm Survival: Random Opportunistic Strategy
Hypothesis 2b: New firms that engage in more distant search actions will exhibit higher
performance over time than rival firms that engage in more local search actions.
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Table 9 H2b Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals – Firm Performance
Hypothesis
and Ratio of Mean
Mean
SD
SD
Red Queen to Red Queen
Rival
Red Queen
Rival
Rival Search Performance Performance Performance Performance
859,546.2
864,238.2
73,688.4
88,594.4
H2b – 1

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
859,121.0

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
859,971.3

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
863,727.1

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
864,749.3

H2b – 2

591,827.8*

873,075.3

96,336.1

78,473.8

591,272.1

592,383.6

872,622.5

873,528.0

H2b – 3

341,795.7*

862,216.8

87,090.3

75,872.3

341,293.3

342,298.2

861,779.1

862,654.5

H2b – 4

61,875.8*

876,549.7

68,313.8

76,271.7

61,481.7

62,269.9

876,109.7

876,989.8

H2b – 5

180.5*

867,242.5

2,342.3

89,748.6

167.0

194.0

866,724.7

867,760.2

n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level
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Wealth Accumulation - Rugged Multi-Peak, Random Opportunistic Strategy
1,000,000
900,000

Firm Performance

800,000
700,000

Red Queen

600,000

Riva

500,000

400,000
300,000
200,000

100,000
1

2

3

4

5

Ratio of Red Queen Firm to Rival Firm Search Distance

Figure 14 – H2b Wealth Accumulation: Random Opportunistic Strategy
Hypothesis 2c: New firms engaged in using more heterogeneous search-distance activities (with
respect to the firm’s current location) for resources in their environment, relative to rival firm’s that
searches more locally for resources, will have higher performance than the rival firms that search
just more locally or rival firms that search just more distantly than the new firms when the searchdistance escalates for the new firm.
Hypothesis 2c predicted that a firm that uses heterogeneous search-distance activities, that is a mix
of local search and distant search, will have a performance advantage over a rival firm that does not use
a mix of search-distances when the search-distance for the balanced firm is greater than the unbalanced
firm. Similar to Hypothesis 2a and 2b, I tested this hypothesis using a rugged multi-peak landscape
which represents a high technology ecosystem. The resources values on this landscape range from 0.5
to 10, with a mean resource value of 5.88 units. Resources were replenished at the end of each time
step, or cycle, of the simulation. A total of two firms were used, one Red Queen firm and one Rival
firm.
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For each run of the simulation, the action type was search. The escalation required in Red Queen
competition is more nuanced for this hypothesis. The Red Queen firm, for all simulation runs, is
assigned the task of searching for resources in a more heterogeneous fashion than a rival. To achieve
this, the Red Queen firm is randomly given a search-distance of one, two, three, four, or five locations
from its current location. The random function used is designed to give each of the choices an equal
probability of being chosen. That is, for every ten turns the Red Queen firm is given to compete for
resources, two turns will be at a search-distance of one, two will be at a search-distance of two, and so
on. The Rival firm is confined to one search-distance for each series of simulation runs. In each
successive run, the Rival firm search-distance was increased from one to five. A total of five of
simulation runs were completed.
Therefore, in the first simulation run, the Red Queen firm used a randomly generated balanced
search-distance from one to five, and the Rival firm used a search-distance of one location from its
current location. In the second simulation, the Red Queen continued to use a balanced search-distance,
and the Rival firm used a search-distance of two. This process continued through five simulation runs.
Each series of runs consisted of 10,000 simulations for a total of 50,000 simulations to collect data for
this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2c is partially supported based on the results of the simulation runs as shown in Table 10,
and plotted in Figure 15. Based on the 99% confidence intervals, the Red Queen firm balanced searchdistance activity generates significantly higher wealth accumulation and therefore is deemed higher in
performance for two simulation runs, numbers four and five, where there is no overlap with the Rival
firm 99% confidence intervals. Recall that in simulation series runs four and five the Rival firm
searches four and five locations from its current location. However, based on the 99% confidence
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intervals, the Red Queen firm performance, using a balanced search, was found to be significantly lower
than the Rival firm for the first two simulation runs where the Rival firm used a search-distance of only
one or only two spaces respectively. And finally, on the third series the Red Queen firm‘s performance
99% confidence intervals overlapped the Rival firm‘s performance 99% confidence intervals and was
found to be not significantly different.
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Table 10 H2c Descriptive Statistics and Confide nce Intervals – Firm Performance
Hypothesis
and Rival
Search
Distance
H2c – 1

Lower Conf.
Mean
Mean
SD
SD
Interval of
Red Queen
Rival
Red Queen
Rival
Red Queen
Performance Performance Performance Performance Performance
374,093.2*
875,003.1
44.9
662.8
374,092.9

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
374,093.1

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
875,001.3

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
875,004.7

H2c – 2

374,091.3*

590,054.0

55.0

34.1

374,090.9

374,091.1

590,053.9

590,054.1

H2c – 3

374,089.3*

350,007.3

45.7

14.8

374,088.9

374,089.1

350,007.0

350,007.9

H2c – 4

374,088.4*

55,029.7

45.7

10.4

374,087.9

374,088.1

55,029.0

55,030.0

H2c – 5

374,087.9*

511.8

44.8

5.0

374,086.9

374,087.1

511.2

511.9

n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level
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Figure 15 – H2c Wealth Accumulation: Random Opportunistic Strategy
Hypothesis 3: Environmental munificence (the average of resources available to firms in the
environment) will moderate the relationship between new firm competitive moves and rival firms
such that under conditions of low munificence new firms that engage in Red Queen Competition
(escalated rate of movement) will have higher performance than rival firms that do not.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that the low environmental resources will have less impact on Red Queen
firms than Rival firms regarding firm performance. Similar to Hypotheses 1 and 2, I tested this
hypothesis using a rugged multi-peak landscape which represents a high technology ecosystem.
However, rather than fix the resources values at a mean resource value of 5.88 units, the mean was
varied from two to ten in increments of two units for five a series of five simulation runs. Note that the
while the mean was varied, the distribution of the resources was the same. This is analogous to varying
the height of a distribution curve but maintaining the shape of curve. Resources were replenished at the
end of each time step, or cycle, of the simulation. A total of two firms were used, one Red Queen firm
and one Rival firm.
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For each run of the simulation, the action type was move. The escalation of activity required for Red
Queen competition was created by assigning the Red Queen firm two moves per simulation cycle and
the Rival firm one move per cycle. This same degree of escalation was used for all simulation series
runs for H3. The mean of the landscape resources for the first series of simulation runs was set at two
(compared to 5.88 for hypotheses 1 and 2), and then increased by two units for each subsequent series of
simulation runs. The results for firm performance are shown in Table 11, and plotted in Figure 16
below. For each simulation series 99% confidence intervals were calculated for each series. The Red
Queen firm had significantly higher performance than the Rival firm based on the evaluation of the
calculated confidence intervals not overlapping. Therefore the hypothesis is fully supported.
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Table 11 H3 Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals – Firm Performance
Hypothesis
and Mean of Mean
Mean
SD
SD
Landscape
Red Queen
Rival
Red Queen
Rival
Resource
Performance Performance Performance Performance
H3 – 1
714,102.0*
180,840.8
63,386.7
15,229.1
(mean 2)
H3 – 2
1,423,956.2*
352,910.2
125,374.0
29,792.2
(mean 4)
H3 – 3
2,104,737.7*
524,898.3
181,258.4
45,119.4
(mean 6)
H3 – 4
2,819,447.8*
695,743.2
237,986.3
61,462.0
(mean 8)
H3 – 5
3,497,565.6*
862,184.1
345,643.7
78,822.0
(mean 10)
n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level
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Lower Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
713,736.3

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
714,467.6

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
180,752.9

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
180,928.6

1,423,232.9

1,424,679.5

352,738.3

353,082.1

2,103,692.0

2,105,783.4

524,638.0

525,158.6

2,818,074.8

2,820,820.7

695,388.6

696,097.8

3,495,571.6

3,499,559.7

861,729.4

862,638.8
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Figure 16 - H3 Wealth Accumulation: Random Opportunistic Strategy
Hypotheses 4: Environmental dynamism (the variance of resources available to firms in the
environment) will moderate the relationship between firm search-distance for resources such that
under conditions of high dynamism (high variability), new firms that engage in Red Queen
Competition (escalated search-distance) will have better performance than new rival firms that do
not.
Hypothesis 4 predicted that the high environmental resource variance will have less impact on a Red
Queen firm‘s performance than on a Rival firm‘s performance. Similar to all the hypotheses tested so
far, I tested this hypothesis using a rugged multi-peak landscape which represents a high technology
ecosystem. For hypothesis 3 I varied the peak of the resource distribution curve and held the form of the
curve constant, but for hypothesis 4 I varied the shape of resource distribution curve and held the
average resource level constant. 19 I created three different landscape maps to test hypothesis 4. Version
one, the base version, is the standard landscape map used for all other simulations, the rugged multi-

19

I suggest that this is an important point in the simulation configuration. Simply varying the shape of
the curve accomplished creating the variance in resource availability. However, if the resource average
is not maintained, it is difficult to determine the effect of the change in the distribution.
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peak with a normal near linear distribution. Version two was created using a more rapidly declining
resource curve than the standard landscape. Version three was created using a more gradually declining
resource curve than the standard landscape. The resource curve shapes were depicted in chapter 3,
Figure 9. Resources were replenished at the end of each time step, or cycle, of the simulation. A total
of two firms were used, one Red Queen firm and one Rival firm.
For each run of the simulation, the action type was search-distance. The escalation of activity
required for Red Queen competition was created by assigning the Red Queen firm a search-distance of
two spaces and the Rival firm a search-distance of one space per cycle. Three series of simulation runs
were made of 10,000 simulations each, one series for each of the three resource distributions. For each
simulation series, based on the 99% confidence intervals shown in Table 12, the Red Queen firm had
significantly lower performance than the Rival firm. Therefore the hypothesis is not supported. The
means of firm performance are plotted in Figure 17.
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Table 12 H4 Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals – Firm Performance
Hypothesis
and Resource
Distribution Mean
Mean
SD
SD
on
Red Queen
Rival
Red Queen
Rival
Landscape
Performance Performance Performance Performance
470,465.5*
763,236.0
260,169.1
317,732.4
H4 – 1

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
468,342.8

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Red Queen
Performance
472,588.1

Lower Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
760,643.7

Upper Conf.
Interval of
Rival
Performance
765,828.3

H4 – 2

140,235.0*

201,163.3

15,518.1

17,001.8

140,108.4

140,361.6

201,024.5

201,302.0

H4 – 3

54,105.0*

92,216.5

1,492.8

1,777.3

54,092.8

54,117.2

92,202.0

92,231.0

n=10,000
Confidence intervals calculated at 99%
*indicates means are different at .01 significance level
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Figure 17 – H4 Wealth Accumulation: Random Opportunistic Strategy
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION
Summary
The purpose of my dissertation was to develop and test a simulation model of Red Queen
competition that could be used to explore the Red Queen Effect on new firm performance and survival
in a high technology ecosystem. First, I developed a theoretical model of the essential components of
Red Queen competition and used this to explain how the kind of escalating competition leads to the Red
Queen Effect. Research questions were developed from this theoretical model to guide my exploration
of how activity escalation works as to really change the performance and survival of new firms. Using
the essentials from the theoretical model, I developed an agent-based model to create Red Queen
competition between firms. Predictions developed from the theoretical model were tested using data
collected from the simulation.
The results of the data collection provided support for about one half of the predictions and there
were a few revealing findings across the predictions. Overall, the results suggest that the Red Queen
Effect is both positive and negative on new firm performance and survival. Data on different types of
activity were collected and analyzed. The results indicate that the escalation of different types of
activities has different effects. This may shed light on why many empirical studies to-date on the Red
Queen Effect have mixed results. Further, data were collected on the impact on firms when there are
changes in environmental resources needed by the firms to survive. These results reveal the importance
of measuring and controlling for environmental resources to accurately measure the Red Queen Effect.
The remainder of this chapter focuses on a discussion of the results that emerge from the simulation data
collection.
Findings
Table 13 is a summary of the findings from the data collection.
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Table 13 Summary of Hypotheses Testing
Hypothesis Landscape

Action
type
Move

Outcome of Interest

Strategy

Result

Survival

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Not supported
Not supported

H1a

Rugged Multipeak

H1b

Rugged Multipeak

Move

Wealth
Accumulation

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Partially supported
Supported

H2a

Rugged Multipeak

Search
Distance

Survival

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Not Supported
Not supported

H2b

Rugged Multipeak

Search
Distance

Wealth
Accumulation

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Not supported
Not Supported

H2c

Rugged Multipeak

Search
Distance

Wealth
Accumulation

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Partially Supported
Partially Supported

H3

Rugged Multipeak

Move

Wealth
Accumulation

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Supported
Supported

H4

Rugged Multipeak

Search
Distance

Wealth
Accumulation

Random Opportunistic
Random Direction*

Not supported
Not Supported

*Not hypothesized as the theorized logic of competition/strategy to be tested, but included for discussion purposes.
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Escalated Activity Related Findings
The activity-related hypotheses (H1a, H1b, H2a, H2b, and H2c) predicted that the relationship
between a new firm with escalated activity, referred to in my discussion as the Red Queen firm, and a
new rival firm, the Rival firm, would have a higher survival rate and higher performance on the part of
the Red Queen firm. The factor that I thought would enhance the survival and performance of the Red
Queen firm was the escalated activity on the part of the Red Queen firm.
The logic behind the idea that the escalated activity level would positively affect this relationship
was based on assertions put forth in the Red Queen Effect Theory. This theory is based on the work in
field of biology by van Valen (1973), in the field of economics by Baumol (2004), and in the field of
strategic management by Barnett (1989, 1993, 1997, and 2008). There research suggests that firms
engage in competition with each other to learn about the logic of competition of the firms. The firms
also engage in competition to learn about the landscape that they are competing upon. Through this
learning the firm adapts to the advantage of the firm, and this leads to the increased survival and
performance. However, the results of the activity-based hypotheses provide mixed findings with regard
to this expectation.
Hypothesis 1a tested the relationship between escalated move-based activities among competing
firms on firm survival. The firm designated the Red Queen firm moved an escalated number of spaces
on the landscape relative to the firm designated the Rival firm as the firms competed for resources. The
resources were distributed on a landscape that was created to mimic a high technology environment.
The environment was termed a rugged multi-peak landscape, and it was designed to be difficult for
firms to navigate, and difficult for firms to find a pattern of resource allocation on the landscape due to
the seemingly ever changing peaks and valleys on they encountered. The predicted results for this
hypothesis were not supported.
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Hypothesis 1b was of the same form as hypothesis 1a, but predicted that escalated move based
activities would lead to higher performance on the part of the Red Queen firm. The reasoning behind
the idea was the same as hypothesis 1a. The results for this hypothesis were partially supported.
In trying to understand why some support was found for higher firm performance (H1b) but no
support for higher firm survival (H1a), recall that all firms travel the multi-peak landscape using the
Random Opportunistic strategy. When a firm competes for resources using this strategy, the firm
considers the location it is given to move to, based on a random selection of eight available locations,
and compares the resources on the given location to its current location. Only when the given location
has superior resources will the firm move. As a result, a firm does not expend resource unwisely and its
likelihood of survival is greatly increased. The data collected on firm survival for H1a, shown in
chapter 3 Figure 11 confirms that there are no significant difference in Red Queen and Rival firm
survival – both firm types survive for the entire simulation run of 500 steps. However, as a result of the
escalated activity, the Red Queen firm is moving to more locations using this Random Opportunistic
strategy and accumulates more wealth than the Rival firm. Taken in combination, H1a and H1b support
the idea that escalated activity in the form of competitive moves results in a positive result for the Red
Queen firm.
It could be argued that the Random Opportunistic strategy employed in H1a and H1b is too
favorable for firms regarding their survival. Therefore, I used a Random Direction strategy to conduct
additional simulation runs as a sensitivity analysis in hopes of identifying some explanation for the
findings in H1a and H1b. The Random Direction strategy, as established in Chapter 3, is analogous to a
firm rolling an eight-sided die and then moving in the direction indicated on the die without regard to the
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payoff. I used the same parameters for these alternative strategy simulations that I used for the original
H1a & b data collection. The results of H1a-alt and H1b-alt are shown below.
As shown in the Figure 18 below, the results do not support the predicted relationships (compare to
chapter 3 Figure 11).
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Figure 18 - H1a alternative: Firm Survival with Random Direction Strategy
As shown in Figure 19 below, the results fully support the predicted relationships (compare to
chapter 3 Figure 11).
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Figure 19 - H1b alternative: Wealth Accumulation with Random Direction Strategy
The survival and performance results are markedly different for the alternative condition. Yet, the
only change in the simulation parameter is the strategy used by both firms. In the case where firms use
random direction to guide their search for resources Red Queen firm has a lower likelihood of survival
for all degrees of escalated activity (the ratio of moves to Rival firm moves). Further, as shown in H1balt except for one condition, where the Red Queen firm‘s ratio to Rival firm moves is two, the Red
Queen firm also has a significantly lower performance. I reviewed the raw data for the simulation runs
for H1b-alt to discover why this one point of activity escalation resulted in an apparent anomaly in the
results. My conclusion was that these conditions represented a ‗competitive sweet spot‘ for the Red
Queen firm. Recall that during a simulation cycle when a firm moves to a new location the firm earns
all of the resources at that location. These resources are replenished when all firms have completed their
moves for that cycle. Therefore, when a firm moved to more than one location per simulation cycle and
landed back on a location where it previously landed it found zero resources on the location but it still
paid the cost associated with the move. All moves cost the firm an amount of resources equal to the
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average amount of resources on the landscape. The likelihood of a firm landing on a location with zero
resources increased as the firm continued to escalate the number of moves the firm makes per simulation
cycle. A Red Queen firm that moved two locations per cycle was the optimal for the given set of
conditions used in all the simulations 20.
I believe this provides some clear insight into why some empirical studies have concluded with
mixed results. Although the conditions for Red Queen competition were met for both the original and
the alternative conditions tested, the competitive strategy used by the firms, random opportunistic or
random direction, had a profound difference on the predicted outcomes. The requirement to explicitly
identify the strategy of the firm is a requirement of Red Queen competition that is rarely if ever upheld
in empirical research. Yet it is part of one of Barnett‘s (2008) conditions noted in chapter 2, referred to
as how the firms compete, specifically their logic of competition.
Hypotheses 2a and 2b examined the impact of escalated search activity on firm survival and
performance using the search activity mode rather than the move activity mode that was used in
hypotheses 1a and 1b. The firm designated the Red Queen firm moved an escalated number of spaces
on the landscape compared to the firm designated the Rival firm as the firms competed for resources.
Where the firms moved on contiguous spaces on the landscape in H1a and H1b, the firms jumped or
leaped a distance from their current location equal to the search-distance they were given for their
simulation run. As with H1a and H1b, the resources were distributed on a landscape that was created to
mimic a high technology environment. The environment was termed a rugged multi-peak landscape,
and it was designed to be difficult for firms to navigate and difficult for firms to find a pattern of

20

I was able to further confirm this by an additional variant of the simulation where I set the cost to
move to zero. In this test case the results for firm survival and firm performance were not significantly
different.
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resource allocation on the landscape due to the seemingly ever-changing peaks and valleys they
encountered. The predicted results for hypotheses H2a and H2b were not supported.
I also tested H2a and H2b with an alternative strategy in a fashion similar to the alternative testing
performed for H1a and H1b. Figure 20 below shows the results for the 50,000 simulation runs when
both the Red Queen firm and the Rival firm use Random Direction strategy (instead of Random
Opportunistic strategy). The data collection parameters were the same as those used for H2a and H2b.
The results using the Random Direction strategy did not support H2a. The differences in the results
between the Random Opportunistic and the Random Direction strategies (shown in Chapter 3 Figure 13)
are revealing. In the alternative case the differences in firm survival are immediately dramatic, the Red
Queen firm survival rates declines rapidly as the firm escalates its search-distance. By contrast in the
original case the Red Queen firm‘s survival is not significantly different from the Rival firm until
search-distance escalation is a factor of three or more.
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Figure 20 – H2a alternative: Firm Survival with Random Direction Strategy
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The results for H2b-alt are almost a mirror image of the results from the original H2b (chapter 3,
Figure 14). Red Queen firm performance declines rapidly, relative to the Rival firm performance, with
each successive increase in search-distance of the Red Queen firm.
Wealth Accumulation - Rugged Mult-Peak, Random Direction Strategy
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Figure 21 - H2b alternative: Wealth Accumulation with Random Direction Strategy
The model used for Red Queen competition charges a firm an amount of resources for each space it
moves on the landscape. In addition, a firm is charged an amount of resources when it looks at a
location to consider if it should move to that location or not. This is akin to a research fee, a due
diligence fee, or perhaps a consulting fee paid by the firm as it gathers information to guide its decisions.
Both the original and the alternative strategy simulations incorporated these move and search fees. In
the alternative test cases for H2a and H2b the search fee exacts a heavier toll on the firms. The Random
Direction strategy is potentially not as rational as the Random Opportunistic strategy; therefore, the
resources earned by the firms in the alternative test cases are unlikely to be as much as in the original
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test cases. This is the underlying reason for the dramatic difference in both firm survival and firm
performance. I will discuss this further after the findings from H2c are presented.
Hypothesis 2c was designed to explore the influence of a more balanced search-distance
escalation relative to a pure local search or a pure distant search for resources. The parameters used in
the simulation followed those used in all the prior simulations for the most part: a rugged multi-peak
landscape, 10,000 simulation runs per series, one firm of each type, and a Random Opportunistic
strategy. The results were partially supported. The local search performance of the Rival firm was
better than the balanced search performance of the Red Queen firm which was not predicted. However,
the distant search performance of the Red Queen firm was better than the distant search performance of
the Rival firm.
To better understand these results I examined additional data regarding firm survival from the
data collected from the simulation runs. As noted below in Figure 22, Rival firm survival is initially
greater than the balance searched survival of the Red Queen firm. However, as the search-distance for
the Rival firm is increased to reach a distant search condition, relative to the Red Queen firm, the
survival of the Rival firm rapidly declines. This is a key contributor to the difference in performance
between the two firm types. The decline in likelihood of firm survival is directly related to the decl ine
in firm performance.
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Figure 22 – H2c alternative: Survival Multi-Peak Random Direction
Overall, the findings from the H2 series of search activity-based hypothesis were surprising. In
general, as the search-distance increases, the survival and performance of the firm decreases. On the
one hand, this follows potential risks found when firms seek rewards through exploration efforts that are
far outside their norms. The routines required are unknown to the firm and the likelihood of success is
diminished. From the Red Queen perspective one explanation is that in an attempt to rapidly increase
the firm‘s understanding of the landscape the firm tries to cover the landscape too rapidly and outruns its
knowledge base. Kauffman might explain this as a firm reaching the edge of chaos and falling over the
edge. Certainly the survival profile shown above in Figure 22 is representative of the edge of a cliff
where survival declines rapidly once the firm searches a distance beyond a certain point.
Examining the raw data for the simulation runs of H2c, in all cases, suggests that the fact the
search algorithm includes a charge to look in addition to the single move a firm makes is a contributor to
the results. This effect is compounded as the firm increases its search-distance. For each increase in
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search-distance, an additional look per space charge is included. As noted in chapter three, in simple
terms, the equation for this is:
Cost to search = search-distance x cost to look per distance + one cost to move.
Recall that the cost to move is equal to the average resources per space on the landscape, and the cost to
look is equal to one third the average resources per space. If the average resources per space on the
landscape is 3 units, then the cost to make one move is 3 units, and the cost to look per space is 1 unit
per space. If the search-distance equals one, then the cost to search is:
Cost to search = 1 (search-distance) x 1 unit (cost to look) + 3 (cost to move) = 4 units
If the search-distance equals three, then the cost to search is:
Cost to search = 3 (search-distance) x 1 unit (cost to look) + 3 (cost to move) = 6 units
And finally, if the search-distance equals five, then the cost to search is:
Cost to search = 5 (search-distance) x 1 unit (cost to look) + 3 (cost to move) = 8 units
If the average resources per space on the landscape is 3 units, then a firm must land on a space that has a
higher than average resource each time it undertakes a search based activity or the firm‘s resources will
decline.
Environme nt Related Findings
The environment-related hypotheses (H3 and H4) predicted that the relationship between Red Queen
firm and Rival firm performance is influenced by the availability of the very resources the firms are
competing for. H3 predicted that the average level of available resources would favor Red Queen
competition that was based on a move activity escalation. H4 predicted that the variability of the
resources on the landscape would favor Red Queen competition that was based on search-distance
escalation.
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As noted earlier, the logic behind the idea that the escalated activity level would positively affect this
relationship was based on assertions put forth in the Red Queen Effect Theory. I model two different
types of activity for my simulations, move and search-distance. Note that I associated move based
activity with H3 and search-distance activity with H4.
H3 tests the effect of Red Queen competition on five different multi-peak environment landscapes
with a uniform distribution of resources on each of the peaks21 on each of the three landscapes. The
average of the resources on the five landscapes was varied by changing the mean of the resource curve
but not the shape of the distribution of resources about this mean. Changing the mean of the resources
while holding the distribution the same translates into a change in the total resources available to firms
as they compete for resources. The results for H3 were that a Red Queen firm that used an escalated
move based activity achieved higher performance results. Therefore, the prediction for H3 was
supported.
Although not hypothesized, I performed additional post-hoc analysis to gain insight into why the
Red Queen firm perspective was supported in H3. I again used an alternate competitive logic strategy
and substituted Random Direction for the originally used Random Opportunistic strategy in a series of
simulation runs. All other parameters of the H3 data collection were kept the same. The results show
the impact – the alternate hypothesis H3-alt is not supported. The escalated move strategy does not
significantly improve the accumulation of wealth for the Red Queen firm. This finding once again sheds
light on why prior research in the Red Queen Effect may have reached mixed conclusions.

21

Per prior discussions, the multi-peak landscape is based on four peaks with each of the four peaks
differs in resource height such that there are four different heights with one of the heights offering the
greatest amount of resources at its peak.
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Figure 23 – H3 alternative: Wealth Accumulation Using Random Direction
In addition to running the additional simulation with the alternative competitive strategy, I also
reviewed the survival data that were collected in both the original H3 test and the H3-alternative test.
Shown below in Figure 24 are the results for firm survival for H3, where the competitive strategy
was Random Opportunistic. There is no significant difference in firm survivability based on
confidence intervals. Recall that the Red Queen firm achieved a higher level of performance as
predicted in H3 in which the effect of varying the average available resources was tested. However,
for H3-alt there is a significant difference in firm survival; the Red Queen firm has a lower
likelihood of survival compared to the rival firm for all variations of average resource availability.
After considering the results from H3 that shows the Red Queen firm outperforming the Rival
firm, and results shown Figure 25 below I conclude that future studies in Red Queen Effect research
should consider both performance and survival rates. Investigating just the survival rate or
performance alone does not equally predict the other.
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Figure 24 - H3 alternative: Firm Survival: Random Opportunistic
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Figure 25 - H3 alternative: Firm Survival with Random Direction
The final hypothesis, H4, tests the effect of Red Queen competition using three multi-peak
environment landscapes with a change in distribution of resources on each of the landscapes. Unlike the
landscape changes used in testing H3, the average of the resources on the three landscapes was
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maintained, but the shape of the distribution of resources was changed about this mean. Holding
constant the mean of the resources on the three landscapes while changing the distribution the resources
translates into a change in how the resources are allocated on the landscape, although the total resources
available to firms is the same. As shown in chapter 3, Figure 17, the results for H4 were not supported.
On all three landscapes the Red Queen firm achieved a significantly lower performance result than the
Rival firm.
The outcome prediction in H4 focused on search-distance based activity while the distribution of
resources was changed on the landscape. Although the outcome variable of interest was firm
performance, I also examined the survival of firms under the conditions tested in H4. Figure 26 below
summarizes the results. There is no significant difference in survival for the firms – both the Red Queen
and Rival firm on average survived for the full 500 steps measured all of the simulation runs.
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Figure 26 – H4 alternative: Firm Survival Search-Distance Based
This result, taken in conjunction with the H4 performance results, suggests one explanation for the lower
performance of the Red Queen firm. That explanation is that the Red Queen firm, on average, netted a
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lower increase in wealth per cycle than the Rival firm did. This conclusion applies for all three of the
landscape variations. The mechanism behind this explanation is rooted in the costs associated with a
search-distance based activity relative to a move based activity. Per the details provided in the findings
discussion for H2, firms are charged a look component that increases as the search-distance increases.
To verify this insight I ran additional simulations to test an alternate version of H4. Instead of a
search-distance based activity I used a move based activity for H4-alt. All other parameters of the
simulation runs were the same as H4 except the Red Queen firm escalated the move distance, not the
search-distance. The results are shown below in Figure 27. Note the dramatic difference – a complete
reversal of the results found in H4. I also examined the survival of firms for H4-alt, shown in Figure 28.
The results for firm survival for H4-alt are not significantly different than the survival results for H4.
That is, there is no significant difference in firm survival when the confidence intervals are examined.
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Figure 27 – H4 alternative: Wealth Accumulation Move Based
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Figure 28 – H4 alternative: Firm Survival Move Based
If the survival results are the same for H4 and H4-alt, why are the performance results completely
reversed for firm performance for H4 and H4-alt? I believe the explanation is found again after
reviewing the cost algorithm for the two different types of activities. I confirmed this by conducting one
additional variation on the H4 simulation runs in which I held the cost to look at zero units for H4 while
using a search-distance activity as was originally set forth in the hypothesis prediction. The results
confirm that the cost to look is the factor that causes the reversal in performance outcomes between H4
and H4-alt. I will discuss the implications of this explanation in the forthcoming implications section in
this chapter.
Overall Discussion and Future Directions
After reflecting on the overall findings from my dissertation I believe I have gained several insights.
First, I created a simulation model of Red Queen competition that provides researchers with a method to
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collect data and examine the Red Queen Effect that in turn improves how we do research on this
phenomenon. I list this point first because overall I believe it is the most significant point.
This point was made salient when I attended a panel discussion on modeling capabilities and the
RBV22 at the August 9, 2010 Academy of Management Conference in Montreal, Canada. The panel was
conducted by leading researchers in our domain: Ron Adner, Michael Jacobides, Dan Levinthal, Jan
Rivkin, and Sid Winter. Each researcher presented his reasons on why modeling should and could be
used to further our understanding of why studies of the RBV has perpetually resulted in mixed findings.
To a person, the panel members made two very bold statements. The first was that formal modeling and
simulation was the only way to untangle the value of the RBV by finding the conditions under which it
actually holds true. The second statement was that formal modeling and simulation have the potential to
be the next big breakthrough in management research. My experience with this dissertation research,
while certainly limited compared to the researchers on this panel, supports the second statement 23. The
key is the benefits of the precision in thought that model preparation forces in regard to the research
question under consideration.
As shown in my results section, the type of activity chosen does matter. Or, put another way, all
activities are not created equal in their impact on firm survival and performance. However, most of the
empirical studies treated all activities without regard to scale or intensity of the various types of
activities. New product introductions were combined with a change in price on existing products.
Further, little regard was given to the cost of activities. The implications seemed to be that all activity
types are uniform in their cost basis. As I discovered, the choice of how costs are charged to a firm

22
23

The Resource Based View, as commonly attributed to Barney (1991) and Wernerfelt (1984).
I cited the reasons given for this statement in Chapter Two (Jacobides and Winter, 2010).
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relative to activity types can reverse the expected outcome of a predicted relationship. For the future
this suggests that the work put into developing models may hold great reward for management research.
As a note to balance this point, the precision required by quality modeling is time-consuming. It is not a
casual endeavor. In fact, my experience is that developing a precise specification, and then developing
the model, and then collecting data from the simulation runs using the model is more time-consuming
and labor intensive than any survey or secondary data collection with which I have been involved in.
This is due in part to this being my first effort in this area. But I believe it also reflects the difficulty of
the task.
The second main point is that the Red Queen Effect can be either positive or negative on new firm
survival and performance depending on how the research is conducted. The sign of the effect, whether
positive or negative, can change based on some very simple issues that may be missed if the researcher
is too in the formulation of the research question or operationalization of key variables. I believe a clear
example of this was shown in my findings in the alternative hypothesis testing when the firm strategy
was changed from Random Opportunistic to Random Direction. In the simulation this represented using
a different algorithm for the firm when it came time to choose whether or not to move in the direction
the firm was given to take its action. I believe Barnett would classify this as the degree of intended
rationality exhibited by the firm. Random Direction is a more limited rationality than Random
Opportunistic. And yet the impact on the results was dramatic. This suggests that future empirical
research needs to consider the logic of competition that each firm uses and to be explicit about how it is
determined. It also suggests that future models of Red Queen competition should develop finer grained
algorithms regarding their logic of competition.
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The third point is meaningful Red Queen Effect research requires paying very close attention to the
essentials of Red Queen competition. Van Valen (1973), Baumol (2004) and Barnett (1989, 1993) were
clear enough in their early work to spell out what constitutes Red Queen competition. It is a necessary
condition for the Red Queen Effect to be observed. To be specific about this point, very few of the
empirical studies that I reviewed as part of my background preparation took the time to establish, or
report, that the firms they collected data on were in fact involved in competition that qualified as Red
Queen competition. A future direction for this line of research to be meaningful is that researchers
should take the care to collect variables that can be used to establish that the necessary conditions have
been met before they declare the Effect is present.
A fourth point is that context matters (Donaldson, 2001)24. Hypotheses 3 and 4 demonstrated that in
the case of resource availability and distribution the survival and performance of firms could be
significantly impacted. Some consideration for these environmental conditions has been attempted in
the empirical research to-date. Isolating the effect of environmental conditions might change some of
the mixed results from prior studies. For future research, salient environmental conditions should be
considered as moderators, and at some point controlled for.
Finally, the fundamental model of Red Queen research I created needs to be expanded to explore a
richer set of predictions. The results from the model I constructed provide baseline results. The model,
therefore, provides a way to examine the basic concepts of Red Queen research. That is, it addressed the
question of whether an escalation in competitive activity on the part of one firm, relative to a rival firm,
affects that firm‘s survival and performance. From the results I found, I believe the answer is yes, it

24

One of Dr. Marshall Schminke‘s teaching points in my organization theory seminar. Drawn from the
work of Donaldson (2001), Schminke regularly drew our attention to the contingencies in relationships,
and the importance of understanding the influence of moderators.
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does. The results also provide insight into the areas of parameter sensitivity when conducting future
modeling or empirical research.
For example, I believe one future direction for Red Queen modeling is to explore the limits of the
Red Queen Effect. Another direction is to investigate the most likely types of interaction with other firm
and environmental conditions that influence the Effect. For instance, March (1991) and Kauffman
(1993) approached several related phenomena from their own different perspectives that may have the
Red Queen Effect at their center. One phenomenon is termed organizational learning by March, and I
suggest this is similar to what Kauffman termed species adaptation. March used a stochastic model to
explore how an individual‘s speed of learning influenced organizational learning. March also suggested
that local optima affect organizational learning. Kauffman used a fitness landscape structured model to
explore how adaptation affects survival and performance. He also suggested that local optima played a
role in limiting adaptation. And he suggested that there is a limit to the speed of adaptation, that if it is
exceeded it results in chaos.
One future modification to the model would be to include an explicit learning mode for each firm. I
envision a fast learning mode that would be implemented by firms being able to access the resource
information from the last five moves on a location by location basis, but they would be limited to this
fixed number of locations that the learn. A slow learning mode would delay the availability of the
information for some number of simulation cycles, say three to five, but once that passed the firm would
have total recall of all prior locations and resources. This would represent what March (1991) referred
to as a slow but deep learning of the organization. The firms would incorporate this knowledge of the
landscape into their competitive logic so that they could choose whether to move forward to new
locations or to return to an area that held more resources.
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Another untapped area to be explored is the opposite side of Red Queen competition, or what I term
Red Queen cooperation. While Red Queen competition has been called an arms race, Red Queen
competition could be a peace race, or a cooperation race. This concept certainly borrows from the
prisoners‘ dilemma (Axelrod, 1997) but clearly extends it with the notion of escalation, not just
adaptation. Cooperation would open the theoretical model to resource sharing, resource trading, and
alliances.
The positive side of the Red Queen Effect is that if firms face fierce competitive rivalry and survive
it, they should be more fit in the long-run. This is due to what they have learned. It reflects the
adaptation of the firm to rivals and the environment. The negative side is that if firms attempt to adapt
too quickly they may burn unnecessary resources or may become maladaptive and suffer. We don‘t yet
know all of these boundary conditions. We also don‘t know how to effectively guide Red Queen
competition to be negative or positive. And we also don‘t know how to effectively regulate Red Queen
competition. Therefore, as noted in the above discussions, future direction should focus on developing a
more refined and more general Red Queen model to address these potential research areas.
Implications
Theoretical Implications
This dissertation offers contributions to work in entrepreneurship examining escalating competitive
rivalry as well as agent-based simulation model developed for management research. I developed a
theoretical model of Red Queen competition and used it to examine how escalations in activity-based
competition affect the survival and performance of new firms. I compared two different forms of
competitive activity, move based and search-distance based activity. Although the results of some of
the hypotheses were not supported, none of the results were inconclusive. I used post-hoc analysis,
typically based on additional simulation runs, to explore the unsupported hypotheses. This highlights
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one significant contribution that simulation offers researchers over just empirical data – the ability to
explore the results in an experimental setting to find the causal mechanisms in relationships. In this
way, even if a hypothesis is not supported and explanation can be conclusively deduced.
The results of this study contribute to the stream of literature on the Red Queen Effect. One
contribution is made by confirming that the Red Queen Effect can be precisely modeled, and it can be
confirmed and disconfirmed. Using the model should allow researchers to examine the Red Queen
Effect at the edges25 and thereby improve construct definition and the understanding of boundary
conditions. In this same vein, it allows a parallel comparison with previous empirically based Red
Queen studies as a theoretical checklist to see if the studies met the requirements for Red Queen
competition, or were of the more general competitive dynamics form.
The other contribution is that the essential components of Red Queen competition, and the Red
Queen Effect, are explicitly defined. Further, they are operationalized in clear measurable terms and
defined by specific algorithms that make them repeatable. Using the model created for this study,
subsequent researchers will be able to modify the model to examine a richer set of conditions. Another
example is that although this model was created to focus on a special set of competitive dynamics
conditions, some of the constraints could be purposely relaxed to provide a model for general
competitive dynamics. This more general model could then be used to explore a wider range of
theoretical conditions that progressively develop from competitive dynamics, to Red Queen competition,
to the Red Queen Effect. Further, by including the resource boundary conditions available in the model
a researcher could develop theoretical test conditions to explore the conditions under which a firm

25

Per Kauffman (1993), the edge of chaos, or perhaps more generically considered tipping points or
conditions under which the Red Queen Effect can be found.
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should engage in various degrees of competitive rivalry. I suggest that in all, these are significant
theoretical contributions.
Methodological Implications
This research also contributes to the methods research area of agent-based modeling in the domain
of management research. Agent-based modeling is relatively new to management research (Davis et al.,
2007; Gilbert, 2008) and very few examples exist to draw upon. As noted earlier, a detailed and
compelling discussion on the benefits of the methodology of simulation occurred at the Academy of
Management 2010 conference in a panel discussion on modeling (Jacobides et al., 2010). The panel
concluded that simulation may be the one method that offers objective insight into the conditions under
which the Resource Based View is valid. One reason is that simulation requires an objective delineation
of all of the critical constructs. The other reason is that the simulation offers complete control over the
interaction of the variables and the constructs.
The model that I created and used to collect data is based on these benefits of simulation. The
methodological implication is that I have implemented the Red Queen competition and therefore it can
be examined objectively. Further, per the guidelines established by Davis et al., (2007) the emerging
theory formed around Red Queen competition can be tested and modified in a controlled fashion. In a
sense, the simulation is a laboratory for Red Queen experimentation. Data can be collected rapidly
once the model is constructed and vetted. The implication here is rapid development of theory,
paralleling the concept of rapid prototype development in technology industries. One long term
implication is that the basic constructs of a theory can be modeled and simulated, and done so rapidly.
With the basic constructs modeled, and data are collected and analyzed, the more nuanced parts of the
theory can be examined by researchers using empirical data. In a sense, simulation will be a form of
automation for researchers.
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I have included my specification for the entire model in Appendix B. I drew upon my background in
software project management to develop this specification. While it could be made more robust (and
longer believe it or not), I suggest that this specification provides a good framework for those who do
not have a background in software development to use. The specification should satisfy the guidelines
for simulation development from Davis et al., (2007) and Rand and Rust (2010).
In addition the NetLogo 4.1.1 simulation source code that I wrote, in its entirety, is included in
Appendix C. I have copyrighted this code with the usual disclaimers. This code allows a researcher to
jump-start his or her efforts in Red Queen competition research. It can also be used simply as an
example in a classroom environment on the subject of model and simulation development. And finally,
executing the program allows other researchers to verify my findings firsthand and then extend them if
they need to.
Practical Implications
Over the years that I worked on this dissertation I was often asked what I was doing my research on.
It took me some time to be able to explain this ‗as if I was talking to my grandmother,‘ as Dr. Rob
Folger26 would expect me to do. The practical implications are reflected in the answer that I give now
when asked about my research. This answer is along the lines of,
―There‘s an effect that biologists study called the Red Queen Effect. This effect happens
when one species escalates their competitive activities in response to another species in an
attempt to first survive and then to possibly outperform the rival species. They are competing for
the same resources in their environment. I am applying this interesting effect to new firms when

26

I had the privilege of taking several of my Ph.D. seminars from Rob and this was one of his regular
admonishments when we would get tongue tied over explaining theory.
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these firms escalate their competitive activities with their rival firms. My findings are that the
Red Queen Effect is real, and it does make a difference. New firms need to make wise decisions
about how they compete with their rivals. Escalating their activity does not always work to their
advantage, and often leads to premature death of the firm.‖
Firms have choices regarding the type of action they take when they compete with other firms. In
conjunction with the type of action the firm chooses is the relative rate of the action. As shown in the
results, different types of actions and the associated degrees of activity escalation have widely different
results in firm survival and performance. Using just two types of action in this study, move based and
search-distance based, I demonstrated that not all actions have equal results. A new firm owner, or
manager, would be wise to carefully consider the type of action he or she chooses to either initiate
competition or to react to a rival competitor. The resources earned are directly correlated to the type of
action chosen.
Following the earning of resources, another practical implication is that new firm owners should
think through the costs of the actions they take when they compete with rival firms. As shown in the
different results between H1 and H2, the costs associated with escalating actions may quickly offset any
advantage gained. Red Queen competition is also referred to as an escalation of arms (Baumol, 2000).
The implication is similar to an escalation of commitment. Once a new firm owner starts down a path
he or she will continue regardless of the results. Instead, the findings of H1 and H2 strongly suggest that
the cost of actions be considered before taking the action, and that they be regularly evaluated.
One final practical implication is that the competitive context matters. Resource availability does
affect the results of a firm‘s competitive actions. I tested the effect of changing the average available
resources, and the distribution of resources. Changing the average a resource is akin to a macro level
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change in the economy or across an entire industry. Changing the distribution is analogous to a change
in the concentration of resources, as occurs in market niches or customer groups. New firm managers,
therefore, need to stay apprised of their general or global environmental conditions, and also their
respect local conditions. This is often the last thing that a manager of a new technology startup takes
time to think about. Their primary goal is getting their new product to market. A corollary to this is that
something that worked in one marketplace with a given set of rival firms may not work in a different
marketplace competing against the same rival firms. Global or local conditions might not be similar
enough to allow the bridge or translation of actions to be as successful as they were in their original
environment.
Limitations
Although this study has a number of benefits, it also suffers from some limitations. Many of these
issues arise due to the implementation of the theoretical model of Red Queen competition as a
simulation model.
Perhaps the most important limitation is how I constructed the logic of competition used by each
firm. Barnett stipulates that firms engaged in Red Queen competition have intended rationality. Their
primary intentions are to take appropriate actions to survive. Beyond that, their intention is to improve
their performance to continue to survive in the future. My implementation is based on my extensive
consultations with a research biologist with first-hand knowledge of ecosystems (Dr. Betsy von Holle), a
computational evolutionist with a rich background in similar studies from a biological perspective (Dr.
Ivan Garibay), a recognized international authority on agent-based modeling with experience in Red
Queen models from the field of biology (Dr. William Rand), and my own experiences starting and
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running several businesses. As noted in my post-hoc analysis, the choice of Random Direction 27 or
Random Opportunistic 28 strategy does affect several of the outcomes.
There are several limitations that arise from this implementation. First, I kept the firm strategy the
same for the entire series of simulation runs. My primary reason for doing this was to make the
interpretation of the results as straightforward as possible. However, it could be argued that most firms
would adjust their logic of competition during the battle with another firm. I kept the logic the same,
and used escalation of the number of moves or the search-distance as the part of the adaption required in
Red Queen competition. This limits the generalizability of the findings to firms that invoke just one
form of competitive logic for their entire life.
One consideration to address this limitation would be to vary the firm‘s competitive logic based on
the age of the firm, where the number of steps the firms has survived so far in the simulation is used as a
proxy for firm age. That is, all new firms, at birth, might start with a Random Direction strategy, and 50
cycles into the simulation this would be changed to Random Opportunistic.
Another consideration would be to vary the strategy based the outcomes of recent resource earnings
of the firm relative to rival firms. If all firms started with a Ra ndom Direction strategy, but one of the
firms continued to decline in accumulated wealth, that firm would change strategy to Random
Opportunistic. Or, the firm could change from a move based action to a search-distance based action.
This adds another level of complexity to the analysis, but it represents a more robust model.

27

Recall that Random Direction logic is when a firm randomly chooses a direction to move in from 360
degrees of options and moves without regard to the benefit or cost of the move.
28
Recall that Random Opportunistic logic is when a firm randomly chooses a direction to move in from
360 degrees of options, and then compares the resources that the firm will earn if it moves in this
direction relative to the resources it will earn if it stays in its current location for the cycle of the
simulation. The firm only moves when it is opportunistic for it to do so, or the resources are greater on
the location it randomly would move to.
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Another potential limitation is the decision to charge a firm for each move, and each search-distance
the firm makes. First, the rational is based on the reality that firms do not undertake costless competitive
activities. Second, it is based on the precautions of Davis et al., (2007) regarding models being
unrealistic, particularly in this area of costless transactions. As noted in my post-hoc analysis, the
results in the search-distance based hypotheses are influenced by the imposed cost structure. However,
rather than try to optimize the model to achieve my desired predictions after I collected data, I designed
it to best reflect the real world prior to collecting data and I maintained the theoretical model. Note that
I did use a dynamic cost allocation algorithm in which the cost to move is set equal to the average cost of
resources on each location, and the cost to look in search-distance modes is one third of this, a more
sophisticated algorithm might yield more accurate results.
One consideration is to adjust the cost based on the age of the firm, or the size of the firm where
accumulated wealth is used as a proxy or the size of the firm. That is, as the firm ages, or grows larger
in size, the costs would be adjusted accordingly. A general adjustment would be that the costs are
increased with age and size. However, a more sophisticated adjustment could be made based on the
performance of the firm. A firm that makes efficient decisions might actually be given reduced costs
instead of increased costs. This would represent a form of learning curve benefit.
Another limitation is the use of a static landscape. Although a rugged multi-peak landscape is one
accepted way to model a complex environment, a static landscape is not typical in high technology
environments. Granted, I varied both the resource means and the resource distribution, this was done on
a case by case basis, therefore, it was not done during the simulation cycle itself. This could be
addressed by varying the landscape during the simulation cycle. The landscape could be ‗shocked‘ and
all of the resource values reduced by a significant amount – simulating an economic crises or a terrorist
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attack. A more sophisticated approach would adjust the resources in a particular area of the landscape,
perhaps where it is most highly populated. Well-adapted firms would adjust and move to areas of the
landscape where the resources were still plentiful. One additional consideration would be to generate a
truly random landscape at the onset of the simulation. This might represent the most turbulent and
complex environment possible.
Model simplicity may be another limitation. I intentionally restricted this first model to the most
basic but still sufficient Red Queen competition model that I and my research committee felt was
plausible. My goal with this study was to create a baseline model for Red Queen research, and not let
design-creep overly complicate the research agenda. We discussed the consideration of using predatory
strategies for firms. We also considered using an aspiration-based rationale for the firms. Several
methods were evaluated for modifying the basic environment to create the moderating conditions of
munificence and dynamism. Simplicity limits the potential exploration of some of the more nuanced
elements of the Red Queen Effect. It may have also deprived the model of some elements of realism.
One final limitation is that this is simulation based research, and it does not use empirical data. A
follow-up study is planned, using the theoretical model presented in chapter two, to collect and analyze
relevant empirical data. This is also in keeping with Davis et al., (2007) as a parallel study after the
simulation.
Conclusion
Research studying the Red Queen Effect has emerged as a growing stream of work. Previous
work has focused on established firms in a variety of industries. The goal with my dissertation was to
contribute theoretically to this literature, specifically in the area of theory development as it applied to
new firms.
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I chose new firms due to the importance of understanding how the choice of initial competitive
logic and related competitive actions affect the firm during its formative years. I chose innovation
ecosystems as the experimental and empirical setting due to the complex adaptive requirements of this
environment. This environment provided the opportunity to observe sufficient variance in firm actions
as the firms adapt to their rival‘s actions and the environment so variance in performance was found and
examined.
To evaluate the research questions I posed, I used an agent-based simulation. To my knowledge,
no simulation model has been developed to test Red Queen competition between new firms. Simulation
allows for precise definitions of the agents, agent behavior, and environmental conditions.
Managerial, methodological, and practical implications were derived from developing the model
and interpreting the results from the data collected from the simulations. New firms face difficult
choices regarding how they should initiate action and respond to rival actions. The results provided
guidance about how the rate of competitive action and the type of action relative to other rival firms
impacts firm survival and performance.
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APPENDIX A USER INTERFACE PANEL FROM SIMULATION
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Screen Shot of Simulation User Interface (with sample output at the start of a simulation run)
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APPENDIX B SIMULATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR RED QUEEN EFFECT
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Overview
This appendix to my dissertation proposal defines the specifications for the development of an agentbased model that will be used in a simulation designed to examine the Red Queen Effect (Red Queen
Effect) of new firms in high technology industries. Simulation agents will be used to represent firms,
and the actions of one agent relative to other agents will be observed during the simulation. Red Queen
Effect refers to the potential for firms to escalate their actions with other firms as they attempt to adapt
to each other and their environment as they co-evolve. The particular focus of this simulation is on the
effects of the actions of new firms on existing firms. During the simulation various aspects of firm
actions will be modeled.
Agents that exist at the start of the simulation are existing firms. Agents that are introduced
during the process of the simulation are new or new agents. Agents move across the landscape in search
of resources that the agent gathers and keeps. Agents typically compete with each other for resources.
Agent moves are not costless, each move consumes resources. Agents will follow a variety of rules that
direct movement, interaction with other agents, and engagement with other agents. Taken together,
these rules form rulesets. Various hypotheses taken from my dissertation proposal (please see the end of
this document) will be examined using rulesets to create data, or results, that hopefully reflect the
variables and relationships described in the hypotheses.
The primary results of interests are how firms perform as a result of their actions relative to the
actions of other firms as the agent searches for resources. Performance will typically be measured as the
aggregation of critical resources during the simulation. Two primary attributes of actions will be varied.
The first attribute is the rate of an agent‘s movement relative to other agents as they search for resources.
Second, the distance an agent moves, from the agent‘s current location, in search of resources.
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In addition to varying these actions of the firms, the simulated environment will also be varied in
two key ways to represent the environmental variations of interest found in the typical environment of
high technology firms. One environmental condition is the availability of resources, termed
munificence. Another environmental variable is dynamism, in the form of uncertainty of resource
availability. The interaction effect of these environmental variables and the variation and agent actions
will be modeled. See Figure 1 near the end of the specification for a model of these relationships.
Details
The outcome of interest is the variance of the performance of the agents, where performance is based
on resource accumulation by the agents. The primary causal mechanism to be explored is the actions of
the agents as the actions vary relative to other agent‘s actions. The secondary causal mechanism of
interest is the effect of the environment on the performance of the agents as their actions vary by type of
action relative to each other. Therefore, there are two parts to this model: the creation and manipulation
of the environment, and the agents that traverse this landscape and the actions of the agents. Although
the effect of the landscape, or environment, is secondary to the simulation it is logical to discuss
landscape generation and manipulation first, and then the generation and behavior of the agents is
discussed next.
The specification is presented in two phases. Phase 1 gives the details the components to be
implemented first. Phase 2 is designed as enhancements to Phase 1, and can be implemented upon the
completion of Phase 1 data collection. The details of Phase 2 are included as an aid to simulation
development.
A. Phase 1
1. Landscape:
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a. Shape and size: the simulation environment is the domain that the agents exist and act
within as the simulation runs. This environment is a landscape that the agents explore in
search of resources as the simulation progresses. Resources can be thought of as the
ultimate reward, wealth, fuel, etc. The landscape is built on a grid network that is
typically configured as a rectangle. The grid is made up of rows and columns. Each
intersection of a row and column represents a unique location on the grid that can be
identified by a row and column designation or similar identification method. In a
physical sense, the grid, or landscape, represents the market that the agents compete in
with other agents as the agents act to acquire resources to survive, flourish, and gain a
superior position.
The agents ‗travel‘ the landscape as they learn and adapt to the landscape and other
agents in the simulation. The size of the landscape will vary from five to 100 rows, by
five to 100 columns. This provides a range in the number of unique locations from 25 to
10,000.
b. Landscape Resources: This landscape has ‗peaks‘ and ‗valleys‘ of resource availability.
Simulated landscapes will range in shape from a simple landscape with one peak of
resources, to a complex or rugged landscape with multiple peaks of resources of various
quantities that may be equal or close to the same quantity.
The goal of the agents is to accumulate resources. The primary way that the agents
accumulate resources is by traveling across this landscape, moving from one location on
the grid to another. Agent movement depends on the individual agent behavior, and the
behavior of other agents - these behaviors are defined later in this document.
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The initial configuration of resources available at each location on the grid of the
landscape is determined at the start of the simulation. Although the shape of the
landscape typically remains constant throughout the simulation it can be modified during
the simulation. A modifiable landscape is one of the design criteria for this simulation.
In addition to the shape of the landscape, the resource allocation is initially set at the start
of the simulation. Resource levels at each location on the landscape change based on the
activity of agents at each resource. That is, the landscape is impacted by the agents. As
agents take or consume resources at a location, the resources are reduced to zero.
c. Resource allocation: As noted, all of the initial resource values are determined as the
simulation begins. The simulation should accommodate distributions of values that
range from a normal distribution, to other defined distributions. For instance, when a
normal distribution is used, the total number of locations on the landscape is determined,
and then a percentage of the total resource allocation (usually 100 points) is allocated to
each location point based on a normal distribution curve. The allocation is typically done
randomly unless specified otherwise. For a landscape with 10 rows and 10 columns, or
100 locations, a random distribution curve would be divided into 100 segments and the
height of each segment of the distribution curve, taken as a value from 0.0 to 1.0, would
be multiplied times the total resources (again, 100 typically). The resulting resource
points would be randomly distributed to each of the 100 locations until all locations had
been given a value.
d. Resource replacement: resources are replaced based on the munificence function.
Munificence refers to the availability of resources for the agents as they traverse the
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landscape. One way to designate munificence is simply to use the resource value of each
location as an indicator of the value or wealth or performance conveyed to an agent when
the agent locates or stops on a location. Assigning resources could follow several forms:
i. Uniform normal distribution for the locations as noted above
ii. Fixed distribution – a fixed value is assigned to each location. For rich
environments the value will be 0.5 to 0.99. For lean environments the value will
be 0.0 to 0.49.
e. Variations in resource distribution: The simulation should be designed to inject ‗shocks‘
to the environment that allow for modifications to the landscape. Shocks can take several
forms.
i. Munificence forms will include:
1. Resource inversion – all values for landscape resource value are subtracted
from initial maximum value allocated (max value), and repopulated.
Agents remain in their current position. For instance, if the max value 60,
then all locations‘ resource values are subtracted from 60 and then
allocated back to the location.
2. Resource split – all resource values above 50% of the maximum value
(max value) are increased from their current value by adding 90% of the
difference of (max value – current value) to the current value, or new
value = current value + (max value – current value)*0.90. All values
below 50% of the max value are decreased from their current value by
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adding 90% of the current value to 0.0, or new value = 0.0 + (current
value * 0.90). Agents remain in their current position.
3. Resource depression – all resource values in the landscape are reduced to
10% of their current value. Agents remain in their current position.
ii. Dynamism, or uncertainty forms will include the following:
1. Weak dynamism – all resource values in the landscape are uniformly
changed by a randomly chosen percentage that ranges from 1 to 10 percent
every 10 ticks of the simulation. The direction of the change, reduction or
increase, is also randomly chosen.
2. Strong dynamism - all resource values in the landscape are uniformly
changed by a randomly chosen percentage that ranges from 60 to 90
percent every 10 ticks of the simulation. The direction of the change,
reduction or increase, is also randomly chosen.

2. Agents:
Agents represent companies or firms in the environment. Agents are individual entities that exist
and act within the simulation environment described above.
a. Classification: Agents will either be in a group termed focal agents, or responding agents,
in accordance with the concept of the Red Queen Effect. That is, one party takes action,
and another party may or may not in turn react to the initial action. Within these groups,
the following sub-classes of agents will be created:
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i. Existing agents – agents that exist at the start of the simulation and throughout
the simulation.
ii. New entrant agents – agents that are introduced into the simulation after the
simulation has started, or who remain dormant until activated.
b. Agent Behavior / Basic Strategies: Agents are independent entities and behave according
to a set of predetermined rules. The following controls should be available at the
beginning of the simulation, and during the simulation:
i. Goals – agents are motivated to collect resources from the landscape.
ii. Movement – agents move on the landscape based on the cycles / ticks of the
simulation:
1. Rate of movement - number of moves per simulation cycles. This control
is used to designate the rate of agent movement. A fast moving agent
moves more than one location with every simulation cycle. A slow agent
moves only one location per cycle (or may even require more than one
cycle to elapse before it moves).
2. Distance searched – distance moved on the landscape by an agent per
simulation cycle. This control is used to determine how exploratory an
agent is regarding search for optimal or better performing locations. One
way to view this is agents that move in smaller number of positions are
exploitive agents, and agents that move larger number of steps are
exploratory agents.
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a. Local search – this will typically be a movement of one position on
the landscape away from the agent‘s current location on the
landscape.
b. Distant search - up to 5 positions should be supported in
increments of one, as in 2, 3, 4, and 5.
ii. Cost to move – in many simulations the cost to move is ignored or assumed to be
zero. In biological evolution, and business, there is a cost to just about everything
and certainly taking competitive action. At a minimum, the basic metabolism of
an organism should be accounted for. This is a variable that should be included
with the ability to set cost from 0.0 per action, to some amount that is deducted
from the resources of the agent. An initial resource value will be assigned at the
beginning of the simulation, and will be decreased and increased by agent moves
throughout the simulation.
c. Wealth (could be viewed as health) – agents are assigned an initial resource value –
this is similar to starting capital for a firm. Each agent move requires the expenditure
of resources – this depletes the agent resource level. Agents collect resources as they
move to locations on the landscape, and this replenishes the agent‘s resources.
Agents die if their resource level drops below a given level. That level will typically
be zero. Therefore, agents are surviving during the simulation if their resource level
is greater than zero, and they fail if the level is equal to or lower than zero.
d. Agent Goals and Performance: Performance will be determined by the final wealth of
the agent. This will be in cumulative and relative terms.
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i. Cumulative terms – the current performance of each agent is calculated
according to:
Resource wealth = initial resource of the agent + sum (resources
gathered at each location where the agent stops) – sum (resources used
during moves by the agent).
Therefore, this is a cumulative amount retained as the total wealth retained
(think of this as total revenue, earnings, or sales over the life of the agent less
the cost to achieve these results).
ii. Relative terms – the results obtained for the cumulative performance will be
compared to all other agents of the same type, and to all agents overall. A
ranking will be determined for both results, using a scale of 0 to 100 where 0
is used to denote agents that did not survive, and 100 denotes the highest
wealth value obtained at the end of the simulation.
e. Identification – agents should have a unique identifier that remains constant
throughout the simulation – integer number. Note that this is a ‗tag‘ in the sense of
agent-based modeling, and may be made visible to other agents.
Phase 2
1. Environment – no changes for Phase 2 at this time.
2. Agents:
a. Shared location – each agent should be configurable to designate if more than one agent
can occupy the same position on the landscape. If an agent is designated as non-sharing,
then no other agent can occupy the landscape position currently occupied by this agent if
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the non-sharing agent arrives on the location first. If the first agent to arrive at a location
is designated as location sharing, then other agents, no limit on number, can share this
agent‘s current position on the landscape as long as that agent remains on the location. If
the location sharing agent moves off the location, then the agent that arrived next in the
sequence determines if the location can be shared or not. If the next agent was nonsharing then other agents must move from this location as soon as possible.
b. Learning/adaptation – the goal of the agent is to increase its accumulated resources
gathered from the landscape, which is the same as increasing its performance. Agents
that learn might adapt to the opportunities faster than agents that do not learn. The
following learning behaviors are desired:
i. Agent does learn – the agent‘s goal is to move in a direction that attempts to
improve the agent‘s resource accumulation, and therefore the agent
learns/remembers from its own experiences. (need to consider learning from other
agents and the environment as well.)
1. Fast learner – the agent remembers all of the agent‘s last 5 moves, and
does not remember any move prior to these 5 moves. The point of this
behavior is to emphasize the immediacy of learning, but the potential lack
of depth. (note, the number of moves remember should be set initially at
5, but should be adjustable from 0 to 100.)
2. Slow learner – the agent remembers all of the moves it made since the
beginning of the simulation, but the last three moves are hidden from the
agent. If the agent has moved 27 times in the simulation, moves 1 through
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24 are remembered by the agent, but moves 25, 26, and 27 are not
available. After the agent makes the 28 th move, then move 25 is added to
the agent‘s memory, and so forth as each additional move occurs. The
point of this behavior is to emphasize that long term memory takes time to
sink in. (note, the number of moves hidden should be set initially at 3, but
should be adjustable from 0 to 100.)
3. Awareness/vision – the agent can examine the landscape up to X positions
on the landscape away from its current location. The agent can be
programmed to learn information about the nearby positions and the
agents occupying those positions, and then chooses which direction to
move in.
a. Location vision- when the agent is in this mode, the agent can see
the resource value of locations within X positions from the agent‘s
current position. X varies from 0 to 9 locations.
b. Agent vision- when the agent is in this mode, the agent can be
made aware of the location of other agent‘s positions on the
landscape within Y positions from the agent‘s current position. The
focal agent learns the type of agent. Y varies from 0 to 9.
c. Both – location and agent awareness are available.
ii. Agent does not learn.
c. Strategies - actions regarding other agent‘s moves that agents can initiate, react to other
agent‘s moves, or ignore their moves. The primary focus of this simulation is on the
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actions that focal agents take, and the effect of these actions on the performance of the
focal agent and on other agents in the environment.
i.

Predator – the focal agent moves as many moves as allowed to find an optimal
location (maximum resources) given the locations that the agent can reach on
the landscape within the agent‘s maximum number of moves. The agent is nonsharing in terms of sharing locations with other agents. For instance, if an agent
can make eight moves, then it can will pick a path that allows the agent to stop
at the location that will provide the greatest resource at the final location. (A
variant on this would be to pick a path that allows the age nt to pick up resources
at each location on the path, and at the final location).

ii.

Prey – the focal agent does not learn, shares its location, and makes minimal
moves per simulation cycle.

iii.

Neutral – the focal agent avoids other agents in the area to the degree possible.
It is aware of other agents in its area and moves away from other agents to the
degree possible. If it cannot move away from agents, it will simply not move at
all rather than move closer to an agent.

iv.

Tit for tat – the focal agent mimics the action of the adjoining other agents. The
agent is aware of agents in its area. It is a fast learner, and keeps track of all
agents in its area. This focal agent averages the number of moves agents in its
awareness area are programmed to make. That is, if other agents in the area are
programmed to make 3 moves (one is programmed to make 5, another 3, and
another 1, therefore the average is 3), this focal agent will make 3 moves.
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v.

Escalator - The agent is aware of agents in its area. It is a fast learner, and
keeps track of all agents in its area. This focal agent averages the number of
moves agents in its awareness area are programmed to make, and it makes that
number of moves plus one. That is, if other agents in the area are programmed
to make 3 moves (one is programmed to make 5, another 3, and another 1,
therefore the average is 3), this focal agent will make 4 moves.

i.

Mergers and acquisitions: a scheme for agents to acquire other agents, for either
their resources, or their knowledge of the landscape, will be incorporated.

d. Aggregation and spillover effects: coevolution suggests that resources in the environment
may become more plentiful based on positive returns from the actions of the agents in the
area. Therefore, a concentration of agents that cooperate, or that are of a similar nature,
might shift the allocation of resources for replenishment to concentrate in their area, or,
they might simply stimulate the replacement of resources within their area.

B. Initial states: Landscape and Agents (note some are Phase 1, some are Phase 2)
1. Landscape:
i. Distribution used to define the variables in the landscape table to establish the
height of each location:
1. Standard normal distribution with randomly assigned heights.
2. Other distributions as defined.
2. Agents:
i. The following variables will be assigned to an agent:
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1. Assign an identification number – the agent will be tracked throughout the
simulation.
2. Assign a role:
a. Focal
b. Responding agent
3. Assign birth time:
a. Existing = start at clock cycle 0
b. New = start at % of total simulation length, varies from 1 to 99)
4. Assign movement / search type:
a. Rate - number of simulation cycles per move
i. Fast – one move per cycles
ii. Slow – more than one cycle per move
b. Distance – number of locations on the landscape per turn
i. Local search (exploit) – typically 1.
ii. Distant search (explore) – typically from 2 to 5.
5. Assign learning type:
a. Learns
i. Fast – remember only the last 5 moves (make this
adjustable from 0 to 9)
ii. Slow – hide the last 3 moves from the agent (make this
adjustable from 0 to 9)
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iii. Aware – variable X is the number of locations adjacent to
the current position of the agent that the agent can become
aware of to aid the agent in choosing the direction and
number of positions to move next (make this adjustable
from 0 to 9).
b. Does not learn
6. Assign sharing type
a. Shares location
b. Does not share location
7. Assign action type
a. Predator
b. Prey
c. Neutral
d. Tit-for-tat
e. Escalator
8. Initial resource – randomly assigned, 0.0 to 1.0 – this represents starting
funding or resources for the agent.
ii. Existing agents – random location on the landscape
iii. New or new firms – these agents are ‗created‘ and introduced to the landscape at
the point they are ‗born‘ which is determined by their assigned birth time.
C. Adjustable variables:
1. Landscape:
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i. Number of simulation cycles – 0 to 1,000. Note that convergence, or optimization
of the agents may be reached in fewer cycles, sometimes as few as 100. Under
some conditions it may take up to 20,000 cycles – therefore programming for a
higher number of cycles should be kept in mind and not excluded.
ii. Resource munificence
iii. Resource dynamism
2. Agents: the following variables should be adjustable during the simulation cycle.
i. Assign movement / search type:
1. Rate - number of simulation cycles per move
a. Fast – one move per cycles
b. Slow – more than one cycle per move
2. Distance – number of locations on the landscape per turn
a. Local search (exploit) – typically 1.
b. Distant search (explore) – typically from 2 to 5.
ii. Assign learning type:
1. Learns
a. Fast – remember only the last 5 moves (make this adjustable from
0 to 9)
b. Slow – hide the last 3 moves from the agent (make this adjustable
from 0 to 9)
c. Aware – variable X is the number of locations adjacent to the
current position of the agent that the agent can become aware of to
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aid the agent in choosing the direction and number of positions to
move next (make this adjustable from 0 to 9).
2. Does not learn
iii. Assign sharing type:
1. Shares location
2. Does not share location
iv. Assign action type:
1. Predator
2. Prey
3. Neutral
4. Tit-for-tat
5. Escalator
D. Outputs – the results of each agent should be tracked from the start of the simulation to
simulation termination. The results are analyzed statistically and typically graphed at the end of
the simulation. At a minimum, the means and standard deviations for each agent and a collection
of agents will be calculated from the data.
1. For each agent:
i. Identity (the unique identifier)
ii. Total number of moves made
iii. Agent attributes at start of simulation
iv. Any attributes changed during the course of the simulation and the point in the
simulation the changes were made
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v. Wealth of the agent at each simulation cycle – simulation cycle is chosen over
move due to allowing a variable number of simulation cycles before an agent
moves (or the equivalent terms should be used if ‗tick‘ or ‗cycle‘ is the unit of
control in the simulation. If this is changed to a variable number of moves per
simulation cycle, then agent data should be tracked per move).
2. For the landscape:
i. Distribution curve used to populate the landscape
ii. Total number of agents at start – by type
iii. Resources at each location on the landscape

Rulesets mapped to Hypotheses: The following combinations of rules will be used to evaluate
hypotheses using the simulation to generate data:
For instance, H1a (see list of hypotheses at the end of the specification) is based on rate
of movement for both the focal agent, and the responding agent – no environmental
conditions are changed (environment is neutral), and firm survival is the outcome of interest.
Therefore, the rules/agent behaviors that are used to generate data for Hypothesis 1a are
noted with H1a in the corresponding box in the table.
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Fast
1a
1b

3
4

Slow Local
1a
1b
2a
2b
2c
3
3
4
4

Far

2a
2b
2c
3
4

Fast
1a
1b

3
4

Slow
1a
1b

3
4

Local

2a
2b
2c
3
4

Moderators
Environment
Munificence

Far

Low
1a
1b

2a
2b
2c
3
4

3

Hi
1a
1b

Dependent Variable
Outcome of interest

Dynamism

Low

Hi
1a
1b

2a
2b
2c

2a
2b
2c

4

4

3

Table 1. Mapping Combinations of Rules for Data Generation for Hypotheses Testing
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Firm
Survival
Firm
Performance

Independent Variables
Focal Agent
Responding Agent
(typically New Firm)
(typically Rival Firm)
Rate of
Distance
Rate of
Distance Searched
Movement
Searched
Movement

2a
2b
2c
3
4

E. Proposed Model of Red Queen Competition to be Simulated - New Firms and Rival Firms
Rival Firm Actions:


Speed/Rate of
action



Distance searched

New Firm Actions:



Speed/Rate of


action


New Firm
Performance
Survival of the
Firm

Distance searched
Environmental
Conditions:


Dynamism
(uncertainty)



Munificence (resource
availability)

F. Programming environment –agent-based models have been in development since the late 1980‘s.
Early work was done in C, C++ and similar languages. Successful models have been developed
in Matlab and Java based environments. Object oriented environments seem to be the choice
during the last few years of research. Examples of Matlab and Java ABMS are available.
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Further, several simulation environments are available and should be explored that are
extendable. One environment that should be considered is Repast S.
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APPENDIX C SIMULATION PROGRAM USED TO GENERATE/COLLECT
DATA
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NetLogo 4.1.1 was used to create the simulation model. Two types of agents were created, Red
Queen Firms and Rival Firms. Two specific actions were modeled, Moves and Searches. Environments
were generated as landscape maps with variable resources on a 20 x 20 grid. Each location‘s resource
could be varied as a function of the mean and standard deviation of the overall resources al located. Four
environment landscape maps were developed: single-peak, two-peak, multi-peak, and random. The
multi-peak was used as the primary landscape for hypothesis testing. Agents were assigned one of
several strategies for each simulation run: random direction, random direction with opportunistic
decision, pure opportunistic decision, and random direction with escalation/de-escalation. All
hypotheses were evaluated with one Red Queen Firm and one Rival Firm per simulation run.
Data collection was facilitated using the Behavior Space option in NetLogo. All input parameters
are defined for a batch of simulation runs. Output data are generated for each cycle, or tick, of the
simulation. The output can be configured as a comma separated file or an output table. 50,000
simulations were run for data collection for each hypothesis with each simulation allowed to run for 500
cycles. This generated approximately eight gigabytes of data.
The complete NetLogo code is shown below.
;; Red Queen Model - Bob Porter Version adaptive model 10 13 2010 Version 11
;; Full Copyright Robert L. Porter – all rights reserved – do not use without permission of the author
;; Version 10 includes the following features:
;; firm action controls - moves, distance, cost per move
;; munificence controls - replenishment y/n, mean of the resources distributed
;; dynamism controls - variance of resources distributed, type of resource distribution curve
;; adaptive behavior for escalation and de-escalation
;; firm search that includes opportunistic behavior = looking at options and choosing to move or not
move
;; turtles-own [new-wealth rival-wealth]
globals [
rival-move-base ; global variable used to pass rival base move count to new firm
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rival-search-base ; global variable used to pass rival base search to new firm
new-move-base
new-search-base
how-far ;; used to determine how far a firm looks ahead when deciding to move or not in
opportunistic strategies
average-patch-resources ;; can be used when dynamic resource charges are selected - this is total
resources in the environment divided by the number of patches
cost-to-move
cost-to-look
this-new-search-distance
]
turtles-own
[
;; move tracking variables
rival-move-counter-base ;; used to pass the average of rival firm moves for new firms to check if
they need to escalate
new-move-counter-base ;; used to pass the average of new firm moves for rival firms to check if
they need to escalate
rival-move-counter ;; used to track how many moves per tick a rival firm is supposed to move
new-move-counter ;; used to track how many moves per tick a new firm is supposed to move
rival-move-counter-this-series ; used to track the moves of rival firms for the current tick series
during while loops to count down
new-move-counter-this-series ; used to track the moves of new firms for the current tick series
durring while loops to count down
avg-rival-move ; used to keep track of the rival population's average moves
avg-new-move ; used to keep track of the rival population's average moves
rival-move-display-counter ;; count of rival firm moves for the user display
new-move-display-counter ;; count of new frim moves for the user display
rival-no-move-counter ;; counts the times a rival firm can move but chooses not to
new-no-move-counter ;; counts the times a new firm can move but chooses not to
rival-no-move-display-counter ;; count of rival firm no-moves for the user display
new-no-move-display-counter ;; count of new firm no-moves for the user display
;; search tracking variables
rival-search-distance-counter
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new-search-distance-counter
rival-search-distance-counter-this-series ; used to track the search-distance of rival firms for the
current tick series
new-search-distance-counter-this-series ; used to track the search-distance of new firms for the
current tick series
rival-search-distance-display-counter
new-search-distance-display-counter
;; escalation has been triggered
rival-move-escalated ; indicates rival firm moves have been escalated
new-move-escalated ; indicates new firm moves have been escalated
;; running total (cumulative) of firm wealth
rival-firm-cum-wealth ; the running total, or cumulative wealth earned by firms for the simulation
run
new-firm-cum-wealth ; the running total, or cumulative wealth earned by firms for the simulation
run
]
patches-own
[
resource-here ; the current amount of resource on this patch
max-resource-here ; the maximum amount of resource this patch can hold
]
breed [new-firms new-firm]
breed [rival-firms rival-firm]
new-firms-own [
new-firm-wealth ; a performance variable for new firms - the current value of new firm wealth
; new-firm-cum-wealth ; the running total, or cumulative wealth earned by firms for the simulation
run
]
rival-firms-own [
rival-firm-wealth ; a performance variable for rival firms - the current value of new firm wealth
; rival-firm-cum-wealth ; the running total, or cumulative wealth earned by firms for the simulation
run
]
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to setup
clear-all
setup-patches
setup-firms
end

to setup-patches
if Resource-Landscape = "Random"
[
ask patches [
; to setup initial amount of resource on a patch
if Dynamism-mode = "Exponential-resource-curve"
[set resource-here random-exponential resource-mean] ;; set initial resources randomly between 0
to max-resource-value
if Dynamism-mode = "Normal-resource-curve"
[set resource-here random-normal resource-mean resource-standard-deviation] ;; set initial
resources randomly between 0 to max-resource-value
if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to set
the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches ;; this is used when dynamic cost per
move & look is selected by the user
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to reflect
the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = high
]
]
if Resource-Landscape = "No Peak"
[
file-open "no-peak.txt"
foreach sort patches
[
ask ?
[
set resource-here file-read * (resource-mean / 10 )
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if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to
set the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to
reflect the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = hig
]
]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches
file-close
]
if Resource-Landscape = "Simple One Peak"
[
file-open "simple-one-peak.txt"
foreach sort patches
[
ask ?
[
set resource-here file-read * (resource-mean / 10 )
if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to
set the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to
reflect the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = hig
]
]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches
file-close
]
if Resource-Landscape = "Simple One Peak V2"
[
file-open "simple-one-peak v2.txt"
foreach sort patches
[
ask ?
[
set resource-here file-read * (resource-mean / 10 )
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if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to
set the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to
reflect the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = hig
]
]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches
file-close
]
if Resource-Landscape = "Simple One Peak V3"
[
file-open "simple-one-peak v3.txt"
foreach sort patches
[
ask ?
[
set resource-here file-read * (resource-mean / 10 )
if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to
set the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to
reflect the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = hig
]
]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches
file-close
]
if Resource-Landscape = "Two Peaks"
[
file-open "Two-peak.txt"
foreach sort patches
[
ask ?
[
set resource-here file-read * (resource-mean / 10 )
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if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to
set the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to
reflect the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = hig
]
]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches
file-close
]
if Resource-Landscape = "Rugged Multi-Peak"
[
file-open "multi-peak.txt"
foreach sort patches
[
ask ?
[
set resource-here file-read * (resource-mean / 10 )
if cap-location-resource = true ; to set the initial amount of resource as the maximum amount of
resources ever on this patch
[ set max-resource-here resource-here]
if cap-location-resource = false ; if no cap on resources, then just use the input from the user to
set the max
[ set max-resource-here max-resource-value]
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 7)) ; set up the initial patch color to
reflect the resources on the patch - light green/white = low, dark green = hig
]
]
set average-patch-resources mean [resource-here] of patches
file-close
]
end
to setup-firms ;; both new and rival firms
set-default-shape new-firms "new-firms" ;; each firm has a distinct shape - new is a cap F
set-default-shape rival-firms "rival-firm" ;; each firm has a distinct shape - rival is a cap R
;; set no-move-counter 0
create-new-firms (percent-new-firms * number-of-initial-firms) ;; determine number of firms to
be new from input from user
[
setxy random-pxcor random-pycor ; new firm setup
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set breed new-firms
set color red
set size 1.5
set heading random 360
while [any? other new-firms-here or any? other rival-firms-here] [fd 1] ; move to a patch with no
new firm on it
set new-firm-wealth initial-wealth ;;
]
create-rival-firms ((1.0 - percent-new-firms) * number-of-initial-firms) ;; determine number of
firms to be rival
[
setxy random-pxcor random-pycor ; rival firm setup
set breed rival-firms
set color cyan
set size 1.5
set heading random 360
while [any? other rival-firms-here or any? other new-firms-here] [fd 1]
set rival-firm-wealth initial-wealth ;; set initial wealth level of firms using input panel number
]
end
to go
if stop-when-no-firms = true ; see if we should stop if all firms are gone
[
if not any? rival-firms and not any? new-firms ; check both firm types
[
stop ; stop if no firms alive
]
]
ask turtles ; must be some firms, so do the firm actions
[
choose-strategy ;; based on user choice from chooser input
; choose-move ;; move all firms on the landscape based on move routines
; choose-search ;; move all firms on the landscape based on search routines
]
ask patches ; must be some firms, so do the environment actions
[
recolor-resource ;; color the landscape
replenish-resource ;; replenish the landscape = munificence
]
tick
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;; Choose Strategy ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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to choose-strategy ;; first determine which type of firm is selecting a strategy, new or rival firms
set new-move-escalated 0
ifelse breed = rival-firms ;; check breed - rival or new firm
[ rival-strategies ]
[ new-strategies ]
end
to rival-strategies ;; see what the user has selected for the rival strategy and go there
;;;;----- Move strategies ------;;;;
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Direction Moves"
[ rival-move-strategy-random-direction-moves ]
;if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Move w Escalation"
; [ rival-move-strategy-random-Esc ]
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Direction & Number Moves" ;; this is escalation and deescalation
[ rival-move-strategy-random-direction-and-number-moves ]
;if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Move w Trig Esc"
; [rival-move-strategy-random-Trig-Esc]
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opportunistic Move"
[ rival-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic ]
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opp Move w Esc/De-Esc due to no moves"
[ rival-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Esc/De-Esc ]
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opp Move w trig Esc"
[ rival-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc ]
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Pure Opportunistic Move"
[ rival-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic ]
;if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Pure Opp Move w Trip Esc/De-Esc"
; [ rival-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc-DeEsc]
;;;;----- Search strategies ------;;;;
if rival-firm-strategy-type = "Random Search"
[ rival-search-strategy-random ]
stop
end
to new-strategies ;; see what the user has selected for the new firm strategy and go there
;;;;----- Move strategies ------;;;;
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Direction Moves"
[ new-move-strategy-random-direction-moves ]
; if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Move w Escalation"
; [new-move-strategy-random-Esc]
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Direction & Number Moves" ;; this is escalation and deescalation
[ new-move-strategy-random-direction-and-number-moves ]
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if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Direction & Random Distance Moved"
[ new-move-strategy-random-direction-and-random-distance ]
;if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Move w Trig Esc"
;[]
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opportunistic Move"
[ new-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic ]
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opp Move w Esc/De-Esc due to no moves"
[ new-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Esc/De-Esc ]
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opp Move w trig Esc"
[ new-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc ]
;if new-firm-strategy-type = "Random Opp Move w Trip Esc/De-Esc"
; [ new-move-strategy-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc-DeEsc]
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Pure Opportunistic Move"
[ new-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic ]
if new-firm-strategy-type = "Pure Opp Move w Trip Esc/De-Esc"
[ new-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc-DeEsc]
;;;;----- Search strategies ------;;;;
if new-firm-strategy-type ="Random Balanced Search"
[ new-search-strategy-random-balanced ]
if new-firm-strategy-type ="Opp Balanced Search"
[ new-search-strategy-opportunistic-balanced ]
stop
end
to choose-cost-of-actions
if Fixed-or-dynamic-resources-used = "Fixed based on user input"
[ set cost-to-move units-of-resource-used-per-action
set cost-to-look units-of-resource-used-per-look
]
if Fixed-or-dynamic-resources-used = "Dyanmic based on Environment"
[ set cost-to-move average-patch-resources ;; use the average of the resources places on the patches
set cost-to-look (average-patch-resources * .33 ) ;; use 1/3 of the average of the resources
]
end

;;;;; Rival move firm strategies ;;;; These are all 'move' based strategies (not search distance unless
the search distance is > 1) ;;;;;
to rival-move-strategy-random-direction-moves ;; basic strategy - the firm moves in random
directions a fixed number of moves to find resources
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-move-counter rival-moves-per-tick ;; initialize the rival move counter to what the user
requests
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set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
while [ rival-move-counter > 0 ] ;; do this next command set while more than one move if move is
set to more than one by user
[
set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1 ;; the display counter is used to
give feedback on the control panel
set rival-search-distance-display-counter rival-search-distance-display-counter + rival-searchdistance-per-tick ;; the display counter is used to give feedback on the control panel
set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1.0 ;; down count the move counter
set heading random 360 ;; pick a random direction
fd rival-search-distance-per-tick;; move the search distance specified from the input panel- so this
can be used for search routines as well
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look * rivalsearch-distance-per-tick );; increment wealth but charge for the move
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
]
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ] ;; kill the firm if wealth is too low
end
to rival-move-strategy-random-Esc
choose-cost-of-actions
; set rival-move-counter-this-series random max-rival-move ; initialize the number of moves for the
rival agents as a random number from 0 to max rival move
set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the counter used in the commands
below
set rival-move-base rival-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the global variable to be passed to
new firms
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
;; not developed yet
end

to rival-move-strategy-random-direction-and-number-moves ;; basic strategy moving in random
direction with random escalation and de-escalation
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-move-counter-this-series random max-rival-move ; initialize the number of moves for the
rival agents as a random number from 0 to max rival move
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set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the counter used in the commands
below
set rival-move-base rival-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the global variable to be passed to
new firms
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
while [ rival-move-counter > 0 ] ;; more than one move if move is set to more than one by user
[
set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1 ;; increment the move counter on
the user panel
set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1.0 ; decrement the move-counter
set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction
fd rival-search-distance-per-tick;; move the search distance specified from the input panel
set rival-search-distance-display-counter rival-search-distance-display-counter + rival-searchdistance-per-tick ;; the display counter is used to give feedback on the control panel
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look ) ;;
increment the agent's wealth by the amount of resource on the
;; and decrease it by the amount it costs to move
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
]
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to rival-move-strategy-random-Trig-Esc
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter to
what the user requests
end

to rival-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic ;; one move checking opportunistic strategy - check to
see if the patch you would move to has higher resources
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-move-counter rival-moves-per-tick ;; initialize the rival move counter
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
while [ rival-move-counter > 0 ] ;; do this next command set while more than one move if move is
set to more than one by user
[
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set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here)
[ fd rival-search-distance-per-tick;; move the search distance specified from the input panel
set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1
set rival-search-distance-display-counter rival-search-distance-display-counter + rival-searchdistance-per-tick
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look * rivalsearch-distance-per-tick )
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1
]
[ set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-look * rival-search-distanceper-tick)
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
]
]
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to rival-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Esc/De-Esc ;; escalate the action level once a firm
determines that the adjacent cells do not have more resources
;; than the patch you are on and the number of times you check and don't move exceeds a limit, the
no move trigger set by user
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-move-base rival-moves-per-tick
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
ifelse ( rival-no-move-counter > no-move-trigger );; check to see if the firm has not moved more
times than the no-move trigger
[ set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter + rival-move-escalator
while [ rival-move-counter > 1 ] ;; move foward one step at a time and gather resources unitl the
counter
[ set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1
set heading random 360
fd 1
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
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set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1
set rival-no-move-counter 0
]
]
;; the code above runs when the firm has NOT moved more times than the limit, no-move-trig,
and it therefore escalates the number
;; of moves
;; the code below runs when the firm has moved and therefore does not exceed the no-move
trigger
[ set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here) ;; check if more resources on the patch ahead of you
[ set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1
fd 1 ;; if resources ahead are greater than resources here, move fd 1
set rival-no-move-counter 0 ;; and zero out the no move counter
]
[ set rival-no-move-counter rival-no-move-counter + 1 ] ;; resources weren't greater, so
increment the no move counter by 1
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-look ) ;; get the resources here
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
]
;; the following commands execute everytime through this loop
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ] ; if no wealth in the firm, kill firm
end

to rival-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc ;; opportunistic strategy that only escalates
when new firms escalate
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-move-base rival-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the global variable to be passed to
new firms
set rival-move-counter-this-series rival-move-counter ; initialize the number of moves for the rival
agents
set rival-move-counter rival-moves-per-tick
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
ifelse ( new-move-base > rival-move-base ) ;; if new firm moves are greater than rival, then trigger
escalation of rival firm moves
;;
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[ set rival-move-base new-move-base + 1 ; escalate the rival agents' moves
set rival-move-counter-this-series rival-move-counter-this-series - 1 ;; decrement the series
counter
while [ rival-move-base > 1 ] ;; move foward one step at a time and gather resources until the
counter is 1 or less
[ set rival-move-base (rival-move-base - 1) ;; decrement the move base counter
set heading random 360 ;; random direction
set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1 ;; update the what the user sees
for moves
fd 1 ;;
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1
set rival-no-move-counter 0
]
]
[ set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction ;; use this series of commands if new firms
are not moving more than rival firms
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here) ;; hmmm checking on resources ahead in this series, but
not the one above
[ fd 1
set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
]
[ set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-look )
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
]
]
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to rival-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic ;; looks at all adjacent patches and moves to the patch
with the most resources (stays if no adjacent patch is better)
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-move-counter rival-moves-per-tick ;; initialize the rival move counter
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
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while [ rival-move-counter > 0 ] ;; do this next command set while more than one move if move is
set to more than one by user
[
set heading 0
let best-direction 0
let best-amount resource-ahead
set heading 45
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 45
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 90
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 90
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 135
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 135
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 180
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 180
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 225
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 225
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 270
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 270
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 315
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 315
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading best-direction
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here) ;; move in the best direction if it's greater than current
location
[ fd rival-search-distance-per-tick
set rival-move-display-counter rival-move-display-counter + 1 ;; increment the move counter on
the user panel
set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1.0 ; decrement the move-counter
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move )
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
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]
[ set rival-move-counter rival-move-counter - 1.0 ; decrement the move-counter
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - ( cost-to-look * rival-search-distanceper-tick ))
set rival-firm-cum-wealth rival-firm-cum-wealth + rival-firm-wealth
]
]
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to rival-move-strategy-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc-DeEsc
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter
to what the user requests
end
;;;;; Rival firm Search strategies ;;;; These are all 'search' based strategies (not just move distance)
;;;;;
to rival-search-strategy-random ;; basic search strategy - the firm moves in random directions a
fixed number of moves
choose-cost-of-actions
set rival-search-distance-counter rival-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the new search counter
to what the user requests
set heading random 360
fd rival-search-distance-per-tick;; move the search distance specified from the input panel
set rival-search-distance-display-counter rival-search-distance-display-counter + rival-searchdistance-per-tick
set rival-firm-wealth ( rival-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - ( cost-to-look * rivalsearch-distance-per-tick ) )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if rival-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
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;;;;; Key procedure used by firms to look ahead to check resources compared to the current location

to-report resource-ahead ;; firm procedure to determine what resources on on the patch ahead
ifelse breed = rival-firms ;; check breed - rival or new firm
[ set how-far rival-search-distance-per-tick + .5 ]
[ set how-far new-search-distance-per-tick + .5 ]
let total 0 ;; set total as a temporary value to zero
; let how-far 1.5 ;; this determines how far ahead to look - use a number greater than one to insure
you are looking one patch ahead
set total total + [resource-here] of patch-ahead how-far ;; total is incremented to value of resources
on the next patch ahead
report total ;; new total value is reported as resource-ahead value
end
;;;;; New firm strategies ;;;; These are all 'move' based strategies (not search distance) ;;;;;
to new-move-strategy-random-direction-moves ;; basic strategy - the firm moves in random
directions a fixed number of moves
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-move-counter new-moves-per-tick ;; more than one move if move is set to more than one
by user
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the new search counter to
what the user requests
while [ new-move-counter > 0 ]
[
set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1.0
set heading random 360
set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
set new-search-distance-display-counter new-search-distance-display-counter + new-searchdistance-per-tick ;; the display counter is used to give feedback on the control panel
fd new-search-distance-per-tick ;; move the distance set by user, so this works for search and
move actions
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look * newsearch-distance-per-tick )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
]
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
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to new-move-strategy-random-direction-and-number-moves ;; basic strategy moving in random
direction with random escalation and de-escalation
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-move-counter-this-series random max-new-move ; initialize the number of moves for the
new agents as a random number from 0 to new rival move
set new-move-counter new-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the counter used in the commands
below
set new-move-base new-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the global variable to be passed to new
firms
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the rival search counter to
what the user requests
while [ new-move-counter > 0 ]
[
set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1.0
set heading random 360
set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
fd new-search-distance-per-tick ;; move the distance set by user, so this works for search and move
actions
set new-search-distance-display-counter new-search-distance-display-counter + new-searchdistance-per-tick ;; the display counter is used to give feedback on the control panel
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface and
for behavior space data collection
]
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to new-move-strategy-random-direction-and-random-distance ;; basic strategy moving in random
direction with random escalation and de-escalation
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-search-distance-counter-this-series random max-new-search ; initialize the distance
searched for the new agents as a random number from 0 to max new distance search
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-counter-this-series ; initialize the counter
used in the commands below
set new-search-base new-search-distance-counter-this-series ; initialize the global variable to be
passed to rival firms for escalation procedures
while [ new-search-distance-counter > 0 ]
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[
set heading random 360
fd new-search-distance-counter ;; jump the distance set by random selection made above
set new-search-distance-display-counter new-search-distance-display-counter + new-searchdistance-counter ;; the display counter is used to give feedback on the control panel
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - ( cost-to-look * newsearch-distance-counter ))
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-counter - 1.0 ;; down count the random
selection made above by 1
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface and
for behavior space data collection
]
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
set new-search-distance-counter-this-series new-search-distance-per-tick ;; reset the series counter
in case it's used somewhere else
end
to new-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic ;; opportunistic strategy - find the patch with the most
resources
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-move-counter new-moves-per-tick ;; more than one move if move is set to more than one
by user
set new-search-distance-display-counter new-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the new search
counter to what the user requests
while [ new-move-counter > 0 ]
[
set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here)
[ fd new-search-distance-per-tick ;; move the distance set by user, so this works for search and
move actions
set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1
set new-search-distance-display-counter new-search-distance-display-counter + new-searchdistance-per-tick
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look * newsearch-distance-per-tick )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
]
[ set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1
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set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-look * new-search-distanceper-tick)
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
]
]
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface and
for behavior space data collection
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to new-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Esc/De-Esc ;; escalate the action level once a firm
determines that the adjacent cells do not have more resources
;; than the patch you are on and you have 'not moved' a sufficient number of times to exceed the nomove trigger
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-move-base new-moves-per-tick
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the new search counter to
what the user requests
ifelse ( new-no-move-counter > no-move-trigger );; check to see if the firm has not moved more
times than the no-move limit trigger
[ set new-move-escalated 1 ;; indicate that an escalation has been triggered
set new-move-counter new-move-counter + new-move-escalator ;; escalate the number of moves
the new firm makes
while [ new-move-counter > 1 ] ;; move foward one step at a time and gather resources until the
counter is back to 1
[ set heading random 360
set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1 ;; increment the display tracking
the number of moves
fd 1 ;; move forward
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1 ;; decrement the new move counter
]
set new-no-move-counter 0
]
;; the code above runs when the firm has NOT moved more times than the limit, no-move-trig,
and it therefore escalates the number
;; of moves
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;; the code below runs when the firm has moved and therefore does not exceed the no-move
trigger
[ set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here) ;; check if more resources on the patch ahead of you
[ set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
fd 1 ;; if resources ahead are greater than resources here, move fd 1
set new-no-move-counter 0 ;; and zero out the no move counter
]
[ set new-no-move-counter new-no-move-counter + 1
] ;; adjacent resources weren't greater, so increment the no move counter by 1
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-look );; get the resources here
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
]
;; the following commands execute everytime through this loop
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ] ; if no wealth in the firm, kill firm
end
to new-move-strategy-random-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc ;; opportunistic strategy that only escalates
when rival firms escalate
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-move-counter new-moves-per-tick
set new-move-counter-this-series new-move-counter ; initialize the number of moves for the new
agents
;; set new-move-counter new-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the counter used in the
commands below
set new-move-base new-move-counter-this-series ; initialize the global variable to be passed to new
firms
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the new search counter to
what the user requests
ifelse ( rival-move-base > new-move-base ) ;; if rival greater, then trigger escalation of new firms
;;
[ set new-move-base new-move-base + 1 ;; this is the escalation
while [ new-move-base > 1 ] ;; move foward one step at a time and gather resources unitl the
counter
[ set new-move-base (new-move-base - 1) ;; decrement the escalation factor
set heading random 360
set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
fd 1
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
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set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1
set new-no-move-counter 0
]
]
[ set heading random 360 ; move in a random direction
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here)
[ set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
fd 1
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - cost-to-look )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
]
[ set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-look )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
]
]
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to new-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic ;; opportunistic strategy - find the adjacent patch with the
most resources and moves there and
;; stop moving when you find the patch
;; check all adjacent patches with the following commands and determine the optimum heading
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-move-counter new-moves-per-tick ;; more than one move if move is set to more than one
by user
set new-search-distance-counter new-search-distance-per-tick ;; initialize the new search counter to
what the user requests
while [ new-move-counter > 0 ]
[
set heading 0
let best-direction 0
let best-amount resource-ahead
set heading 45
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 45
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set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 90
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 90
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 135
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 135
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 180
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 180
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 225
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 225
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 270
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 270
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading 315
if (resource-ahead > best-amount)
[ set best-direction 315
set best-amount resource-ahead ]
set heading best-direction
;;
;; the above determines the best direction, now to move in that direction - note the heading will stay
the same if the firm is
;; already on the patch with the greatest resources relative to the adjacent patches
;;
ifelse (resource-ahead > resource-here) ;; move in the best direction if it's greater than current
location
[ fd new-search-distance-per-tick
set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1.0
set new-move-display-counter new-move-display-counter + 1
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
]
[ set new-move-counter new-move-counter - 1.0 ;; even though no move in this section of code,
still need to decrement the move counter
set new-no-move-display-counter new-no-move-display-counter + 1
set new-firm-wealth new-firm-wealth + resource-here - ( cost-to-look * new-search-distance-pertick )
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set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
]
]
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface and
for behavior space data collection
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end
to new-move-strategy-pure-Opportunistic-Trig-Esc-DeEsc
end
;;;;; New firm Search strategies ;;;; These are all 'search' based strategies (not just move distance) ;;;;;
to new-search-strategy-random-balanced
choose-cost-of-actions
set new-search-distance-display-counter new-search-distance-display-counter + new-searchdistance-per-tick
set heading random 360 ;; random direction
set this-new-search-distance random-in-range min-new-search max-new-search ;; for this firm's
turn, let the search distance be a randomly chosen distance between 0 and the max search distance
fd this-new-search-distance
set new-firm-wealth ( new-firm-wealth + resource-here - cost-to-move - ( cost-to-look * this-newsearch-distance ) )
set new-firm-cum-wealth new-firm-cum-wealth + new-firm-wealth
set resource-here 0 ;; set resource on this patch to zero
new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
if new-firm-wealth < 0 [ die ]
end

to new-search-strategy-opportunistic-balanced
choose-cost-of-actions
end

;;;
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to rival-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
set-current-plot "wealth over time"
set-current-plot-pen "rival-firm-wealth"
plot sum [rival-firm-wealth] of rival-firms
set-current-plot "Number of Firms"
set-current-plot-pen "rival-firm-count"
plot count rival-firms
set-current-plot "Firm moves per tick"
set-current-plot-pen "rival-moves-per-tick"
plot mean [rival-moves-per-tick] of rival-firms
set-current-plot "Firm Search"
set-current-plot-pen "rival-search-distance-display-counter"
set-current-plot-pen "rival-searchs-per-tick"
plot mean [rival-search-distance-display-counter] of rival-firms
end
to new-firm-data-output ;; standard output procedure for plots and user monitors on user interface
and for behavior space data collection
set-current-plot "wealth over time"
set-current-plot-pen "new-firm-wealth"
plot sum [new-firm-wealth] of new-firms
set-current-plot "Number of Firms"
set-current-plot-pen "new-firm-count"
plot count new-firms
set-current-plot "Firm moves per tick"
set-current-plot-pen "new-moves-per-tick"
plot mean [new-moves-per-tick] of new-firms
set-current-plot "Firm Search"
set-current-plot-pen "new-search-distance-display-counter"
set-current-plot-pen "new-searchs-per-tick"
plot mean [new-search-distance-display-counter] of new-firms
end
to recolor-resource ;; patch procedure to reset color based on resources remaining on the patch
set pcolor (60 - ((resource-here / max-resource-value) * 8))
end
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to replenish-resource ;; patch procedure to replenish the resources used by firms
if replenish-resources = true
[
set resource-here resource-here + resource-replenishment-per-tick
if resource-here > max-resource-here
[set resource-here max-resource-here]
]
if resource-here = 0 ; if resource on this patch is nothing, color the patch white, otherwise color it
based on the resource remaining
[ set pcolor 9.9 ]
end
to-report random-in-range [low high]
report low + random (high - low + 1)
end

; Copyright 2010 Robert L. Porter. All rights reserved.
; The full copyright notice is in the Information tab.
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